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1 Introduction

Most network operators will enhance their existing radio networks by introducing
fourth generation (4G) communication systems. This is a necessary step to cope with
exponentially growing traffic demand as well as supporting sophisticated mobile ser-
vices. Cellular 4G radio networks are based on the Long-Term Evolution/System Ar-
chitecture Evolution (LTE/SAE) standard specification [30] and its extension LTE
Advanced [29]. Additionally, the other prominent 4G standard is the Worldwide
Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) standard [44, 83]. The underly-
ing technology of all 4G standards is Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) [50, 97].

The roll-out of 4G communication systems brings many opportunities for network ope-
rators to reduce the costs and complexity of deploying and operating their networks.
From the network operator’s perspective, the costs of deploying and maintaining the
network determine its profitability, and are therefore major criteria for roll-out deci-
sions [33, 49].

Figure 1.1 illustrates the related tasks that have to be carried out by the network ope-
rator in a chronological order. First, the results from network dimensioning basically
serve as input for business cases and strategic decisions. Second, cell site planning co-
vers site selection and initial configuration of the network infrastructure that is actually
deployed. Therefore, the optimization models for cell site planning have to be more
accurate and more realistic than the ones that are utilized for network dimensioning.
This requirement necessitates a greater level of detail in modeling interference-sensitive
resource allocation and computation of accurate signal quality information. Finally,
self-optimization of the deployed network allows network equipment to adapt its ra-
dio parameters autonomously, i.e., without any human intervention and without the
corresponding personnel expenses.

The work presented in this dissertation provides novel concepts, optimization models,
and related building blocks for the dimensioning, the planning, and the self-organized
operation of 4G radio networks. Concerning the latter two tasks, it particularly focuses
on Heterogeneous Networks(HetNets) that implement a multi-tier cell topology.

Parts of this thesis have already been published in [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 76] and [107].
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Figure 1.1: Basic tasks (lower components) and related input information (upper com-
ponents) to deploy and operate fourth generation radio networks.

1.1 Outline

The subsequent section gives an overview of the related work, initiatives, and insti-
tutions. At the end of this chapter, we introduce the basic notations that are used
throughout this thesis.

Chapter 2 covers the mathematical preliminaries to the different optimization problems
that we consider in this work. All following chapters correspond to the components
that are depicted in Figure 1.1 in a chronological order.

Chapter 3 presents a discussion of the building blocks that serve as immanent compo-
nents of the subsequent optimization models. Additionally, some of the fundamental
problems in radio network optimization are examined. These problems are strictly
related to the optimization models that we develop in this thesis. Due to the close
relation, finding optimal solutions for our optimization problems turns out to be com-
putationally hard.

Chapter 4 considers WiMAX-based radio networks that support multihop transmis-
sion. We determine the infrastructure dimensioning of such networks according to an
economically motivated approach and subject to the expected user distribution and
rate demand. The presented dimensioning approach deals with inter-cell interference
by ensuring a certain minimum distance between deployed transmitters.
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1.2 Related Work, Initiatives, and Institutions

This simple method is not appropriate for the purpose of accurate cell site planning and
configuration of LTE HetNets. Hence, in Chapter 5 we develop a low-complexity inter-
ference approximation model that estimates the bandwidth requirements for macrocells
and femtocells subject to inter-cell and cross-tier interference.

For the optimal cell site planning of LTE HetNets in Chapter 6, we consider macro-
cells and user-operated femtocells that are not necessarily active all the time. The
objective of the corresponding optimization problem is to provide a minimum number
of macrocells such that mobile services are area-wide guaranteed. On the other hand,
it avoids dispensable cell sites for the sake of cost efficiency and low interference.

Chapter 7 extends the HetNet deployment results from Chapter 6 and proposes a
model for joint coverage and capacity optimization. We present an integrated ap-
proach for the self-optimization of coverage and capacity in the time-variant system.
The corresponding algorithms are designed according to a traffic light principle. They
autonomously control site activity, transmission power, and antenna downtilt param-
eters in the operating HetNet.

Before this work is concluded in Chapter 9, Chapter 8 presents several conceptual
extensions to the previous optimization problems. The conceptual extensions either
provide heuristics to lower the problem complexity or they address the incorporation
of additional aspects into the network optimization domain, e.g., energy efficiency and
integration of user acceptance.

1.2 Related Work, Initiatives, and Institutions

Generally, the basic tasks and objectives for network planning and network operation
have not changed over the evolving generations from 2G (GSM) radio networks to 3G
(UMTS, HSPA) and 4G (WiMAX, LTE, LTE Advanced) communication systems. As
a consequence, the basic principles, workflow descriptions, and optimization problems,
e.g., discussed in [84, 101, 72, 103, 14, 45], are still relevant. The systems themselves,
however, have changed substantially not only in terms of performance capability. The
backbone architecture of networks has changed (E-UTRAN) as well as the supported
transmission modes (coding, modulation), the multiple access technology (OFDMA),
and the supported antenna techniques (MIMO, beamforming). Solid introductions
and detailed technical information on these topics are provided in [30, 29, 94, 50, 100].

Due to the changes in the underlying system technology, existing optimization models
have to be adapted or have to be re-developed for each network generation. The typical
problems for the planning and optimization of third generation Code Division Multi-
ple Access (CDMA) networks are presented in [14]. One of the main challenges for
maximizing coverage and capacity of 3G networks is coping with inter-cell and intra-
cell interference by choosing suitable spreading code assignments and beneficial power
allocations. Since all assignment and allocation decisions at base stations are mu-
tually interconnected, interference-sensitive optimization becomes a computationally
hard combinatorial problem. The same holds for OFDMA-based networks although
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1 Introduction

the technical problem definition changes: Interference depends on the subcarrier as-
signment and the power allocation on the subcarriers as interference coordination takes
place in the frequency domain. Related problems, optimization models, and compu-
tationally efficient heuristics are presented, e.g., in [62, 66, 27].

Modeling and handling interference becomes even more complex with the integration
of multiple tiers into the network topology. A second tier refers, for instance, to re-
lay stations in IEEE 802.16j networks (WiMAX) [83] or to pico-/femtocells in LTE
advanced systems (LTE HetNets) [29]. Co-channel deployment can cause cross-tier
interference if cells at different tiers use the same frequency spectrum. This cross-tier
interference is complex to handle due to the cell interdependencies and the required
communication overhead [69]. Radio resource management and network planning for
802.16j networks is investigated, for instance, in [80]. Concerning LTE HetNet deploy-
ment and configuration, we refer to [81] and [67].

Radio Resource Management (RRM) and cell reconfiguration are resource-intensive
tasks that have to be carried out with respect to dynamic changes in the network. The
required resources are particularly related to computational complexity, time consump-
tion, communication overhead, and man power. A popular paradigm to minimize such
aspects is the implementation of the network as a Self-Organizing Network (SON).
The underlying principle of any SON is to delegate tasks from the Network Manage-
ment System (NMS) to the network elements [85]. This feature enables autonomous
Self-Planning , Self-Optimization, and Self-Healing in a semi-decentralized or fully de-
centralized manner, e.g., as proposed in [86, 75]. The strong interest in SON topics is
reflected by the recent activities under guidance of the Next Generation Mobile Net-
works alliance (NGMN) and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). While
NGMN mainly provides economical and technical guidelines [77, 79], 3GPP is in charge
of the standardization of related network components, e.g., see [13, 7].

The 3GPP specifications for self-organized LTE HetNets are covered by different re-
leases. LTE Release 8 contains the fundamental specifications for Home eNodeB
(HeNB) components, self-establishment of network equipment, and automatic neigh-
bor relation list management [6]. LTE Release 9 covers the specifications for enhan-
ced HeNB functionality as well as studies on self-organization, self-healing, and self-
organized coverage and capacity optimization [8]. In releases 10 and 11, 3GPP extends
the specifications and SON use cases successively with respect to LTE Advanced sys-
tems. These releases particularly emphasize the coordination between SON functio-
nalities [29, 4, 5].

Several initiatives have been established to investigate and contribute to self-
optimization and self-configuration in wireless communication networks [85]: As part
of the Celtic Initiative [21], the Celtic GANDALF project contributed at a very early
stage to automated troubleshooting and automatic control of network parameters [22].
The End-to-End Efficiency project, funded by the European Union within the 7th
Framework Program, covers some SON related use cases such as handover optimiza-
tion and inter-cell interference coordination [1]. The SOCRATES project was estab-
lished within the same EU program. This project particularly addresses SON aspects

4



1.3 Notation

such as integrated handover parameter optimization and load balancing, automatic
generation of initial insertion parameters, and cell outage management [96]. Further-
more, several COST (European COoperation in Science and Technology) projects have
contributed to SON-related network modeling, network planning, and network opti-
mization [41].

1.3 Notation

We use the basic notation listed in Table 1.1 throughout the rest of this work. In
the subsequent chapters, the symbols and identifiers are extended with respect to the
particular context.

Symbol & domain Description

S, K, F Index sets of macrocell sites, relay stations, and femtocell
transmitters with representative indices s ∈ S, k ∈ K, f ∈ F .

T Index set of demand nodes utilized for modeling the traffic
distribution, representative index t ∈ T .

rt ∈ R≥0 Requested data rate at a demand node.

rMIN
t ∈ R≥0 Minimum required data rate if the demand node is served.

Bs, Bk, Bf ∈ R≥0
Total available bandwidth at macrocells, relay stations, and
femtocells.

est, ekt, eft ∈ R≥0
Supported spectral efficiency (signal quality indicator) from
macrocell transmitter, relay station, and femtocell transmit-
ter to demand node t.

ys, yk, yf ∈ {0, 1} Binary decision variables indicating the selection of a (confi-
gured) macrocell site, relay station, or femtocell transmitter.

zst, zkt, zft ∈ {0, 1}
Binary decision variables indicating the assignment of de-
mand node t to a certain macrocell site, relay station, or
femtocell transmitter.

zt ∈ {0, 1} Auxiliary variable indicating that demand node t is assigned
to a transmitter.

bst, bkt, bft ∈ R≥0

Amount of allocated bandwidth for transmission from macro-
cell transmitter, relay station, and femtocell transmitter to
demand node t.

refft ∈ R≥0

Auxiliary variable describing the effectively served data rate
at demand node t, depending on the particular signal quality
and bandwidth allocation.

Table 1.1: Basic symbols and identifiers – parameters (upper part) are separated from
variables (lower part) by the dashed line.
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1 Introduction

For network dimensioning, planning, and optimization we consider macrocell sites that
are represented by the index set S. Depending on the considered system technology,
i.e., WiMAX or LTE, a site corresponds to a Base Station (BS) or to an eNodeB (eNB).
When we present our approach for the dimensioning of WiMAX multihop networks
in Chapter 4, Relay Stations (RSs) are represented by the index set K. Analogously,
the index set F describes the femtocell related HeNBs for LTE HetNet planning and
optimization in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. For the sake of simplicity, we define the
indices s, k, f as representatives that refer to all elements of the corresponding index
sets S,K, and F . If a transmitter entity s, k, or f is selected, the corresponding
decision variable y∗ is set to one. Please note that each selected transmitter entity ap-
plies a certain configuration. The configuration state space can include, for instance,
different transmit powers or different antenna downtilt settings. Optimal network
deployment and initial configuration can be considered jointly within the same opti-
mization problem if multiple configurations of the cell sites are included in S. This
principle is applied when we consider self-organized online control of macrocell sites
and femtocells in Chapter 7.

Computation time and memory are critical resources for the application of our opti-
mization models. In order to lower the size of the problem instances, the Demand Node
(DN) concept from [101] is adapted in Section 3.3 to abstract from single users. The
demand nodes from the index set T model the spatial distribution of aggregated users
as well as their joint rate demand for a predefined reference period. Each DN t ∈ T
is associated with a certain location and a certain data rate demand rt. Please note
that t might context-specifically also represent a single user, i.e., a sufficiently small
DN that contains exactly one user (receiver). Serving the requested data rate requires
the assignment of the DN to a transmitter station ∗ ∈ {s, k, f} by setting the corres-
ponding decision variables z∗t and zt to one. The serving station ∗ has to allocate a
sufficiently large amount of bandwidth b∗t to provide an effective data rate of refft to the
DN. The required bandwidth is determined subject to the requested data rate rt, the
minimum required rate rMIN

t , and the supported spectral efficiency (signal quality) e∗t
on the link to t. This principle is formalized in Section 3.2 for the interference-free
case and in Chapter 5 for an interference-limited system. Finally, the overall avail-
able bandwidth at each macrocell site, relay station, and HeNB ∗ is limited by the
corresponding maximum bandwidth B∗.

Please note that symbols with a capitalized subscript or superscript refer to (con-
stant) parameters, whereas symbols with a lowercased subscript or superscript refer
to variables.

6



2 Mathematical Preliminaries

Even though the subsequent chapters deal with various topics and applications, most of
them have two conceptual aspects in common. First, the related optimization problems
are of multi-objective nature, i.e., we consider the joint optimization of multiple Key
Performance Indices(KPIs). The corresponding single objectives can be contradictory.
And second, we formalize the optimization models as linear programs that can also
contain integer constraints. The basic concepts and aspects regarding those two pro-
perties are introduced in the following.

2.1 Linear Programs

According to [18], a general optimization problem is defined as

min f0(x)

s.t. fi(x) ≤ 0 , i = 1, . . . ,m (2.1)

hj(x) = 0 , j = 1, . . . , p

with optimization variable x ∈ X n, inequality constraint functions fi : X n → R,
equality constraint functions hj : X n → R, and objective function f0 : X n → R. If not
defined otherwise, we assume X = R≥0. The set of points for which the objective func-
tion and all constraint functions are defined is called the domain D of the optimization
problem. A point x ∈ D is feasible if it satisfies all constraints of problem (2.1). The
optimal value or optimum of problem (2.1) is defined as

inf {f0(x) | fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m, hj(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p}

and a feasible point x∗ ∈ D for which the optimum is attained, is called optimal point .

If the objective function and all constraint functions are linear, problem (2.1) can be
reformulated as

min cTx

s.t. aT
i x ≤ bi , i = 1, . . . ,m (2.2)

for x ∈ X n, vectors c,a1, . . . ,am ∈ Rn, and scalars b1, . . . , bm ∈ R. The optimization
problem (2.2) is called a Linear Program (LP). If the LP considers the p equality
constraints from (2.1) its feasible points are in a subspace of D that is reduced by the
dimension d = dim {x ∈ X n | hj(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p}.

7



2 Mathematical Preliminaries

Since linear programs are convex by definition, they can be solved by methods that are
computationally efficient, at least in practice: The simplex method finds optimal points
in a compact set by exploring the vertices of the polyhedron that describes the solution
space. The polyhedron is defined by the constraints aT

i x = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m that follow
from the inequalities of (2.2) and the incorporation of corresponding slack variables [61,
26]. There exist examples where the simplex method needs an exponential number of
operations to find the optimum [59]. However, in practice the computational effort
is of order n2m assuming that m ≥ n [18]. If the LP considers the (linear) equality
constraints from (2.1), the computational effort is of order (n− d)2m for m ≥ (n− d).

Interior point methods are another prominent approach to solve LPs. The compu-
tational effort of these methods is strictly bounded by O

(
n3
√
n
)
, i.e., interior point

methods have a polynomial complexity [108]. Moreover, the algorithms can perform
significantly better than this worst case upper bound for many practical problem in-
stances. Interior point methods outperform the simplex algorithm on several problem
classes, e.g., on large degenerate problems with many zero entries in the solution vec-
tor [43]. Most state-of-the-art LP solvers such as CPLEX [51] or Gurobi [48] support
both solution approaches.

2.2 Integer and Mixed-Integer Linear Programs

The linear optimization problem (2.2) is called an Integer Linear Program (ILP) [61]
if its optimization variables are subject to corresponding integrality constraints . In
this case, we assume X = N. If only a proper subset of variables is restricted to the
integer domain, the resulting problem is called a Mixed-Integer linear Program (MIP).
Both variants belong to the same problem class in terms of computational complexity.
Thus, in the following we will not distinguish MIPs from ILPs.

Contrary to the problem class of LPs, solving ILPs is NP-hard [68]. The search space of
binary ILPs (X = {0, 1}), for instance, grows exponentially with n. Therefore, solving
an ILP can become computationally intractable for large problem instances. It is often
useful to determine solutions by heuristics such as simulated annealing or tabu search
algorithms [14]. For ILPs of a suitable size, however, the most common techniques to
compute optimal solutions are branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut algorithms [61,
68]. The state-of-the-art LP solvers mentioned above solve ILPs and MIPs by applying
variants of these algorithms. Moreover, they can introduce problem-specific cutting
planes to simplify the solution space. Computing optimal ILP solutions can take
hours or days even for reasonably sized problem instances and very sophisticated solver
implementations.

We refer to [25] for more details on integer programming and the related class of
combinatorial optimization problems. This reference provides very useful information,
and moreover, interesting facts about the people that have dominated this research
field in the last 50 years.
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2.3 Multi-Objective Optimization Problems

2.3 Multi-Objective Optimization Problems

A Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) problem is defined as a general optimization
problem according to (2.1) with v objective functions Fl : X n → R, see [18]. Thus,
the function f0 : X n → Rv is vector-valued with

f0(x) = ((F1, . . . , Fv)(x))
T .

MOO problems are linear if all objectives Fl and all constraint functions are linear. In
that case, the definitions and properties from Section 2.2 hold for a proper selection
of X . Compared to an optimization problem (2.1) with a scalar-valued objective
function, it is not intuitive how optimal points are defined for an MMO problem.

Many relevant problems from radio network planning and optimization are MOO prob-
lems. Typically, several decision criteria have to be considered jointly, e.g., coverage,
capacity, and cost are considered as separate objectives Fl. The joint optimization
of multiple objectives can be a trade-off task if they are contradicting. For instance,
maximization of coverage and capacity as well as maximization of coverage and min-
imization of cost generally are trade-off tasks [105, 55]. In such a situation, it is a
problem to decide which solution should be preferred if several ones exist. In the
following, we formalize this problem and introduce three approaches to deal with it.

If x is a feasible point, the l-th objective Fl(x) may be interpreted as its score. If
two points x ∈ X n and y ∈ X n are both feasible, Fl(x) ≤ Fl(y) means that x is at
least as good as y with respect to the l-th objective; Fl(x) < Fl(y) means that x is
better than y or x beats y on the l-th objective, respectively. If x and y are both
feasible, x is better than y, i.e., x dominates y, if Fl(x) ≤ Fl(y) for all l = 1, . . . , v
and Fu(x) < Fu(y) holds for at least one u. Roughly speaking, x is better than y if x
meets or beats y on all objectives and beats it on at least one objective. If there exists
a non-dominated feasible point x∗ ∈ X n that is optimal for each scalar problem

min Fl(x)

s.t. fi(x) ≤ 0 , i = 1, . . . ,m

hj(x) = 0 , j = 1, . . . , p

with l = 1, . . . , v, x∗ is an optimal point. Such an optimal point does not exist for
many MMO problems. Hence, the following definition is the more relevant one for
MMO problems. Any Pareto optimal point or efficient point xPO ∈ X satisfies the
following condition: If y ∈ X is feasible and Fl(y) ≤ Fl(x

PO) for l = 1, . . . , v then it
holds Fl(x

PO) = Fl(y) for all l = 1, . . . , v. This means that it is impossible to improve
one score of a Pareto optimal point without decreasing another one. Particularly,
it holds that if a feasible point is not Pareto optimal there exists at least one other
feasible point that is better. In consequence, Pareto optimal points are well suited
candidates for finding beneficial solutions for MOO problems.

9
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(a) The convex hull (dashed line) of Pareto op-
timal points (cross or asterisk) defines the set of
supported efficient points (crosses).
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(b) The scalarization approach can find the sup-
ported Pareto optimal points (crosses) of the
Pareto front if (λCOV, λCAP) > 0.

Figure 2.1: An exemplary two-objective optimization problem.

2.3.1 Pareto Front Exploration and the Scalarization Approach

Figure 2.1 (a) illustrates the set of Pareto optimal points for a discrete multi-objective
maximization problem that considers coverage and capacity as conflicting objectives.
Coverage can be interpreted as the area where users experience a minimum received
signal power, whereas capacity might describe the maximum cell edge throughput.

Each objective is assumed to be a function of the optimization variable x ∈ D,
which contains integer components. Furthermore, the achievable objective values are
bounded by a power constraint. The image of the set of Pareto optimal points forms
the optimal trade-off surface or so-called Pareto front . Its shape describes the trade-off
characteristic between the objectives.

Exploring the points of the Pareto front is an intuitive approach to find a beneficial
solution for joint coverage and capacity maximization – and for joint MOO in general.
From the set of explored Pareto optimal points, we choose the one that is best suited
in terms of a certain decision criterion. Exploring all Pareto optimal points, however,
is computationally hard since there usually exist exponentially many points [57, 63].
Thus, computing the Pareto front requires the application of sophisticated methods
and algorithms. In [109], the Pareto front is approximated by genetic algorithms
and [24, 87] consider particle swarm optimization for this purpose.

Even if we are able to compute a set of Pareto optimal points, the following problem
arises as soon as the set contains more than one element: If each Pareto optimal point
beats the other ones on at least one objective, which point gives the best solution?
One way to cope with this dilemma is to make use of the scalarization approach and
its properties, which are discussed in [34].

10
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Basically, the scalarization of an MOO problem is obtained by combining the multiple
objectives of f0(x) into a single weighted sum objective

λT ((F1, . . . , Fv)(x)) =
v∑

l=1

λlFl(x) . (2.3)

The factor λl can be interpreted as the weight attached to the l-th objective or as
the importance of making Fl small. The ratio λi/λj is the relative weight or relative
importance of the i-th objective compared to the j-th objective. Alternatively, λi/λj

might be interpreted as exchange rate between the two objectives. Solving the MOO
problem for the weighted sum objective (2.3) has the same computational complexity
as solving a scalar-valued optimization problem.

For λ > 0, any optimal solution of the MOO problem with objective (2.3) is Pareto
optimal [18, 34]. As illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b), the weight vector λ gives the normal
of the tangential hyperplane at the associated Pareto optimal point(s). Please note
that Pareto optimal points in the interior of the convex hull (gray area) cannot be found
by the scalarization approach. Therefore, they are called unsupported efficient points.
In Figure 2.1, unsupported efficient points are depicted as an asterisk. Furthermore,
it holds that:

1. A supported Pareto optimal point can have several tangential hyperplanes if the
convex hull is not smooth, i.e., if it is not (multidimensionally) continuously diffe-
rentiable. In this case such a point can be found by the scalarization approach
for different weight vectors λ.

2. If the scalarization approach finds multiple supported efficient points for a certain
weight vector λ, the value of the corresponding weighted sum objective is the
same for all points. However, the single components of the efficient points can
differ significantly, e.g., see the encircled points in Figure 2.1 (b).

Both properties are particularly relevant for integer MOO problems, where the con-
vex hull of the discrete – and in most cases non-dense – set of Pareto optimal points
usually is not smooth. If the weights λl are chosen with respect to a certain inten-
tion, e.g., to obtain a solution with balanced objectives, those properties can lead to
solutions that do not match with this intention at all. Figure 2.1 (b) illustrates such
a situation where the weights are chosen equally but the two resulting efficient points
(encircled) mutually differ in one objective component. Nevertheless, the particular
setting of λl generally influences the balance of the objectives that are obtained for
multiple instances of the MOO problem.

In the ideal case, the exchange rates between the objectives are unambiguously. Then
the MMO problem reduces to a scalar-valued optimization problem, which can be
solved by the conventional methods that were discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

11
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2.3.2 Constrained Single Target Optimization

An alternative but very simple approach is to solve the MMO problem in a hierarchi-
cal fashion [105]. Basically, this is done by considering a scalar-valued optimization
problem for one of the objectives Fl(x). After an optimal solution has been computed,
the achieved objective value defines an upper bound for Fl(x) when the procedure
is repeated for another objective Fl′(x), l

′ �= l. The upper bound on Fl(x) is imple-
mented by an additional (maximum) constraint. The solutions that are obtained by
this approach strictly depend on the order of the single optimization tasks, i.e, they
depend on the predefined hierarchy of objectives. In consequence, the application of
this method makes only sense if the considered hierarchy is reasonably defined.
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3 Building Blocks for Radio Network

Optimization

This chapter introduces the building blocks for the optimization of 4G radio networks
at different stages of the system lifecycle. In particular, it provides the detailed defini-
tion of models for radio wave propagation prediction, channel models, and methods to
describe user mobility and demand in a computationally efficient way. Furthermore,
we discuss some of the fundamental problems in radio network optimization. The dis-
cussed problems are closely related to the optimization models that we develop in the
subsequent chapters.

Parts of this chapter have already been published in [37, 76].

3.1 Radio Wave Propagation Models

Signal strength and Channel State Information (CSI) provide essential input informa-
tion for any approach that considers planning and control of radio networks. They
are important for all applications that deal with time-variant user positions, e.g., lo-
calization and location tracking. Basically, the information is used to describe the
wireless channel characteristic that might vary over time and the spatial domain. Ex-
act methods like channel measuring or estimation of the channel impulse response
are very resource consuming and usually not practicable to obtain area-wide informa-
tion. Therefore, sophisticated models have been developed in order to provide highly
accurate approximations.

In the following, we neglect the signal phase information, which is justified by the long-
term perspective of the subsequent applications. The amplitude of a received signal is
determined by the emitted signal power and the physical effects that the signal experi-
ences on its path from the transmitter to the receiver. A radio wave propagation model
typically describes the effects on the signal path either in an empirical (stochastic) or
in a semi-empirical way, where the latter one incorporates deterministic components.
We refer to [88] for a comprehensive introduction to the basic principles of radio wave
propagation modeling. Particularly, the document provides a good overview of some
popular models like the Hata model and the COST-231-Walfisch-Ikegami model. It
serves as root reference for the following definitions and descriptions.

13
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The path loss information L(t) is the relevant output of a radio wave propagation
model. The pass loss describes the average attenuation of the emitted signal power P
on its path to the receiver point t, i.e.,

L(t) =
P

Pt

and LdB(t) = 10 log10
P

Pt

, (3.1)

where Pt is the received signal power at t. According to [42], the effective path loss is
a superposition of three essential components, namely

1. a distance-dependent basic path loss L0(t),

2. the slow fading (shadowing) effects modeled by a random variable Gslow, and

3. the fast fading effects modeled by a random variable Gfast.

With respect to the distance d(t) between transmitter and receiver point t, the
distance-dependent basic path loss is often assumed as the Line-of-Sight (LoS) or
free-space path loss component, i.e.,

L0(t) =
(4π)2(d(t))γ

λ2
fc
GA(φ(t), ψ(t))

for signal wavelength λfc at carrier (center) frequency fc, the antenna
gain GA(φ(t), ψ(t)), and the free-space path loss exponent γ = 2. On a logarith-
mic scale this is

LdB
0 (t) = 20 log10

4π

λfc

− 10 log10 GA(φ(t), ψ(t)) + γ10 log10 d(t) . (3.2)

Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) situations are modeled by a larger path loss exponent,
which can increase up to a value of five for urban environments. The antenna
gain GA(φ(t), ψ(t)) is given by an antenna-specific pattern according to Figure 3.1.
It considers the transmitter in the center position and t in direction (φ(t), ψ(t)) in
spherical coordinates. The gain of beamforming-generated antenna patterns can be
approximated by an equivalent representation. Please note that we do not consider
an antenna gain at the receiver side for path loss computation and that (3.2) is only
feasible for far-field considerations, i.e., for d(t) ≫ 0.

Finally, the effective (overall) path loss is described as

L(t) = L0(t)GfastGslow or LdB(t) = LdB
0 (t) + 10 log10 Gfast + 10 log10 Gslow . (3.3)

The fading components model the signal variation over time for moving receivers in
time-variant channel simulations. Fast fading results from multipath propagation of
the signal due to physical reflection and scattering effects. It is typically modeled by a
Rayleigh distributed random variable Gfast for LoS scenarios and as Ricean distributed
random variable for the NLoS case. Fast fading influences the signal on a very small
time scale. Slow fading effects take place on a much larger time scale since they are
caused by the shadowing impact of large obstacles such as buildings or hills.
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Figure 3.1: Exemplary antenna pattern from [58]: elevation and azimuth diagrams.

The shadowing-related variation of the signal magnitude in dB can be modeled suit-
ably by a log-normal distributed random variable Gslow. We consider the time-invariant
channel since tasks like network dimensioning and cell site planning are carried out
with respect to the long-term characteristic of the channel. Fading effects are incorpo-
rated into the system model as a constant term that reflects either the average fading
situation or the worst case fading situation. Therefore, in the following we concentrate
on alternative models for the basic path loss LdB

0 (t).

A widely used representation for measurement calibrated path loss models is

LdB(t) = ∆0 + 20 log10
4π

λfc

+ γ10 log10 d(t) + LdB
effects(t) , (3.4)

where ∆0 serves as offset constant in a least-squares regression fitting [40] and covers
the antenna gain, potential measurement inaccuracies, and shadowing related effects.
Some path loss models exploit further knowledge of certain physical conditions such
as antenna height, terrain type, or building information and extend the model by
a related term LdB

effects(t) �= 0. Consequently, path loss models differ in the particular
term LdB

effects(t) as well as in the according model parameters that are typically estimated
from different measurements.

In the following, we discuss some prominent empirical and semi-empirical path loss
models. Furthermore, in Section 3.1.3 we develop a direction-specific path loss model
that combines principles from empirical and ray optical path loss computation.

3.1.1 Semi-Empirical Path Loss Models

The Hata model – a variant of the well-known Okumura model [88] for carrier frequen-
cies above 1.5GHz – is intended for computing the path loss in large cells of 1 − 20
km. The COST-231-Walfisch-Ikegami model considers cell radii in the range of 20m
to 5 km and is, therefore, a suitable choice for path loss computation in femtocells and
picocells. Both models consider the antenna height and the reference height of the
receiver in the term LdB

effects(t). Additionally, they apply a constant penetration term
that is chosen with respect to the particular environment. For instance the Hata model
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Model parameter

Terrain type

A B C

hilly hilly or plain plain

heavily forested lightly or moderately forested lightly forested

a 4.6 4.0 3.6

b 0.0075 0.0065 0.0050

c 12.6 17.1 20.0

Table 3.1: Terrain-specific parameters for the Erceg model.

adds a penetration constant of 3 dB for metropolitan areas. Both models serve as key
components for system simulations in the SOCRATES project [95] when algorithms
for self-organized LTE HetNets are assessed.

Distinguishing 13 different propagation environments, the WINNER II project group
provides parameter sets for more than 20 semi-empirical path loss models. All those
models were developed on basis of extensive measurement (channel sounding) cam-
paigns [53]. Some of the models consider indoor propagation, which is modeled by
penetration terms LdB

effects(t) that depend on the number of floors and the number of
walls between the transmitter and the receiver. From indoor office over indoor-to-
outdoor to bad urban macrocell and rural macrocell environments, almost all models
distinguish LoS from NLoS situations. They apply distance-dependent parameter sets
that are defined either by an absolute distance range or relatively with respect to the
antenna height. If the particular environment is unknown, the LoS/NLoS-sensitive
path loss models provide scenario-specific approximations for the LoS probability.
The LoS probability decreases exponentially with the distance of the receiver point.
The main intention of the WINNER initiative was to develop channel models for
time-variant MIMO systems. Thus, the provided path loss models are combined with
environment-specific fading models and both serve as key components of sophisticated
MIMO channel models. We discuss some of the channel models in Section 3.2. Many
recent works that deal with LTE systems utilizes the WINNER path loss models, the
WINNER channel models, or variants of it.

The Erceg path loss model is very popular for radio wave propagation in suburban or
rural areas since it distinguishes the terrain type between transmitter and receiver [40].
Neglecting the shadowing component, the Erceg model is defined by (3.4) for apply-
ing LdB

effects(t) = 0, the path loss exponent

γ = (a− b hA + c/hA)

for an antenna (transmitter) height hA, 10 ≤ hA ≤ 80 [m], and parameters a, b, c that
are chosen from Table 3.1 according to the predominant terrain type. The Erceg model
improves the prediction accuracy for the designated application scenarios compared to
approaches that do not consider the terrain type. However, it is restricted to the choice
of one (predominant) terrain category. Hence, all receiver points at the same distance
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Figure 3.2: In the Erceg model, receivers t1 and t2 experience equal path losses due to
the same distance d and the same predominant terrain type.

from the transmitter gain identical path losses if their predominant terrain type is
the same. This can lead to inaccuracies and inconsistent results in some situations,
see Figure 3.2. In Section 3.1.3, we propose a semi-empirical path loss model that
overcomes this drawback. Since our model utilizes concepts from ray optical path loss
computation, we first introduce the principles of ray optical algorithms.

3.1.2 Ray Optical Path Loss Models

Ray optical models improve the path loss prediction accuracy by incorporating
environment-specific effect terms LdB

effects(t) in (3.4) in a deterministic manner. This
approach is very resource consuming in terms of computational complexity, runtime,
and expenses for providing the related input data. Therefore, ray optical path loss
computation is usually only applied for purposes that necessarily require the supported
level of accuracy. For instance, network dimensioning – as discussed in Chapter 4 –
is typically carried out using non-deterministic and low-cost path loss models accord-
ing to Section 3.1.1. On the other hand, cell site planning and site configuration in
urban environments prerequisite very detailed information about the radio conditions
in the corresponding area. Therefore, the following approach is utilized for path loss
computation in the Chapters 6 and 7.

The basic principle of ray optical path loss prediction is to identify the signal prop-
agation paths between the transmitter and the receiver point t as a set of rays. A
ray is defined as a sequence of straight lines through the scene, which are connected
by effect-related deflection points. The buildings in an urban environment are de-
scribed as polyhedrons that are given by the buildings’ surface sections (facets). In
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of the modeled physical effects on launched rays.

the widely used 2.5D data format, the building heights are specified but roof shapes
are not considered.

Basically, two different classes of ray optical models are distinguished. In ray tracing
models , the tracking of possible propagation paths starts at the receiver point and
proceeds towards the transmitter. The set of possible propagation paths is limited by
the maximum number of deflection points , i.e., points at facets where deflection effects
occur. If the path loss is computed for multiple receiver points, it requires a high
computational effort to determine all relevant deflection points for each receiver. For
receiver points that are located nearby, however, the corresponding propagation paths
are nearly identical. In such situations – or if the receiver locations are dynamic or not
known in advance – it is more efficient to apply the following principle: Complementary
to the ray tracing method, ray launching algorithms emit a finite set of rays from the
transmitter in predetermined directions. They track the deflection points at facets and
the physical effects on the paths through the scene. Each point that is reached by at
least one path can be considered as receiver point. As the emitted rays disperse due to
physical effects such as diffraction, important deflection points or even some relevant
receiver points may not be reached. Therefore, the density of emitted rays has to be
high enough to avoid that effect. Since a higher ray density increases the required
computational effort, the multiplication of rays at deflection points is proposed in [89]
to keep the overall number of rays low.

The ray launching method from [73, 90] is applied to generate the input information
for the planning and control methods presented in Chapters 6 and 7. The basic idea of
the underlying Cube Oriented Ray Launching Algorithm (CORLA) is to rasterize the
considered urban environment into suitably and equally sized cubes. Physical effects
at a cube are tracked if the cube belongs to a facet, see Figure 3.3 (a). The following
deflection effects are distinguished: Reflection (R) at a facet surface, horizontal diffrac-
tion (H) at a facet edge, and vertical diffraction (V ) due to deflection at rooftop edges.
Diffraction effects cause the emission of a new bundle of rays into the diffraction cone,
whereas reflection effects just change the angle of the arriving ray. Due to the diffrac-
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tion effects and the multiple rays that are emitted at the transmitter, a receiver point t
might be reached by a set of different paths Pt. The effect-related path loss on each
path p ∈ Pt depends on the number of associated deflection points nR(p), nH(p), nV (p)
and the signal penetration at each deflection point i with angular change φi.

If the penetration terms are described as polynomials of degree K in φi, the effect
related attenuation on the path p is given as

LdB
CORLA(p) =

nR(p)
∑

i=1

K∑

j=0

wR, jφ
j
R,i +

nH(p)
∑

i=1

K∑

j=0

wH, jφ
j
H,i +

nV (p)
∑

i=1

K∑

j=0

wV, jφ
j
V,i , (3.5)

where wR, j, wH, j, wV, j, j = 0, . . . , K, are the polynomial coefficients that have to be
calibrated in advance by a measurement based parameter estimation. As illustrated
in Figure 3.3 (b) - (d), each considered effect has its own path loss characteristic, and
particularly, the vertical diffraction is influenced by the height of the buildings. The
superposition of all effects provides a highly accurate description of the radio conditions
at receiver points. Please note that rays are not longer tracked from the deflection point
on, where the overall attenuation on the path exceeds a certain (maximum) threshold.

According to [102], it is a reasonable approximation to consider only the strongest
path that exists between transmitter and receiver, i.e., the signal path with the lowest
path loss. With respect to this approximation and (3.5), the distance-dependent terms
in (3.4) are replaced by

γ10 log10 d(t) + LdB
effects(t) = min

p∈Pt

{
γ10 log10 d(p) + LdB

CORLA(p)
}

,

where d(p) denotes the length of the path to receiver point t. This approximation is not
suitable for channel models that consider the signal phase information, e.g., MIMO
channel models, since it neglects multipath propagation. We refer to the approach
presented in [91] if multipath propagation is a required feature.

3.1.3 A Direction-Specific Land Use Based Path Loss Model

In [37], we develop a Direction-specific Land use based Path loss model (DiLaP) that
combines principles from empirical and ray optical path loss computation. The com-
bination counteracts the inaccuracies that can arise for the models from Section 3.1.1
due to the missing diversification on the propagation path, see Figure 3.2. Our model
is intended for application to suburban/rural areas. It improves related path loss mod-
els such as the Erceg model from Section 3.1.1 by considering all land use segments –
with different sizes and attenuation properties – that are passed by a straight ray from
the receiver to the transmitter. The underlying principle of our model is that land
use segments nearby the receiver have a strong influence on the path loss, whereas the
impact of segments far away is reduced.

The set C contains all land use classes that we distinguish for path loss computation.
In the following, we consider C = {1 (free space), 2 (village), 3 (forest)} as illustrated
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Figure 3.4: DiLaP computation for the area depicted in Figure 3.2.

in Figure 3.2. The set of land use classes is generally not limited to those three but
this choice leads to good results for the investigated scenarios. In [76], we propose an
approach to extract the required land use information from low-cost satellite pictures
by applying dedicated classification algorithms.

Before the DiLaP computation is carried out, we first determine the i = 1, . . . , n(t)
different land use segments that are intersected by the direct path from receiver t to
the transmitter. Each segment i has a corresponding length (sub-distance) d(i) > 0
and the land use class c(i). Figure 3.4 (a) sketches this information exemplarily for
the receiver t2 from Figure 3.2.

The segment information is evaluated by

LdB
DiLaP(t) =∆0 + 20 log10

4π

λfc

+ γc(1) 10 log10 (d(1))

+

n(t)
∑

i=2

[

γc(i) 10 log10

(
i∑

j=1

d(j)

)

− γc(i) 10 log10

(
i−1∑

j=1

d(j)

)]

, (3.6)

where the parameters ∆0, λfc are defined according to (3.2). Each land use class c ∈ C
corresponds to an individual path loss coefficient γc ∈ {γ1, γ2, γ3}. The coefficients
are predetermined by a parameter estimation (calibration) for the considered evalua-
tion scenario. Figure 3.4 (a) illustrates the principle behind formula (3.6). It shows
particularly the logical evaluation direction that is reversely aligned to the physical
propagation direction: The path loss at the receiver is modeled as additive superpo-
sition of the segment path losses in between. For instance, the path loss contribution
of segment 2 in Figure 3.4 (a) is calculated as the path loss with respect to the cor-
responding land use class c(2) and distance d(1) + d(2) to the receiver. The obtained
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Figure 3.5: DiLaP characteristics for a straight path of increasing distance.

result is then adapted by subtracting the land use specific influence of the antecedent
segment 1. The subtraction considers the land use class c(2) but distance d(1). Con-
sequently, the impact of segment 2 on the overall path loss depends on its land use
type and length, but particularly it depends on its distance to the receiver. Hence, the
impact of segments that are located far away from the receiver is significantly smaller
than the impact of segments nearby. This effect becomes clear when (3.6) is rewritten
as

LdB
DiLaP(t) = ∆0+20 log10

4π

λfc

+γc(1) 10 log10 (d(1))+

n(r)
∑

i=2

γc(i) 10 log10

(

1 +
d(i)

∑i−1
j=1 d(j)

)

.

Furthermore, it is illustrated by Figure 3.5 where LdB
DiLaP(t) is computed successively

for all points t on one ray that starts at the transmitter:

• The path loss according to DiLaP is upper bounded by the distance-dependent
path loss for the land use class forest that has the largest path loss exponent. It
is lower bounded by the free-space path loss with path loss exponent γ1 = 2, see
Table 3.2.

• Since the segment nearby the receiver point has the highest impact to the effective
path loss at t, the path loss can decrease although the distance is increasing.
This effect occurs in segments that cause a lower path loss than the antecedent
segment on the path, e.g., in transition areas from village to free-space or from
forest to village.

• The DiLaP results are asymptotic for an increasing segment length d(i).
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Evaluation

Our DiLaP approach is evaluated with respect to measurement data from a WiMAX
measurement campaign in Regensburg, Germany. After computing the required input
information by automatic land use classification of the corresponding satellite image,
the DiLaP parameters are calibrated by a least-squares regression fit on a subset of
measurements points. The obtained model parameters are shown in the upper left
part of Table 3.2. Figure 3.4 (b) visualizes the path loss prediction results for the area
from Figure 3.2 and a resolution of 6.25m2 per pixel.

Approach DiLaP Erceg model

Model Parameter
∆0 = 3.2, γ1 = 2.0 Terrain type C

γ2 = 2.2, γ3 = 2.3 hA = 10m

MSE [dB] 4.97 6.86

Table 3.2: Model parameters and evaluation results.

The DiLaP approach is compared to the Erceg model from Section 3.1.1 on a set of
measurement points that are distinct from the ones that were used for DiLaP calibra-
tion. For the Erceg model, we choose the terrain type that leads to the best results
in terms of the Mean-Squared Error (MSE) achieved on the evaluation points. Even
though DiLaP does not exploit any additional information like antenna height, Ta-
ble 3.2 shows that it beats the Erceg path loss model in terms of prediction accuracy.
The smart direction-specific evaluation principle enables DiLaP to reflect the path loss
characteristics of the underlying measuring track more precisely than the Erceg model.
This property is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The improved accuracy of DiLaP comes at
the cost of an increased computational complexity, mainly caused by the successive
superposition of segment-wise processing. In [37], we discuss how the DiLaP runtime
can be reduced by implementing the model on a parallel computer architecture.

Overall, the evaluation results demonstrate excellent path loss accuracy of our DiLaP
approach and its advantages over the Erceg model. Since the path loss computation
for single segments is very simple, this component might be enhanced by using more
sophisticated semi-empirical models, e.g., the WINNER path loss models mentioned
in Section 3.1.1.

3.2 Wireless Channel Models, Rate Computation, and

Bandwidth Allocation

The level of detail that channel models have to provide depends on the particular
application. If wireless networks are optimized with respect to a long-term perspec-
tive, the channel information is not required at a time scale of milliseconds, seconds,
or even minutes. Hence, short-term effects like fast fading are irrelevant for tasks
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of DiLaP and the Erceg model on a measurement track.

like network dimensioning or cell site planning. They can optionally be included by
a constant penalty term that serves as buffer for worst case situations. On the other
hand, applications such as receiver design and dynamic system simulation require a
high temporal resolution of the channel information, most likely at realtime. For this
purpose, the WINNER project invented several extensions to the path loss models that
were discussed in Section 3.1.1. The extensions incorporate scenario-specific (stochas-
tic) components for fast fading and spatial components that enable MIMO channel
modeling: The Spatial Channel Model (SCM), its extension SCME (for higher carrier
frequencies and transmission bandwidth), and the WINNER I and II models are state-
of-the-art MIMO channel models that are widely used for LTE system simulations [74].
All WINNER channel models refer only to a small set of representative environment
classes. Particularly, they are not able to consider the details of a given environment,
e.g., buildings or other de facto obstacles on the signal paths. This is the motiva-
tion in [107] and [92] to combine the WINNER channel models and the ray launching
method from Section 3.1.2 in order to obtain an environment-specific channel charac-
teristic. Another recent approach that follows a similar idea is the QuaDRiGa channel
model, which is (partly) presented in [54].

The computed channel state information and the emitted transmit power P are input
for the following approach that determines the supported spectral efficiency (signal
quality) e∗t on the link from transmitter entity ∗ ∈ {s, k, f} to user or demand node t,
see Section 1.3. The corresponding results serve as input parameters for the optimiza-
tion models that are proposed in the subsequent chapters.

The transmitter entities in WiMAX and LTE systems apply adaptive modulation and
coding subject to the present link channel state and a maximum bound for the Bit Error
Rate (BER) or BLock Error Rate (BLER). Hence, the supported data rate depends
on the Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR). The LTE system specification
distinguishes 16 Channel Quality Indicators (CQIs) [30]. Each CQI corresponds to
a supported modulation scheme and code rate for downlink transmission, i.e., the
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downlink spectral efficiency eCQI i can be computed in terms of bits per second per
Hertz for each CQI i. The smallest non-zero spectral efficiency in present LTE systems
is eCQI 1 = 0.25 [bps/Hz] for QPSK and code rate 1/8. The largest spectral efficiency
is eCQI 15 = 4.8 [bps/Hz] for 64-QAM and code rate 4/5, both for a fixed BLER of 10−1.
Please note that the practically achieved spectral efficiency can slightly differ from the
theoretical values due to a higher resolution in the supported code rates. Since the de
facto values do not affect the presented optimization models, we keep the theoretical
values for all numerical evaluations.

The system link budget defines what SINR is required to support a certain CQI such
that the receiver can decode the data with a transport block error probability below
10% [10]. The according receiver sensitivity model typically considers thermal noise
(−174 dBm/Hz) multiplied by the transmission bandwidth, the receiver noise figure
(9 dB), an implementation margin (2.5 dB for QPSK, 3 dB for 16-QAM, and 4 dB for
64-QAM), and a diversity gain (−3 dB), see [94]. Additional Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirements can be modeled by modifying the link budget specification accordingly.
Frequency-specific adaption of modulation and code rate is not supported in presently
deployed system releases (8 and 9) because it does not improve the system throughput
in absence of frequency-specific transmission power control [94]. The WiMAX system
specification defines the system link budget in a comparable manner but distinguishes
only seven transmission modes with non-zero spectral efficiency. The supported modes
start with 0.25 [bps/Hz] for BPSK and code rate 1/2 and end with 4.5 [bps/Hz] for
64-QAM and code rate 3/4 [44].

We consider a link from transmitter ∗ ∈ {s, k, f} to user or demand node t without in-
terference from other transmissions. In this case, we can select the highest CQI that is
supported by the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) on the link and the SINR requirements
from the system link budget. The parameter e∗t is set to the corresponding spectral
efficiency of the chosen CQI. Thus, each spectral efficiency parameter is generated with
respect to the applied path loss model and according to a predefined CQI lookup table.

In our optimization models, the link quality information is used to compute the average
amount of bandwidth b∗t that the serving station ∗ has to allocate for transmission to
demand node t. For a requested data rate rt, the required bandwidth for downlink
transmission is given by

b∗t =
rt
e∗t

(3.7)

when the location and spacing restrictions for resources in the spectrum are neglected.
The sum of required bandwidth over different transmission links is always computed
overlap-free. According to (3.7), we model the allocated bandwidth b∗t as a continuous
variable although the smallest resource units that can be assigned in the considered
systems have a certain minimum spacing: The smallest allocatable resource unit in
WiMAX systems is a SubCarrier (SC). SCs have a fixed spacing for each supported
system bandwidth, e.g., 10.94 kHz for a total transmission bandwidth of 20MHz [16].
The resource allocation in LTE systems considers a Physical Resource Block (PRB)
as the smallest allocatable unit. Each PRB comprises 12 consecutive SCs of 15 kHz
spacing, i.e., a PRB has a total spacing of 180 kHz [94]. Resource scheduling basically
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allows for multiple usage of a PRB over time along different UEs. This feature is
exploited in Section 7.1.1 to slice a PRB virtually into single SCs.

The total amount of resources that is required to serve the typical rate demand per
link is relatively high compared to the fixed resource spacing. Therefore, clipping
effects are reasonably low and we can accurately model the allocated bandwidth by a
continuous variable. If the impact of clipping effects is expected to be larger, this can
be modeled by an (artificially) increased rate demand, e.g., according to the robustness
approach that is discussed in Section 8.3.

For a resource unit n with fixed bandwidth spacing bn, the CQI lookup table can serve
as discrete rate-power function

R (t, n, Pn) =

⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 , Pn < PCQI 1
t,n

bne
CQI 1 , PCQI 1

t,n ≤ Pn < PCQI 2
t,n

bne
CQI 2 , PCQI 2

t,n ≤ Pn < PCQI 3
t,n

...

, (3.8)

where each power requirement is computed subject to the system link budget and the
path loss dependent channel gain that t experiences on the resource unit n.

If the bandwidth allocation or the rate-power function are computed with respect to
potentially interfered resources, there are basically three options to deal with it:

1. Apply (3.7) or (3.8) as above and ensure the interference-free case. This can
be achieved by deploying transmitters far away from each other such that there
is only marginal or no inter-cell interference. Please note that Intra-cell inter-
ference is avoided in 4G systems by the underlying OFDMA multiplexing. We
apply this approach for network dimensioning in Chapter 4.

2. Compute the spectral efficiency subject to the SINR information for the re-
lated link and apply (3.7) or (3.8). SINR computation requires a full user-to-
transmitter assignment and the application of dedicated bandwidth allocation
algorithms. We avoid this approach for cell site planning and network control
due to the high computational complexity of (optimal) bandwidth allocation, see
Section 3.4.3. Instead, we utilize the approximation model that is introduced in
Chapter 5.

3. Apply Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC), e.g., interference mitigation
techniques or soft frequency reuse [2, 110]. An according radio resource manage-
ment has to organize the frequency block usage such that some blocks are aligned
in the spectrum with blocks from other interfering transmitters (frequency reuse).
For interference mitigation, some blocks are excluded from usage at interfering
transmitters [29, 94]. Such protected frequency blocks do not suffer from interfe-
rence, and hence, (3.7) or (3.8) can be applied as described above. However, also
the blocked parts of the spectrum have to be considered for bandwidth allocation
since they reduce the utilizable transmission bandwidth. Interference mitigation
is applied as ICIC technique throughout the system simulations in Chapter 7.
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(a) Considered network area
with buildings (rectangles).
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(b) The area is divided into equal
patches.

Figure 3.7: DN generation principle.

3.3 Demand Prediction Model

We adapt the demand node (DN) concept from [101] to reduce the number of users that
have to be considered in the optimization problems for the dimensioning, planning,
and operation of radio networks. DNs model the spatial distribution of aggregated
users as well as their joint demand attributes, e.g., their cumulative rate demand.
This concept is very useful when computation time and memory are critical resources.

The abstraction from physical users is particularly reasonable for transmitter location
planning and anticipative network configuration. Each DN is associated with a refer-
ence coordinate that represents all positions of the users that are covered by it. The
users that are represented by the same DN should experience a similar signal quality
from the network transmitters. The DN distribution as well as the corresponding de-
mand parameters have to be chosen accurately in order to model the de facto users
in the network suitably. DN information can be extracted from related data provided
by network operators or it can be generated according to simulation statistics. The
operator data typically includes individual forecast information that is obtained by
dedicated (traffic) prediction algorithms [99]. It might also consider additional infor-
mation from the marketing department that is aware of exceptional events like the
launch of new services [85].

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate how DNs can be created deterministically for a certain
network area that contains buildings. First, the network area shown in Figure 3.7 (a) is
divided into the equal patches that are depicted in Figure 3.7 (b). Initially, each patch
corresponds to a DN. Since indoor users are of special interest in many cases, buildings
are modeled by own DNs that are systematically separated from the surrounding DNs.
Figure 3.8 visualizes this principle for two patches that cover a building; the separation
step leads to three resulting DNs.
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Figure 3.8: DN separation for a building.

The demand parameters that are associated with a created DN t can be generated as
follows. We exemplarily choose the data rate demand rt as target value. A snapshot of
the system shall serve as representative instance to model the user behavior over the
considered time period. Thus, the rate demand parameter rt is chosen as the mean
over time of the data rate distribution of aggregated users. This method is applied for
network dimensioning and cell site planning in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, respectively.
We suggest to consider a higher order quantile instead of the mean if solutions have
to be robust against strong demand variation.

When the DN concept is applied in a dynamic system, e.g., for optimal network opera-
tion in Chapter 7, the demand parameters can be adapted successively: We assume
knowledge of the observation rpastt from the previous operation cycle(s) and rfuturet as
prediction for the next operation cycle. The reliability indicator µ ∈ [0, 1] describes
the level of confidence in the prediction accuracy. The information is used to compute

rt = (1− µ) rpastt + µ rfuturet . (3.9)

The prediction accuracy achieved by (3.9) is tracked over the operation cycles. In case
of significant differences between prediction and realization, the DN generation process
is adapted accordingly.

3.4 Fundamental Problems in Radio Network

Optimization

The optimization of radio networks at different stages of their life cycle is forma-
lized by corresponding optimization problems according to Chapter 2. The underlying
system structure, the technical interdependencies, and the desired optimization goals
are represented by the following three basic components:

1. The objective function covers the KPI metrics that shall be optimized by tuning
according system control parameters, i.e., the optimization variables.

2. The optimization constraints model interdependencies and restrictions in the
system, mostly in a technical sense.

3. The optimization input parameters describe the spatial radio conditions for diffe-
rent system configurations and the distribution of user demand. The demand
distribution is modeled according to the DN concept from Section 3.3.
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The spatial radio conditions are computed according to the previously introduced chan-
nel models. Alternatively, in an operating system this information might be derived
from system observations and receiver measurements, e.g., according to the X-Map
Estimation approach that is proposed in [96].

The following optimization problems are closely related to the optimization models
that we develop in this work.

3.4.1 The Maximal Covering Location Problem

With respect to the notation introduced in Section 1.3, we define

S ∗ T = {(s, t) ∈ S × T : est > 0} (3.10)

as the set of supported supplier-DN combinations and

St = {s ∈ S : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T } (3.11)

as the set of potential suppliers (serving transmitters) for demand node t. The weight
for each DN is arbitrarily set to its rate demand rt. The DN weights and the spectral
efficiency information est are given as input parameters. The latter one might be
computed according to Section 3.2.

The Maximal Covering Location Problem (MCLP) is given as

max
∑

(s,t)∈S∗T

rtzst (3.12)

subject to

∑

s∈St

zst ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T (3.13)

zst ≤ ys , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T (3.14)
∑

s∈S

ys ≤ Smax (3.15)

and with respect to the binary decision variables ys, zst. Supplier s ∈ S is in the
solution set if ys = 1. Furthermore, zst = 1 indicates that DN t is covered by supplier s.
Constraint (3.13) avoids double counting of a covered weight for the maximization of
the sum weight in (3.12). The coverage of DN t by a potential supplier s ∈ St requires
its selection in (3.14). Finally, (3.15) bounds the total number of selected suppliers
to Smax ∈ N.

Since the MCLP is a budged-constrained variant of the Minimum Set Cover Prob-
lem (MSCP), see [101], it is an NP-hard optimization problem and NP-complete in its
decision version [60]. Hence, there does not exist an efficient algorithm to solve the
MCLP, unless P = NP. The best approximation we can hope for is a Polynomial-
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Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) [26], e.g., the one that is presented in [45] for
a slightly modified version. Heuristic solution approaches are, for instance, the greedy
algorithm proposed in [101], an evolutionary algorithm presented in [103], and the
simulated annealing method applied in [72]. The latter two publications particularly
consider variants of the MCLP that are sensitive to interference, i.e., the Channel As-
signment Problem (CAP) for interference-limited systems is solved by an integrated
approach. An optimal solution of the CAP assigns a subset of available channels to
each supplier such that the number of overlapping channels is minimal for every pair
of suppliers that can cover the same DNs. For frequency-division / time-division mul-
tiple access (FD/TDMA) systems like GSM networks, the channels of neighboring
suppliers are separated in the frequency domain. In this case, the CAP is transformed
into the fixed-spectrum Frequency Assignment Problem (FAP). The FAP is known
to be NP-hard since it contains the Vertex Coloring Problem as a subproblem [103].
An equivalent problem exists for CDMA systems where the separation is achieved by
optimum spreading code assignment [14].

Recent 4G systems, such as LTE networks, apply a different approach to cope with
inter-cell interference. LTE systems share the spectrum along all suppliers, i.e., all
channels are used at (H)eNBs with reuse factor 1. The dynamic channel assignment
takes place in the frequency domain and is carried out during network operation. This
principle leads to the optimization problems that are discussed in the following.

3.4.2 User Assignment in OFDMA Systems

With respect to the notation introduced in Section 1.3, we consider a set S of opera-
ting suppliers (transmitters) in a 4G OFDMA network. The available bandwidth of
supplier s is limited by Bs. The elements t ∈ T are interpreted as single users and
each user has a rate demand rt. Supplier s can serve the rate demand of user t if it can
allocate a sufficient amount of bandwidth for t, see (3.7). If supplier s serves user t,
the binary assignment indicator zst is set to one. The sets S ∗ T and St are defined as
in (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. Furthermore, we define

Ts = {t ∈ T : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T }

and assume that
⋃

s∈S Ts = T .

In the case that the required amount of bandwidth for serving user t is bt for all poten-
tial suppliers, the user assignment problem can be written as the Multiple Knapsack
Problem (MKP)

max
∑

(s,t)∈S∗T

rtzst (3.16)
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subject to

∑

s∈St

zst ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T (3.17)

∑

t∈Ts

btzst ≤ Bs , for all s ∈ S (3.18)

and with respect to the binary decision variables zst. Constraint (3.17) ensures that
each user can be assigned only once and (3.18) gives the capacity constraint for each
knapsack. The sum over single bandwidth requirements is overlap-free.

If ∑

t∈Ts

bt ≤ Bs (3.19)

holds for all s ∈ S, the MKP has a trivial solution: Each user can be assigned to
an arbitrary supplier. If (3.19) does not hold, some (or all) of the knapsack con-
straints get tight and the MKP becomes a hard combinatorial problem. The non-trivial
MKP is NP-hard. Optimal solutions can be computed by branch-and-bound methods,
whereas approximate solutions can be obtained by greedy algorithms or relaxation
techniques [71].

The user assignment problem is an underlying component of the optimization models
that we develop in the subsequent chapters. Compared to the MKP formulation from
above, those user assignment problems have to cope with additional aspects. First,
the required bandwidth for a user t can differ from supplier to supplier. And second,
interference effects can change the required bandwidth subject to the particular assign-
ment. The effectively required bandwidth for serving users is determined by solving
the resource allocation problem that is discussed in the next section. Actually, the user
assignment problem and the resource allocation problem cannot be treated separately.
On the other hand, the computational complexity of every optimal integrated algo-
rithm is too high for practical applications. For some applications, the user assignment
is computed according to a suitable heuristic first, and the resource allocation problem
is solved in a consecutive step.

3.4.3 Resource Allocation in OFDMA Systems

The resource allocation problem in OFDMA systems considers the assignment of sub-
carriers from a set N of available SCs to users (or DNs) t from a set T . Furthermore, it
considers power allocation Pn for each assigned subcarrier n ∈ N . The total transmit
power at the considered supplier is bounded by P . Any inter-symbol interference is
neglected. The set of users is predetermined by a user assignment step. Each user t
has a certain rate demand rt.

For every potential assignment pair, we introduce the indicator variable xtn ∈ {0, 1}
that is one if SC n is assigned to user t and equals zero otherwise. The rate-power
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function R (t, n, Pn) defines the achievable rate for user t on SC n subject to the
transmit power Pn and the (fixed) spacing of an SC in the frequency domain. Structure
and properties of R (t, n, Pn) are discussed in more detail below.

The OFDMA resource allocation problem for sum rate maximization is defined as

max
∑

t∈T

∑

n∈N

R (t, n, Pn) xtn (3.20)

subject to

∑

n∈N

R (t, n, Pn) xtn ≥ rt , for all t ∈ T (3.21)

∑

t∈T

xtn ≤ 1 , for all n ∈ N (3.22)

∑

n∈N

Pn ≤ P , (3.23)

Pn ≥ 0 , for all n ∈ N (3.24)

and with respect to the binary decision variables xtn and the corresponding power allo-
cation variables Pn. While (3.20) maximizes the overall sum rate, constraint (3.21) en-
sures that the (minimum) rate demand of each user is fulfilled by any feasible solution.
According to (3.22), every SC can be assigned exactly to one user. Finally, the total
power assigned to SCs is bounded by (3.23) and the non-negative constraint (3.24).

This formulation is consistent with the optimization model presented in [65]. It can
be solved by a dual method approach with complexity O

(
|N ||T |3

)
, see [93, 106]. For

the special case of equal rate demands, the computational complexity can be reduced
to O

(
|N ||T |

)
, see [65]. These results hold for a continuous and concave rate-power

function
R (t, n, Pn) = log2 (1 + SNRt,nΓt,n) (3.25)

with fitting factor Γt,n > 0 and

SNRt,n =
Pngtn
σ2
n

. (3.26)

The channel gain gtn is basically determined by the path loss according to (3.3). Addi-
tionally, it can include the channel characteristics that were discussed in Section 3.2.
The constant σ2

n denotes the noise power on subcarrier n.

The complexity bounds do not hold any longer if we consider a discrete rate-power
function as introduced in Section 3.2. If the continuous domain of power variables is
replaced by a discrete set of minimum power requirements and the rate-power function
can only achieve discrete rates according to (3.8), the resource allocation problem
becomes a binary decision problem, i.e., an ILP. In [46], it is shown that this binary
decision problem can be interpreted as Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP),
which is NP-hard to solve. However, the authors propose a heuristic relaxation and
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rounding approach that determines approximate solutions efficiently. Particularly, it
provides a bound on the integrality gap that vanishes asymptotically for an increasing
granularity of subcarrier spacing. The latter property is highly related to the simplified
bandwidth computation in (3.7).

So far, the resource allocation problem has been considered for a single supplier (single-
cell). Thus, any implementation of (3.25) as well as any discrete rate-power function
depends on the SNR according to (3.26). For the multiple supplier (multi-cell) case,
however, the power-rate function depends on the SINR. For a set S of multiple inter-
fering suppliers, a supplier s provides the

SINRs,t,n =
Psngstn

∑

s′∈S, s′ �=s

Ps′ngs′tn + σ2
n

to user t on subcarrier n. Here, the channel gains and the noise power are supplier-
specific. Since the resource allocation at interfering suppliers s′ affects the denomina-
tor, computation of the SINR requires a full user-to-supplier assignment. Furthermore,
it requires knowledge of the subcarrier and power assignment at all other suppliers.
These properties make optimal OFDMA resource allocation a computationally hard
combinatorial problem if inter-cell interference has to be considered [69].

Please note that presently deployed LTE networks, i.e., Release 8 and 9 systems, do not
support frequency-dependent power control [94]. In this case, the constraints (3.23)
and (3.24) are dropped and the power variables Pn are replaced by constant power
parameters Ps. What remains is the combinatorial problem of assigning SCs to the
users subject to the interdependencies between interfering transmitters. If the constant
power parameters Ps are related to optimal network configuration, the user assignment
problem and the resource allocation problem are immanent subproblems. A model for
optimal network configuration is presented in Chapter 7.
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The following profit-related approach for the dimensioning of multihop WiMAX net-
works is inspired by the economical perspective on radio network planning and opera-
tion in [84] and [85]. Multihop WiMAX networks are specified according to the IEEE
802.16j standard [83]. The proposed concept for dealing with the multi-objective na-
ture of the optimization problem is transferable to other radio technologies and network
topologies. In fact, the economically driven deployment approach is also applied for
cell site planning of LTE HetNets in Chapter 6.

Parts of this chapter have already been published in [35].

4.1 System Model

Network dimensioning means the joint selection of an arbitrary number of WiMAX
base stations (BSs) and relay stations (RSs) from the sets of deployment candidates S
and K, respectively. The selection process is carried out with respect to the input
parameters and optimization variables introduced in Section 1.3 and the additional
parameters given in Table 4.1. We consider downlink data transmission and apply the
demand node model from Section 3.3 to describe the (spatial) distribution of user rate
demands rt.

Symbol & domain Description

cs, ck ∈ R≥0 Deployment cost for BS, RS.

λRATE ∈ R≥0 Sum rate weighting factor for objective scalarization.

eMIN ∈ R>0
Minimum required spectral efficiency to establish a transmis-
sion link.

dss′ ∈ R≥0 Distance between BSs s, s′ ∈ S.
G Conflict graph, representing the set of conflicting BS pairs.

zsk ∈ {0, 1} Binary decision variable indicating the backhaul connection
from RS k to donor BS s.

bsk ∈ R≥0
Amount of allocated bandwidth on the supply link from donor
BS s to RS k.

Table 4.1: Additional input parameters (upper part) and variables (lower part) for
dimensioning two-hop WiMAX networks, complementing Table 1.1.
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Figure 4.1: DL transmission model for non-cooperative two-hop relaying.

Each demand node (DN) t ∈ T can be served either by a deployed BS or a deployed
RS. The deployment of a BS or RS is associated with cost cs and ck, respectively.
We assume two-hop non-cooperative relaying in layer three (L3) mode, i.e., each RS
receives the user data from its donor BS via radio link and forwards the data to
the assigned users. Basically, L3 RSs have comparable transmission functionalities
as a BS. Their capacity, however, is limited by the achievable rate on the radio link
from the donor BS. Since L3 RSs do not have a wired backbone connection, they are
characterized by a simpler structure and less cost than BSs. Due to their fixed and
usually exposed location, we assume RSs to experience a much higher signal quality
from their donor BS than an equally located user entity.

Figure 4.1 illustrates an exemplary network topology, where one RS and one BS servem
users. The overall supportable rate from RS k to its assigned users is bounded by the
rate from its donor BS s, i.e.,

m∑

t=n+1

rkt ≤ rsk . (4.1)

According to Section 3.2, the supportable rate from BSs to RSs and DNs is determined
by the spectral efficiency on the corresponding radio links and the allocated bandwidth.
Thus, BS s and RS k have to allocate enough bandwidth to serve the DN rate demands.
Since the transmission spectrum in the OFDMA system is shared and limited, it holds
for Figure 4.1 that

n∑

t=1

bst + bsk ≤ Bs and
m∑

t=n+1

bkt ≤ Bk . (4.2)
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The considered network does not suffer from any intra-cell interference if OFDMA is
used as multiplex scheme. For the purpose of network dimensioning, we apply simple
semi-empirical path loss models from Section 3.1.1. Hence, it is sufficient to ensure a
minimum distance between deployed BSs to ease inter-cell interference on the macrocell
layer. The corresponding minimum distance constraints define the conflict graph G.
Each element (s, s′) ∈ G denotes a tuple of BSs that mutually interfere. Cross-layer
interference between BSs and RSs is mitigated by applying out-band relaying , i.e.,
the transmission from RSs to DNs is separated from the BS transmission band in
the frequency spectrum (type 1a relay). We do not consider any further inter-cell
interdependencies such as handover aspects or resource coordination between cells.

4.2 Optimization Model

Similarly to (3.10) and (3.11), we define

S ∗ T = {(s, t) ∈ S × T : est ≥ eMIN} ,

K ∗ T = {(k, t) ∈ K × T : ekt ≥ eMIN} ,

S ∗ K = {(s, k) ∈ S × K : esk ≥ eMIN} ,

St = {s ∈ S : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T } , Kt = {k ∈ K : (k, t) ∈ K ∗ T } ,

Ts = {t ∈ T : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T } , Tk = {t ∈ T : (k, t) ∈ K ∗ T }

to exclude decision variables and constraints that are irrelevant due to insufficient link
quality. This restriction is not necessarily required since high-end optimization engines
like CPLEX remove irrelevant terms in a preprocessing step within milliseconds.

The following MIP selects BSs and RSs from the candidate sets S and K for joint
deployment in a WiMAX two-hop relay network. A compact representation of the
optimization problem is given in Table 4.2. Optimal solutions of this MIP provide a
bandwidth-limited Profit MAXimization (ProMAX) and serve as input for network
dimensioning decisions. The return-on-invest ratio is typically a major criterion for
such decisions.

The objective

max

{

λRATE

∑

t∈T

refft −
(
∑

s∈S

csys +
∑

k∈K

ckyk

)}

(4.3)

optimizes the trade-off between the achieved sum rate and the costs for deployed
BSs and RSs. The optimization is carried out with respect to the optimization vari-
ables ys, yk, zst, zkt, zsk, bst, bkt, bsk and the auxiliary variables zt, r

eff
t .

Applying the scalarization approach from Section 2.3.1 to cope with this MOO prob-
lem, the sum rate weighting factor (exchange rate) λRATE is chosen as follows: The
network operator computes the Average Revenue Per Unit (ARPU), i.e., the average
quotient of user revenue and cumulated data rate over a fixed time period. The user
revenue typically covers basic fee, data fee, and additional services fees.
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max

{

λRATE
∑

t∈T
refft −

(
∑

s∈S
csys +

∑

k∈K
ckyk

)}

subject to

zt =
∑

s∈St

zst +
∑

k∈Kt

zkt ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T

zst ≤ ys , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T
zkt ≤ yk , for all (k, t) ∈ K ∗ T
zsk ≤ ys , for all (s, k) ∈ S ∗ K
bkt ≤

rt
e
kt
zkt , for all (k, t) ∈ K ∗ T

∑

t∈Tk

bkt ≤ Bk , for all k ∈ K
∑

s∈S
zsk = yk , for all k ∈ K

bsk ≤ Bszsk , for all (s, k) ∈ S ∗ K
∑

t∈Tk

ektbkt ≤
∑

s∈S
eskbsk , for all k ∈ K

bst ≤ rt
est

zst , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T
∑

t∈Ts

bst +
∑

k∈K
bsk ≤ Bs , for all s ∈ S

ys + ys′ ≤ 1 , for all (s, s′) ∈ G
refft =

∑

s∈St

estbst +
∑

k∈Kt

ektbkt ≥ rMIN
t zt , for all t ∈ T

Table 4.2: MIP formulation of the bandwidth-limited Profit MAXimization (ProMAX)
problem for techno-economical network dimensioning.

In case that the ARPU varies significantly for different mobile services, the sum rate
in (4.3) can be split up into linear terms

∑

m∈M

λm
RATE

∑

t∈Tm

refft

that depend on the set of different mobile services M, the corresponding parti-
tion {Tm}m∈M of T , and the service-specific exchange rates λm

RATE. The considered
ARPU [e/kbps] is normalized over the same time interval as the considered costs.
Thus, objective (4.3) describes the revenue minus costs when λRATE is chosen as the
ARPU. In economics, this term is called profit.
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4.2 Optimization Model

The maximization in (4.3) is carried out subject to the following constraints. The
inequality

zt =
∑

s∈St

zst +
∑

k∈Kt

zkt ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T (4.4)

ensures that DNs are assigned to at most one BS or one RS. The variable zt indicates
whether DN t is assigned to any station or not. Since all assignments require the
deployment of the related supplying station,

zst ≤ ys, zkt ≤ yk, zsk ≤ ys , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗T , (k, t) ∈ K∗T , (s, k) ∈ S ∗K (4.5)

must hold. If DN t is assigned to RS k, i.e., zkt = 1, the RS allocates the bandwidth

bkt ≤
rt
ekt

zkt , for all (k, t) ∈ K ∗ T (4.6)

according to (3.7). The amount is bounded by the bandwidth that is required to serve
the full rate demand rt. The overall allocated bandwidth at each RS has to stay below
the available bandwidth, i.e.,

∑

t∈Tk

bkt ≤ Bk , for all k ∈ K . (4.7)

As mentioned in the description of the system model, each deployed RS needs to be
assigned to a donor BS by

∑

s∈S

zsk = yk , for all k ∈ K . (4.8)

The donor BS has to allocate enough bandwidth for the corresponding supply link

bsk ≤ Bszsk , for all (s, k) ∈ S ∗ K (4.9)

such that it provides enough capacity for all the forwarded user data, i.e.,

∑

s∈S

eskbsk ≥
∑

t∈Tk

ektbkt , for all k ∈ K . (4.10)

Each deployed BS can serve itself any assigned DNs by allocating the bandwidth

bst ≤
rt
est

zst , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T (4.11)

as long as the overall allocated bandwidth – for RS links and DN links– does not
exceed the total available bandwidth, i.e.,

∑

t∈Ts

bst +
∑

k∈K

bsk ≤ Bs , for all s ∈ S . (4.12)
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The inequality

ys + ys′ ≤ 1 , for all (s, s′) ∈ G , (4.13)

excludes BS pairs from a joint deployment if they are element of the predefined conflict
graph G. The conflicting BS pairs are predefined according to an interference crite-
rion. If the interference-related conflict between BSs is exclusively determined by the
distance between the corresponding site locations, (4.13) can be replaced by

(dss′ + dMIN) (ys + ys′) ≤ dMIN + 3dss′ , for all s, s′ ∈ S , (4.14)

where dMIN is a suitable minimum distance parameter. In this case, the generation of
the conflict graph G is dispensable.

So far, a DN can be assigned to any BS or RS that provides a sufficient link quality.
The supplying station allocates bandwidth according to (4.6) or (4.11) and serves the
DN with an effective rate refft ∈ [0, rt]. Solutions that guarantee a certain QoS level
are obtained by a minimum rate requirement rMIN

t ≤ rt for every assigned DN, i.e.,

refft =
∑

s∈St

estbst +
∑

k∈Kt

ektbkt ≥ rMIN
t zt , for all t ∈ T . (4.15)

Together with (4.7) and (4.12) this constraint causes a multiple knapsack problem
if rMIN

t > 0 and the load limit of (some) stations is exceeded. Compared to the
MKP from Section 3.4.2, the required bandwidth for an assignment is not equal for
all potential suppliers but depends on the signal quality of the particular station.

If rMIN
t = rt for all t ∈ T , the ProMAX problem can be rewritten in a simplified

form as the Full Rate Profit MAXimization (FR-ProMAX) problem. The MIP for the
FR-ProMAX problem is shown in Table 4.3.

4.3 Concept Validation

A representative application of the ProMAX problem(s) from above demonstrates
the properties of our dimensioning approach. Exemplary test cases are generated ac-
cording to the system setup described in Table 4.4. Table 4.5 shows the considered
mobile services and their corresponding rate demands. For each DN, one requested
mobile service is randomly chosen according to the service proportions from Table 4.5.
The related rate demand is computed randomly and uniformly distributed over the
service-specific rate interval. BSs, RSs, and DNs are uniformly distributed over the
area. Out-band relaying is performed in a separate frequency spectrum, which provides
half of the BS bandwidth. The considered RS footprint is very small compared to the
BS coverage area since RSs are mounted at a much lower height and they apply less
transmission power. Any deployed BS is associated with monthly OPerational EXpen-
ditures (OPEX) of 2500e covering site rental, leased line rental, air-conditioning, and
maintenance [33]. RSs can be mounted much simpler than BSs, e.g., on top of traffic
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max

{

λRATE
∑

t∈T
rtzt −

(
∑

s∈S
csys +

∑

k∈K
ckyk

)}

subject to

zt =
∑

s∈St

zst +
∑

k∈Kt

zkt ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T
∑

t∈Tk

rt
e
kt
zkt ≤ Bkyk , for all k ∈ K

∑

s∈S
zsk = yk , for all k ∈ K

bsk ≤ Bszsk , for all (s, k) ∈ S ∗ K
∑

t∈Tk

rtzkt ≤
∑

s∈S
eskbsk , for all k ∈ K

∑

t∈Ts

rt
est

zst +
∑

k∈K
bsk ≤ Bsys , for all s ∈ S

ys + ys′ ≤ 1 , for all (s, s′) ∈ G

Table 4.3: MIP formulation of the Full Rate ProMAX (FR-ProMAX) problem.

lights, and they do not have a wired backbone connection. Hence, RSs account for a
significantly reduced OPEX of 500e. Since network dimensioning is carried out with
respect to long-term considerations, we ignore the CAPital EXpenditures (CAPEX)
for deploying the transmitter equipment. However, CAPEX can be additionally con-
sidered in two variants. First, by an additional budget constraint in the ProMAX
problem. And second, by apportioning the CAPEX among the OPEX subject to the
intended lifetime of the network.

Neglecting the DN link penetration for links from BSs to RSs, the signal strength of the
supply links from BSs to RSs is 10 dB higher than the signal to an equally located DN.
Furthermore, the path loss model for BS-to-RS transmission provides an extra gain
compared to the DN related path loss. This is justified by the assumption that RSs
can be deployed in locations that are beneficial for the BS-to-RS signal propagation.
Table 4.6 specifies the SINR requirements for the discrete set of achievable spectral
efficiencies. DNs can be served at seven different transmission rates that depend
on the individual DN position in the BS or RS coverage area. Due to the lower
transmission power and the applied path loss profile, RSs provide a small but high
rate coverage area, see Figure 4.2. In this sense, RSs complement the conventional
macrocell layer by bridging local coverage holes or improving the locally available data
rate (capacity) [104, 17]. Inter-macrocell interference can be neglected by enforcing a
minimum distance of dMIN = 500m between deployed BSs.
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System parameter Setting

Area size 1750m× 1750m

Number of BS / RS candidates 15 / 45, uniformly distributed

Number of DNs 650, uniformly distributed

BS / RS carrier frequency 2GHz / 2.5GHz

BS / RS transmission bandwidth 20MHz / 10MHz

BS / RS monthly cost 2500e / 500e (OPEX)

BS / RS / DN reference height 25m / 5m / 1.5m

BS / RS Tx power 46 dBm / 24 dBm

BS / RS / DN antenna gain 14 dBi / 9 dBi / 0 dBi

BS / RS / DN noise figure 5 dB / 8 dB / 8 dB

Path loss BS ↓ DN / BS ↓ RS / RS ↓ DN WINNER II C2 NLOS / C1 NLOS / B1 [53]

Link penetration, worst case assumption 40 dB (shadowing, fast fading, etc.)

DN link penetration 10 dB (wall penetration for indoor users)

Minimum inter-site distance (BSs) 500m

Table 4.4: Considered system parameters for network dimensioning.

Mobile service Proportion Rate demand [kbps]

Interactive real time 20% 128− 2000

Video 20% 128− 1000

FTP 10% 64− 1000

Web 20% 64− 512

VoIP 30% 64

Table 4.5: Considered mobile services [78].

Each assigned DN is served by its supplying BS or RS up to the requested data rate.
Assuming the users to request mobile services on 20 days per month for five hours at
a charge of 0.05 e/MB, the according sum rate weighting factor (monthly ARPU) is

λRATE =
20 · 5 · 3600 s

8 · 1000 · 0.05 e/MB = 2.25 e/kbps . (4.16)

Please note that the denominator in (4.16) converts megabyte to kilobit, which is the
reference unit for the rate specifications in Table 4.5. For λRATE = 2.25 e/kbps, a VoIP
DN yields a monthly revenue of 144e. This seems reasonable when a DN models five
to seven users. In consequence, a single BS or RS is already profitable if it can serve
at least 18 and 4 VoIP DNs, respectively.

The ProMAX problem from Table 4.2 is applied for the planning scenario depicted in
Figure 4.2 and rMIN

t = 0. We utilize the CPLEX MIP solver [51] to compute optimal
solutions. The resulting network consists of 7 deployed BSs and 22 deployed RSs,
which serve on average 50 DNs and 3 DNs, respectively. However, not all of the DNs
are covered. According to Table 4.5, the average DN rate demand is 456 kbps, and
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Rate ID Modulation Code rate Spectral efficiency [bps/Hz] Receiver SINR [dB]

0 out of range

1 BPSK 1/2 0.5 3.0

2 QPSK 1/2 1.0 6.0

3 QPSK 3/4 1.5 8.5

4 16-QAM 1/1 2.0 11.5

5 16-QAM 3/4 3.0 15.0

6 64-QAM 2/3 4.0 19.0

7 64-QAM 3/4 4.5 21.0

Table 4.6: SINR requirements according to the WiMAX system link budget specifica-
tion [52, 44], BER = 10−6.

1
7

5
0

 m

DN BS RS

1750 m

Figure 4.2: Considered BS candidates, RS candidates, and DNs. The spectral effi-
ciency in the coverage area is visualized by a grayscale coloring.

hence, the overall revenue in (4.3) is much higher than the BS and RS expenses. It
turns out that the total number of deployed BSs is limited by the minimum distance
constraint (4.14): If the minimum required distance is lowered to dMIN = 250m, the
resulting network has 10 deployed BSs that are still profitable. The minimum distance
requirement is also the reason why the number of deployed BSs does not change for
a variation of the sum rate weighting factor λRATE in Figure 4.3. The number of
deployed BSs stays constant whereas the number of deployed RSs increases with a
rising ARPU. The maximum of 29 deployed RSs is reached for λRATE = 8 e/kbps. In
this (extreme) case, one served low rate DN is enough to achieve a positive profit at a
deployed RS. Generally, we observe that profitable RSs are selected for deployment if
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4 Dimensioning of Multihop Networks

Figure 4.3: Dimensioning results for an increasing scalarization factor λRATE.

they provide coverage at the BS cell border or if they improve the achievable spectral
efficiency due to an increased signal strength.

Solving the FR-ProMAX problem from Table 4.3 for planning scenarios that are gene-
rated according to the same system setup leads to almost identical dimensioning re-
sults. This outcome is not surprising since the considered transmission bandwidth is
reasonably large and the knapsack problem, hence, does not affect the dimensioning
problem. The knapsack problem becomes a serious issue when the rate intervals for in-
teractive real time service and video applications in Table 4.5 are increased by a factor
of five. The corresponding solutions reveal the following effects: First, the assignment
of DNs gets more sensitive to their corresponding rate demand. Compared to the solu-
tions for the ProMAX problem, more DNs with low rate demand are served. Second,
the knapsack constraint (4.12) shrinks the capacity of RS backbone connections. It
becomes a trade-off decision for BSs if it is more efficient to serve DNs or to provide
bandwidth to RSs that have a better signal to surrounding DNs. In consequence, the
number of deployed RSs decreases by roughly 50%. And third, the knapsack problem
increases the solver runtime, which typically ranges from a few minutes to one hour
depending on the particular problem instance. Compared to the ProMAX problem,
solving the FR-ProMAX problem for the regular rate requirements from Table 4.5
increases the average runtime by a factor of two. The runtime grows by more than
one magnitude if the rate demand is increased and the knapsack constraints become
tight.
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4.4 Summary

While there exist many studies on the general impact of relaying to network coverage
and network capacity, e.g., [104] and [17], only a few works consider the problem of
joint BS and RS deployment. For instance, [80] investigates the placement of one
RS in a single macrocell. In [64], multiple RSs are deployed but the perspective is
still restricted to a single macrocell environment. An approach for joint BS and RS
deployment is presented in [70]. Although the maximization of the network capacity
is comparable to our approach, this work does not assume any restrictions for the
available bandwidth at BSs and RSs.

Compared to the these works, our approach allows for the joint deployment of multiple
BSs and multiple RSs subject to shared and limited bandwidth resources. Particularly,
our optimization model applies an economically motivated approach to align the con-
flicting objectives of sum rate and cost in a scalar-valued overall objective. The applied
simplifications to cope with interference (minimum distance constraints, out-band re-
laying) as well as the usage of simple semi-empirical path loss models are sufficient
for the purpose of network dimensioning. Accurate network planning and network
configuration, however, require a higher precision in both components. Therefore,
we introduce a suitable low complexity interference approximation model in the next
chapter. This approximate model is combined with ray optical path loss predictions
for optimal cell site planning and network configuration in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7,
respectively.
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5 Interference Approximation in LTE

Heterogeneous Networks

LTE systems apply full frequency reuse over all cells, i.e., all cells in the network share
the same frequency spectrum [94]. LTE transmitters can successfully serve users or
User Equipment (UE) even at very low SINR (< −5 dB). However, the achievable
sum rate will be significantly degraded if too many UEs are served at low SINR. In
heterogeneous networks, low power femtocells can severely suffer from interference of
high power macrocell transmissions. Consequently, the SINR can become very poor
for shared resources in certain parts of the HetNet. It is the task of the system RRM to
assign users to supplying cells and to allocate resources in the spectrum such that the
SINR is sufficient to serve the user demand. In Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.3 we have
seen that user assignment and resource allocation are difficult problems. Furthermore,
the SINR requirements for the related (discrete) rate-power-function have no linear
representation, which is a prerequisite for the incorporation into our MIP-based op-
timization models. Therefore, we develop an approximate model that estimates the
overall required bandwidth for serving users subject to inter-cell and cross-tier inter-
ference. The following aspect motivates the underlying principle of our approximate
model.

The LTE standard defines several features that support the application of ICIC in the
network. Interference mitigation was introduced as an ICIC technique at the end of
Section 3.2. Basically, dedicated resources are protected from interference by blocking
them at potentially interfering transmitters [29]. Please note that the LTE standard
does not define what particular ICIC techniques should be applied in the network, i.e.,
the interference management is customizable. However, we assume that the application
of any ICIC technique causes a certain penalty and that this penalty can be expressed
in terms of additional bandwidth consumption at some of the coordinated transmitters.
For interference mitigation, for instance, the penalty is given by the unused (protected)
resources at the interference mitigating transmitters.

The basic idea of the developed approximation model is to consider bandwidth that
is allocated for transmission to users separately from protected bandwidth and to
estimate both terms subject to the SNR.
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5.1 System Model

We consider two-tier LTE HetNets, i.e., a network topology with eNodeB related
macrocells (MCs) and user-operated Home eNodeBs that are deployed indoors. We
also refer to the latter ones as femtocells (FCs). The wildcard symbol a ∈ {s, f} for an
(H)eNB refers to an arbitrary MC s or FC f . All cells transmit in the same frequency
spectrum and FCs are operated according to an open access policy , i.e., any user is
allowed to connect to any FC in the network. FCs provide coverage of 10 to 50 meters
for stationary or low-mobility users in offices or at home. They are connected to the
network backhaul via optical fiber or DSL [15]. The considered network topology is
sketched in Figure 5.1.

9 4

10 15 14

21 20

16

13

6 5

18 171112 1

197 3 2

8

Figure 5.1: Two-tier LTE HetNet topology with hexagonal macrocell layout and indoor
femtocell transmitters. We distinguish inner macrocells (�) from outer
macrocells (�).

Since LTE systems apply OFDMA, the HetNet has not to cope with intra-cell in-
terference. However, inter-cell interference can arise and co-channel deployment of
femtocells can cause cross-tier interference between eNBs and HeNBs. Cross-tier in-
terference typically leads to an increased cardinality of problem instances for HetNet
optimization when macrocells and femtocells allocate resources in the same spectrum.

The considered HetNet applies interference mitigation as ICIC technique. The sym-
bol bitfa denotes the amount of bandwidth that (H)eNB a has to block (protect) for
mitigating interference to other cells. The overall amount of required (consumed)
bandwidth at (H)eNB a is denoted by ba. The overall amount comprises the blocked
bandwidth bitfa as well as the bandwidth btrma that is allocated for transmission to users.
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5.2 Interference Approximation Model

The following Interference Approximation Model (IAM) partitions the bandwidth that
is occupied (consumed) at a transmitter entity into the amount btrm for data trans-
mission and into the amount bitf that is considered as ICIC penalty term. Both terms
are computed subject to the SNR on the related radio links. The total bandwidth
consumption of an (H)eNB a is modeled as linear superposition

ba = btrma + bitfa , (5.1)

where the component btrma is the overlap-free sum of required bandwidth for all trans-
mission links. The required bandwidth for each single transmission link is computed
according to (3.7). The penalty term bitfa is computed as linear combination over
all interfered transmission links. The allocated resources of a transmission link from
(H)eNB a′ to user t are interfered by (H)eNB a proportionally to the interference
impact factor qaa′t ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, for eNB s it is

bitfs =
∑

(s′, t) ∈ S ∗ T ,

s′ �= s

qss′tbs′t . (5.2)

The interference impact factor basically depends on the SNR difference on the link
and the frequency reuse potential in the interfering macrocell. It can be modeled as

qss′t = βs min

{
est
es′t

, 1

}

, (5.3)

where the frequency reuse factor βs particularly depends on the macrocell topology.
All non-interfering neighbors of a certain cell can allocate the same resources but the
cell has to block those resources only once to guarantee an interference free situation.
In this sense, the reuse potential in the cell can be larger than one. This is equivalently
modeled by a frequency reuse factor smaller than one. The inner cells in Figure 5.1
can reuse the blocked resources for several neighboring cells, whereas the outer cells
do not have that much reuse opportunities. Hence, outer cells generally have a higher
frequency reuse factor than inner cells.

The following example illustrates the principles of the IAM and shows its relation
to actual resource allocation in an LTE system. In Figure 5.2, we assume an equal
SNR for all transmission links and all interference links, i.e., all spectral efficiency
parameters are identical. Furthermore, each eNB has to allocate two PRBs to serve
the rate demand of an assigned UE. UE 2 and UE 3 are interfered by eNB 1 with an
identical link quality as their supplying eNBs. Since eNB 2 and eNB 3 do not mutually
interfere, the according interference impact factor of eNB 1 to both transmission links
is 1/2. Usually, it is not that simple to assess the interference situation and the reuse
potential between cells. In such cases, the interference impact factors have to calibrated
by a suitable parameter estimation, e.g., as carried out in Section 7.1.2.
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Figure 5.2: Exemplary PRB allocation and approximated resource consumption.

According to the IAM equation (5.2), eNB 1 has to block (protect) two PRBs: One
for the interfered link from eNB 2 to UE 2 and one for the interfered link from eNB 3
to UE 3. Combined with the four PRBs that eNB 1 has to allocate for serving its
assigned UEs 1 and 4, the overall bandwidth consumption at eNB 1 is six PRBs.
This estimation is an exact match with the de facto PRB allocation that is shown in
the Figure. The eNBs 2 and 3 cannot align the protected PRBs in the DL spectrum
because they have only one neighbor eNB. Thus, their interference impact factors have
to be chosen as one if the IAM shall hold exactly.

We assume that inter-femtocell interference can be handled by applying ICIC tech-
niques as before and that the related penalty terms bitff can be written analogously
to (5.2). For modeling cross-tier interference between macrocells and femtocells, we
take advantage of the fact that femtocells located nearby each other are typically in-
terfered by the same eNB. As a consequence, the capacity of those femtocells can
be increased significantly if eNBs block resources for femtocell interference mitiga-
tion [29]. Inter-femtocell interference is assumed to be low since the HeNB coverage
area is generally very small. This allows particularly for a reuse of PRBs at HeNBs
without a significant SINR degradation. Thus, it is beneficial for an efficient HetNet
resource allocation to align the PRBs that are blocked at an eNB for femtocell in-
terference mitigation jointly over all interfered FCs. The alignment may result in a
(virtual) separation of MC spectrum and FC spectrum, which can particularly help to
prevent the HetNet from overstressing its limited communication capabilities for the
coordination between eNBs and HeNBs [29].

The IAM from above is extended by the discussed cross-tier interference aspects as
follows. Additionally to the inter-macrocell interference component, each eNB s blocks
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an amount of bandwidth that corresponds to the maximum consumed bandwidth at
potentially interfered FCs Fs. This means that (5.2) is rewritten as

bitfs =
∑

(s′, t) ∈ S ∗ T ,

s′ �= s

qss′tbs′t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

inter-cell interference

+ max
f∈Fs

{
qsfbf

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸

cross-tier interference

, (5.4)

where bf is computed according to (5.1) and

bitff =
∑

(f ′, t) ∈ F ∗ T ,

f ′ �= f

qff ′tbf ′t (5.5)

for all HeNBs f in the HetNet. For the cross-tier interference term in (5.4), we assume
that all UEs served by a femtocell are located nearby the HeNB and that the same
holds for all inter-FC interfered femtocells. Hence, the interference impact factor qsf
scales with the eNB signal strength to the HeNB location and relatively to the link
quality that the HeNB provides to its served UEs. We suggest

qsf =
esf
eMAX

(5.6)

if FCs predominantly serve users with maximum spectral efficiency eMAX on the corres-
ponding transmisson links. Since the protected bandwidth can be aligned along all
interfered femtocells, the maximum cross-tier interference term in (5.4) eliminates
interference to FCs in the eNB coverage area. Please note that due to the spatial
diversity of rate demand and femtocell distribution, the amount of blocked (protected)
bandwidth typically varies from eNB to eNB.

We call the model (5.1) Bandwidth Reservation Concept (BRC) as it approximates
the expected amount of bandwidth that has to be reserved in the spectrum subject
to supported UE rate demand and interference. Please note that the BRC considers
bandwidth as a continuous variable and that it does not describe where the resources
are allocated in the spectrum. It serves as an approximation model for the discrete
combinatorial problem of PRB assignment.

The example depicted in Figure 5.3 illustrates the application of the BRC for a small
HetNet with two eNBs and three femtocells:

• The bandwidth is measured in arbitrary units from the continuous domain.

• The blocked bandwidth at eNB 2, FC 2, and FC 3 is not considered.

• FC 2 has to reserve 2 bandwidth units for transmission to UE 2.

• FC 3 has to reserve 1 bandwidth unit for transmission to UE 3.
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Figure 5.3: Bandwidth reservation at eNB 1 and HeNB 1 (FC 1) in a small HetNet.

• FC 1 allocates 2 bandwidth units for transmission to UE 1. It interferes the
transmission link from FC 2 to UE 2 and the link from FC 3 to UE 3, both with
an interference impact factor of 0.5. According to (5.5), it additionally reserves
(blocks) 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 bandwidth units.

• eNB 2 has to reserve 1 bandwidth unit for transmission to UE 5.

• eNB 1 has to reserve 1.5 units for transmission to UE 4. It interferes the link
from eNB 2 to UE 5 with and interference impact factor of q125 = 0.5. According
to (5.2), it additionally reserves (blocks) 0.5 bandwidth units.

The overall reserved bandwidth at eNB 1 follows from the BRC equation (5.1) and the
cross-tier IAM equation (5.4). The cross-tier related amount of blocked bandwidth is
determined by the maximum affected femtocell, i.e., FC 1, and its bandwidth consump-
tion of 3.5 units. The cross-tier interference factor q11 is assumed as e

11/eMAX = 0.5.
Therefore, eNB 1 reserves 1.75 additional bandwidth units to cope with cross-tier in-
terference. Finally, the BRC model leads to an estimated bandwidth consumption
of 3.75 units for eNB 1.
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5.3 Numerical Evaluation

The BRC and its immanent IAM are evaluated exemplarily for the following simulation
setup. We consider a hexagonal grid topology as depicted in Figure 5.1. Each of the
related 3-sectorized eNBs transmits at a center frequency of 2GHz and with 43 dBm Tx
power, 14 dBi antenna gain, 5 dB noise figure, and 8 dB shadowing standard deviation.
The received signal power in the area is computed according to the semi-empirical path
loss model from [3] for 500m inter-site distance. We apply the RRM procedures that
are explained later on in Section 7.1.1. The considered spectrum comprises 50 PRBs,
i.e., the effective transmission bandwidth is 9MHz. Interference mitigation is applied
as ICIC technique. Please note that femtocells are not considered in the evaluation.
However, the basic insights obtained for the macrocell scenario are transferable.

500 UEs are randomly and uniformly distributed over the network area. As some
users can experience a high signal power from eNBs that are not located nearby, the
relevant interferers are identified for each UE. This are the eNBs that are received
with a signal power of more than 1% of the maximum received signal power. This
approach reduces the set of potential interferers to the neighboring cells and some cells
nearby. The UE service requests are varied in order to evaluate the BRC for different
cell load situations: Table 5.1 shows the considered mobile services, which are basically
a variant of the service profile from Table 4.5. Interactive real time, video, and FTP
services are aggregated into a new service class data and the service proportions are
modified such that the average load of the cells is either low or high.

Mobile service Rate demand [kbps] Proportion low Proportion high

Data 512− 2000 10% 30%

Web 128− 512 20% 40%

VoIP 64 70% 30%

Table 5.1: Considered mobile services and their proportions in order to obtain low and
high cell loads.

As discussed in the previous section, a higher number of neighboring cells typically pro-
vides more opportunities for frequency reuse. Hence, in Figure 5.1 the inner cells , i.e.,
cells 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 18, are distinguished from outer cells , i.e., cells 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 17, 20.
First, the BRC is evaluated for a constant interference impact factor qss′t = βs = 0.5
for all cells and for all interfered transmission links. This setting results from the
fact that we consider a high interference scenario where the signal power to interfered
links is large, i.e., est/e

s′t
≈ 1. Furthermore, all cells have at least two neighbors that

can benefit from a full frequency reuse, compare (5.3). Table 5.2 shows the according
evaluation results for the inner cells and for two different cell loads. The approximated
bandwidth consumption is compared to the consumption that is obtained by the RRM
algorithms for a (static) system snapshot. All depicted evaluation measures are com-
puted as mean over the cell-wise results. The mean gap denotes the difference between
approximation and actual consumption, relatively to the actual consumption.
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BW consumption Simulation BRC approximation Mean gap Deviation

Low cell load

Transmission [kHz] 1027.5 962.6 −7.5% 3.4%

Blocked [kHz] 4300.0 4693.6 +8.4% 18%

Total [kHz] 5327.5 5656.2 +6% 15%

High cell load

Transmission [kHz] 3245.0 1575.5 −52.3% 12.6%

Blocked [kHz] 5187.5 6744.0 +30.4% 19.4%

Total [kHz] 8432.5 8319.5 −1.7% 10%

Table 5.2: Bandwidth (BW) consumption for inner cells according to the BRC approxi-
mation versus results from system simulation.

The results do not show a significant variation over different simulation instances.
This is mainly an effect of the high number of uniformly distributed UEs. According
to Table 5.2, we observe the following effects:

i) For a low cell load, all UEs in the system simulation are served at full demand. For
a high cell load, this holds only for 83%, i.e., the system is partially overloaded.
For the sake of a fair comparison, the identical set of served UEs is considered for
the BRC evaluation.

ii) For a low cell load, the BRC achieves almost full accordance in all bandwidth
approximations. This leads to a mean gap of +6%. Due to the constant interfe-
rence impact factor qss′t = 0.5, the approximated amount of blocked (protected)
bandwidth slightly exceeds the amount that is actually required in the system
simulation. This effect results from the fact that the resource allocation in the
simulation benefits from the degree of freedom to allocate resources in a sparsely
occupied spectrum (low cell load).

iii) For a high cell load, the mean gap for the overall consumption results shrinks
to −1.7%. This results from an underestimated amount of transmission band-
width and an overestimated amount of blocked bandwidth, which balance out
when they are added up in (5.1). This is a general property of the BRC when the
spectrum is highly occupied. The reason is the following: The required transmis-
sion bandwidth and the blocked (protected) bandwidth are approximated subject
to the SNR, whereas the RRM in the simulation considers the (lower) SINR.

Table 5.3 shows the obtained evaluation measures for the outer cells of the network,
still for the constant interference impact factor qss′t = 0.5. The results affirm the
assumption that outer cells have a reduced frequency reuse potential, and hence, the
considered interference impact factor is chosen too low. The corresponding effect is
that the BRC results suffer from a general underestimation of consumed bandwidth
for all considered cell load situations. If the interference impact factor is increased
to qss′t = 0.8, the BRC accuracy improves significantly, see Table 5.4. Particularly,
these results are comparable to the evaluation for the inner cells.
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BW consumption Simulation BRC approximation Mean gap Deviation

Low cell load

Transmission [kHz] 1107.9 1020.3 −8% 1.4%

Blocked [kHz] 3932.1 2100.6 −46.5% 3.2%

Total [kHz] 5040.0 3120.9 −38.5% 4.9%

High cell load

Transmission [kHz] 2637.9 1682.7 −36.2% 16.2%

Blocked [kHz] 3865.7 2926.5 −21.1% 16.3%

Total [kHz] 6503.6 4609.2 −27.6% 13.2%

Table 5.3: Bandwidth (BW) consumption for outer cells according to the BRC approxi-
mation versus results from system simulation.

BW consumption Simulation BRC approximation Mean gap Deviation

Low cell load

Transmission [kHz] 1107.9 1020.3 −8% 1.4%

Blocked [kHz] 3932.1 3360.9 −14.4% 5.1%

Total [kHz] 5040.0 4381.2 −13% 4%

High cell load

Transmission [kHz] 2637.9 1682.7 −36.2% 16.2%

Blocked [kHz] 3865.7 4682.4 +26.3% 26%

Total [kHz] 6503.6 6365.1 −2.1% 15%

Table 5.4: Bandwidth (BW) consumption for outer cells according to the BRC approxi-
mation for qss′t = 0.8 versus results from system simulation.

Overall, the evaluation results show that the BRC and its immanent IAM are suitable
approximation models to describe the bandwidth consumption in cellular LTE systems
subject to interference. The BRC results can be influenced by an adaption of the ap-
proximation parameters, i.e., the interference impact factors. This property allows for
a calibration of the approximation model with respect to the RRM components of the
considered system. In Section 7.1.2, we present an approach for adaptive BRC (IAM)
parameter calibration with respect to dynamic system measurements. An according
parameter calibration over several simulation instances of the static network scenario
from above leads to

βINNER
s ∈ [0.4, 0.5] , βOUTER

s ∈ [0.8, 0.9] , (5.7)

where we still assume est/e
s′t

≈ 1, i.e., qss′t ≈ βs, compare (5.6).
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5.4 Summary

User assignment and resource allocation in multicell networks are typically carried out
subject to the SINR in the system. In LTE heterogeneous networks, these tasks have
additionally to consider cross-tier interference between macrocells and femtocells that
transmit in the same spectrum. SINR-based decision problems have no linear repre-
sentation, and hence, cannot be integrated into the MIP-based network optimization
models that we develop. Therefore, we have introduced an approximate model that
estimates the overall required bandwidth at eNBs and HeNBs with respect to the SNR
in the system. The underlying principle of the corresponding bandwidth reservation
concept (BRC) is to compute the required transmission bandwidth separately from
the bandwidth that is blocked to mitigate interference to other cells. Both terms are
computed subject to the SNR on the related radio links.

The interference approximation model (IAM) considers inter-cell interference as well
as cross-tier interference. The cross-tier interference is modeled by the maximum con-
sumed bandwidth at interfered femtocells, see (5.4). The related maximum operator
can be transformed into a linear representation for any MIP formulated optimization
problem. The linear representation requires one additional optimization variable and
one additional constraint in the MIP.

In the following chapters, the BRC and the IAM serve as integral components of the
MIP-based models that we develop for the optimization of LTE HetNets.
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Heterogeneous Networks

In contrast to the network dimensioning approach presented in Chapter 4, cell site
planning aims at the precise selection of base station locations and at the initial down-
tilt configuration of the related antennas. For the optimal cell site planning of LTE
heterogeneous networks, we consider macrocell sites and and user-deployed femtocells
that are not necessarily active all the time. The objective of the planning task is to
provide a minimum number of macrocell sites such that mobile services are area-wide
available. On the other hand, the deployment of dispensable cell sites has to be avoided
for the sake of cost efficiency and low interference. The availability of mobile services is
related to the network coverage, whereas the support of high rate services depends on
the achievable network capacity. Hence, both KPIs are distinguished in the objective
function of the corresponding planning problem in Section 6.2.

The economically motivated approach for multiple objective alignment from Section 4.2
is applied to deal with the trade-off between the conflicting objectives of the MOO
problem. Instead of avoiding interference by minimum distance constraints, the in-
terference approximation model from the previous chapter is utilized to incorporate
inter-cell and cross-tier interference efficiently into the optimization model.

At the end of this chapter, we apply the developed optimization approach to a repre-
sentative LTE HetNet planning scenario. The obtained results define the reference
HetNet that is considered in Chapter 7 for the self-optimization of coverage and ca-
pacity.

6.1 System Model

We consider a multi-tier LTE HetNet according to the system model from Section 5.1.
The system is supposed to apply interference mitigation – or any other comparable
method – as ICIC technique.

The demand node (DN) model from Section 3.3 is applied to abstract from single users.
Rate computation and bandwidth allocation for downlink transmission from eNBs and
HeNBs to DNs are carried out according to Section 3.2. The planning model selects
eNBs from the candidate set S for deployment. The selection depends on the input
parameters and the optimization variables from Section 1.3 as well as on the additional
parameters and variables that are given in Table 6.1.
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Symbol & domain Description

cs ∈ R≥0 eNB deployment cost.

ρf ∈ [0, 1] Average HeNB activity rate.

pt ∈ R>0
DN priority level, related to either the DN service type or the
corresponding customer type.

λRATE ∈ R≥0 Sum rate weighting factor for objective scalarization.

λBASIC ∈ R≥0 Basic coverage weighting factor for objective scalarization.

eMIN, eMAX ∈ R>0
Minimum required spectral efficiency for transmission (LTE:
CQI 1) and maximally achievable spectral efficiency (CQI 15).

G
Conflict graph, containing all pairs of eNB deployment candi-
dates that correspond to the same cell site but apply different
antenna configurations.

a Wildcard symbol for either an eNB s or an HeNB f .

qaa′t ∈ [0, 1]
Interference impact factor from (H)eNB a to the transmission
link from (H)eNB a′ to t.

bitfa ∈ R≥0
Auxiliary variable describing the amount of protected band-
width at (H)eNB a.

ba ∈ R≥0
Auxiliary variable describing the amount of overall consumed
bandwidth (transmission plus protected) at (H)eNB a.

Table 6.1: Additional input parameters (upper part) and variables (lower part) for cell
site planning in LTE HetNets, complementing Table 1.1.

Network coverage and network capacity are distinguished in the objective function in
order to obtain deployment solutions that guarantee area-wide mobile services and
that support high data rates in demand hotspots. The corresponding objectives are
weighted with the factors λBASIC and λRATE to implement the scalarization approach
from Section 2.3.1. This is done in analogy to (4.3). We introduce priority level
parameters pt to allow for prioritization of DN coverage. While the data rate is related
to the requested service, the priority level can correspond to either the service class
or the customer type. For instance, voice services (VoIP) might have a higher priority
than data services or business clients may be favored over private customers.

Every macrocell site can apply different antenna configurations, i.e., the initial antenna
downtilt has to be chosen for every deployed eNB. Each configuration of an eNB is
considered as a separate deployment candidate in S. The joint deployment of overlap-
ping candidates is avoided by adding all pairs of different configurations of the same
eNB to the conflict graph G. The deployment of a macrocell site s is associated with
cost cs, whereas femtocell equipment is purchased by users and, in that sense, free of
charge for the network operator. This also means that the operator cannot influence
where HeNBs are deployed and when they are activated by the users. However, we
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assume that the network operator knows at least the distribution of potential femtocell
locations as well as the average activity rates ρf .

The interference approximation model from Chapter 5 is utilized to estimate the
amount of protected (blocked) bandwidth bitfa and the amount of overall consumed
bandwidth ba for each (H)eNB a.

6.2 Optimization Model

We introduce the MIP from Table 6.2 to formalize the following optimization problem:
Given the set F of potentially active femtocells and given the rate demand distribution,
modeled by the set T of DNs. Which eNBs from the set S of candidates shall be
selected for deployment in order to cover and serve the DNs optimally?

The sets

S ∗ T = {(s, t) ∈ S × T : est ≥ eMIN} ,

St = {s ∈ S : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T } , Ts = {t ∈ T : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T } ,

F ∗ T = {(f, t) ∈ F × T : eft ≥ eMIN} ,

Ft = {f ∈ F : (f, t) ∈ F ∗ T } , Tf = {t ∈ T : (f, t) ∈ F ∗ T } ,

Fs = {f ∈ F : esf ≥ eMIN}

are defined to exclude decision variables and constraints that are irrelevant due to
insufficient link quality. We consider the optimization problem

max

{

λBASIC

∑

t∈T

ptzt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

coverage

+λRATE

∑

t∈T

refft

︸ ︷︷ ︸

capacity

−
∑

s∈S

csys

︸ ︷︷ ︸

cost

}

(6.1)

with respect to the optimization variables ys, zst, zft, bst, bft and the auxiliary vari-

ables zt, bf , b
itf
s , refft in order to answer the initial question from above. Compared to

the objective function of the dimensioning approach (4.3), network coverage and net-
work capacity are distinguished by separate terms. The sum of covered priorities is
considered as HetNet coverage and the effectively served sum rate models the Het-
Net capacity. DNs with an infinitesimal rate demand rt may serve as pure coverage
points. DNs with a high rate demand are relevant for the coverage term in (6.1) as well
as for the capacity component. The conflicting objectives of the MMO problem are
aligned into one scalar-valued objective according to the economically motivated ap-
proach from Section 4.2. The corresponding weighting factors (exchange rates) λBASIC

and λRATE are chosen as ARPU over the considered time period. Thus, optimal solu-
tions for (6.1) define a cell site deployment – and initial antenna configuration – for
HetNet Profit MAXimization (HetNet-ProMAX) in a techno-economical sense.
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max

{

λBASIC
∑

t∈T
ptzt + λRATE

∑

t∈T
refft − ∑

s∈S
csys

}

subject to

zt =
∑

s∈St

zst ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T

zst ≤ ys , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T
ys + ys′ ≤ 1 , for all (s, s′) ∈ G
∑

f∈Ft

zft ≤ zt , for all t ∈ T

bft ≤
rt
e
ft
zft , for all (f, t) ∈ F ∗ T

bf =
∑

t∈Tf

bft +
∑

(f ′, t) ∈ F ∗ T ,

f ′ �= f

qff ′tbf ′t ≤ ρfBf , for all f ∈ F

bst ≤
rtzt−

∑

f∈Ft

e
ft
b
ft

est
, for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T

bst ≤ Bszst , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T
refft =

∑

s∈St

estbst +
∑

f∈Ft

eftbft ≥ rMIN
t zt , for all t ∈ T

bitfs =
∑

(s′, t) ∈ S ∗ T ,

s′ �= s

qss′tbs′t +max
f∈Fs

{
e
sf

eMAX
bf

}

, for all s ∈ S

∑

t∈Ts

bst + bitfs ≤ Bs + (1− ys) · ∞ , for all s ∈ S

Table 6.2: MIP formulation of the profit maximization problem for techno-economical
LTE HetHet deployment (HetNet-ProMAX).

The maximization in (6.1) is carried out subject to the following constraints. The
inequality

zt =
∑

s∈St

zst ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T (6.2)

ensures that DNs are assigned to at most one eNB. The variable zt indicates whether
DN t is assigned (covered) or not. Moreover, this constraint defines coverage as covered
by an eNB, i.e., the basic HetNet coverage does not depend on any femtocell activity.
According to the inequalities

zst ≤ ys , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T (6.3)

ys + ys′ ≤ 1 , for all (s, s′) ∈ G (6.4)
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only deployed eNBs are available for DN assignment and the joint deployment of con-
flicting eNBs is not allowed. Here, the conflict graph G contains all pairs of eNB
deployment candidates that correspond to the same cell site but apply different an-
tenna configurations. Each different (initial) antenna configuration of a cell site is a
separate element in the candidate set S. The main effect of switching the antenna con-
figuration of a cell site is a change of the spatial signal power distribution. Thus, the
related spectral efficiency parameters can differ significantly over the available antenna
configurations.

We assume that the location of each potentially active femtocell f ∈ F is known.
Furthermore, we assume estimations for their activity rate ρf ∈ [0, 1]. The following
principles are applied to deal with the uncertainty of FC activity. First, femtocells are
excluded from contributing to the basic HetNet coverage. And further:

1. HeNBs can (partially) take over rate demand of DNs. These DNs have to be
assigned to eNBs. This models the opportunity that users can be served by
femtocells in the operating system.

2. The available bandwidth at HeNBs is scaled down proportionally to their activity
rate.

These principles are modeled by

∑

f∈Ft

zft ≤ zt , for all t ∈ T (6.5)

bft ≤
rt
eft

zft , for all (f, t) ∈ F ∗ T (6.6)

bf =
∑

t∈Tf

bft +
∑

(f ′, t) ∈ F ∗ T ,

f ′ �= f

qff ′tbf ′t ≤ ρfBf , for all f ∈ F (6.7)

where (6.5) ensures that only DNs which are covered by an eNB can be served by at
most one HeNB. Constraint (6.6) follows from (3.7) and the inequality (6.7) bounds
the approximated bandwidth consumption bf at HeNBs to the (scaled) maximum
bandwidth. The bandwidth consumption is approximated by the BRC and the IAM
according to (5.1) and (5.5).

Optionally, an additional bandwidth buffer might be considered in order to cope with
unexpected inter-FC and cross-tier interference. A reasonable buffer can be obtained
by a replacement of the interference term in (6.7) with

∑

(f ′, t) ∈ F ∗ T ,

f ′ �= f

qff ′t

rt
eft

zf ′t .

By this replacement, all interfered FC transmission links are considered with fully
served rate demand even though the actual transmission rate can be lower, see (6.6).
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The DN rate that is not (partially) served by any femtocell can be served by the
assigned eNB, i.e.,

bst ≤
rtzt −

∑

f∈Ft

eftbft

est
, for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T (6.8)

bst ≤ Bszst , for all (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T . (6.9)

As before in the dimensioning model, compare (4.15), the effectively served rate of
each covered DN

refft =
∑

s∈St

estbst +
∑

f∈Ft

eftbft ≥ rMIN
t zt , for all t ∈ T (6.10)

has to exceed a QoS related minimum rate threshold rMIN
t . The threshold can be very

small for coverage related DNs or sufficiently high for capacity related DNs. Depending
on the minimum rate requirements and the spectrum occupation at (H)eNBs, (6.10)
can cause a multiple knapsack problem. In contrast to the MKP from Section 3.4.2,
the required bandwidth for an assignment is not necessarily equal for all potential
suppliers. Moreover, the available bandwidth for data transmission, i.e., the knapsack
capacity, can change with the assignment of users. This effect is related to the applied
interference approximation model and the underlying concept of bandwidth protection.

According to the HetNet IAM (5.4) and suggestion (5.6), the interference related
bandwidth consumption at eNBs is given by

bitfs =
∑

(s′, t) ∈ S ∗ T ,

s′ �= s

qss′tbs′t +max
f∈Fs

{
esf
eMAX

bf

}

, for all s ∈ S . (6.11)

This term is considered in

∑

t∈Ts

bst + bitfs ≤ Bs + (1− ys) · ∞ , for all s ∈ S (6.12)

in order to meet the bandwidth limitation restrictions. Non-deployed cell sites and
configuration candidates can gain large positive values for bitfs in (6.11). The infinity
term on the right hand side of (6.12) avoids feasibility problems that are irrelevant
for these candidates. In practice, the infinity term is replaced by a sufficiently large
number, e.g., the sum of available bandwidth over all deployment candidates.

Each optimal solution of the HetNet-ProMAX problem provides an approximate band-
width consumption for all (H)eNBs in the solution set. The approximation is computed
according to the BRC and the IAM. This information can be used in the operating
HetNet for an initial configuration of the applied ICIC algorithms.
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6.3 Numerical Evaluation

Table 6.3 shows the parameter setup for planning eNB cell sites and their initial
antenna downtilt configuration in an urban LTE HetNet scenario. Figure 6.1 (b)
depicts the 60 potential eNB site locations as (red) dots. The building data is taken
from [31]. Since the cell site planning is carried out with respect to effects that take
place on a long-term scale, we assume average values for volatile system parameters
such as transmit power and shadowing. An omnidirectional antenna pattern and two
supported downtilt configurations are considered for the antenna configuration of each
eNB. Thus, the set S contains 120 different deployment candidates and the conflict
graph G contains 60 eNB pairs. Figure 6.1 (a) illustrates the effect of switching the
antenna downtilt for an exemplary eNB: The signal strength at short distance increases
with a higher downtilt but at the cost of a shrinking cell footprint. Please note that
we use the highly accurate ray optical path loss model from Section 3.1.2 to compute
the spatial signal power distribution for each eNB deployment candidate. The signal
power distribution for (indoor) HeNBs is obtained by applying a free space path loss
model as introduced at the beginning of Section 3.1. The signal power information
is precomputed prior to the optimization task. The spectral efficiency parameters are
derived from the discrete rate-power function according to (3.8) and the LTE SINR
requirements defined in Table 6.4.

The eNB operational expenses (OPEX) of 1800 e per month cover site rental, leased
line rental, air-conditioning, and maintenance [33]. The investment costs (CAPEX)
for eNB deployment are neglected analogously to the network dimensioning approach,
see Section 4.3 for details. Contrarily to eNB deployment, user-deployed femtocells do
not cause any expenses for the network operator. Nevertheless, they can contribute to
the HetNet performance when the corresponding HeNBs are active. We consider an
HeNB activity rate of ρf = 50% and a transmit power of 3 dBm. Femtocells operate
in the same transmission spectrum as eNBs. We uniformly distribute 400 HeNBs at
random over the round about 2000 buildings in the planning area. HeNBs are located
only indoors.

The constant DN rate demand of 320 kbps results from an aggregation of service-
related average rates. Each DN t has the priority pt = 1 and a minimum rate re-
quirement rMIN

t = rt. The 750 DNs are uniformly distributed over the city area at
random. We apply cell site planning for 50% and 80% indoor DNs. The scalariza-
tion parameters λBASIC = 50e and λRATE = 0.5 e/kbps transfer objective (6.1) into
the techno-economical domain of monthly profit for the network operator. The basic
fee λBASIC covers the monthly basic charges, the fees for basic services (sms, voice),
and all extra fees (flatrates, special options, etc.) for the DN related users. The rate
fee λRATE denotes the charge per transmitted data unit.

We assume the interference impact factor qss′ = 1/3 for all eNBs and qsf = 1 for all
interfered HeNB transmissions, compare (5.3) and (5.6). The low impact factor for
inter-macrocell interference is motivated by the fact that all eNB deployment candi-
dates have a large resource reuse potential: First, the cell density is typically very
high in urban areas. Therefore, there are many neighboring cells that allow for a reuse
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System parameter Setting

Planning area Urban, 2.5 km × 3.5 km, 5m resolution

Number of buildings Approximately 2000

Wall penetration loss 10 dB

Shadowing standard deviation 8 dB

Carrier frequency 2GHz

Transmission bandwidth 10MHz

Number of eNB (macrocell site) location
candidates

60

eNB antenna downtilt profile {0◦ (low), 5◦ (high)}
eNB Tx power 43 dBm

Propagation model eNB Ray optical, omnidirectional

eNB antenna gain and noise figure 14 dBi and 5 dB

Number of HeNBs (femtocells) 400

HeNB distribution Random, uniformly distributed over buildings

Minimum distance HeNB to eNB 35m

HeNB activity rate 50%

HeNB Tx power 3 dBm

Propagation model HeNB Free space + wall penetration, omnidirectional

Noise figure HeNB 8dB

Number of DNs 750

Indoor DNs 50% and 80%

DN rate demand 320 kbps

DN antenna gain and noise figure 0 dBi and 9 dB

Table 6.3: Considered system parameters for HetNet deployment.

of (blocked) bandwidth. And second, the signal propagation in urban environments
leads to further reuse candidates that are not located nearby, see Figure 6.1 (c) for an
illustration. This enables the reuse option also for the outer cells in the network.

The HetNet-ProMAX problem is solved by utilizing the Gurobi Optimizer [48]. The
obtained results are summarized in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.1 (b) illustrates the deploy-
ment solution for 80% indoor DNs. The 12 optimally deployed eNBs of the HetNet
solution are marked by circles, whereas the 19 eNBs from the alternative single-tier
solution are framed by squares. Moreover, Figure 6.1 (c) shows the best server plot for
the corresponding HetNet macrocells. Light gray areas indicate that the SNR values
from different eNBs do not differ more than 2 dB, i.e., such areas indicate potential
handover zones .

The eNBs in the single-tier solution and the deployed eNBs in the HetNet cover almost
the same number of DNs and serve a similar amount of requested data rate. Please
note that indoor DNs are served by eNBs if no femtocells are available. The number of
deployed eNBs in the HetNet is reduced by 37% due to the availability of femtocells.
In fact, half of the served data rate in the HetNet is covered by femtocells. Figure 6.2
illustrates how HeNBs improve the network capacity: They either provide higher sig-
nal strength in low power macrocell regions (blue) or they serve DNs in medium power
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6.3 Numerical Evaluation

CQI Modulation Code rate Spectral efficiency [bps/Hz] Receiver SINR [dB]

0 out of range

1 QPSK 1/8 0.25 −5.1

2 QPSK 1/5 0.40 −2.9

3 QPSK 1/4 0.50 −1.7

4 QPSK 1/3 0.66 −1.0

5 QPSK 1/2 1.00 2.0

6 QPSK 2/3 1.33 4.3

7 QPSK 3/4 1.50 5.5

8 QPSK 4/5 1.60 6.2

9 16-QAM 1/2 2.00 7.9

10 16-QAM 2/3 2.66 11.3

11 16-QAM 3/4 3.00 12.2

12 16-QAM 4/5 3.20 12.8

13 64-QAM 2/3 4.00 15.3

14 64-QAM 3/4 4.50 17.5

15 64-QAM 4/5 4.80 18.6

Table 6.4: LTE SINR requirements according to [94] for 10MHz transmission band-
width and BLER = 10−1.

(a) eNB applying 0◦ (top)
and 5◦ (below) antenna
downtilt.

(b) Candidate sites (dots) and
deployed eNBs in the HetNet
(circles) and the single-tier so-
lution (squares).

(c) Best server plot for the eNB
related macrocells in the HetNet
deployment solution.

Figure 6.1: Considered planning area and deployment solution for 80% indoor DNs .

macrocell regions (green) to lower the eNB load. Following from the IAM estimations,
eNBs have to block on average 13% of the spectrum in order to mitigate cross-tier
interference. Combined with the bandwidth that is blocked due to inter-macrocell
interference, eNBs utilize on average round about half of the spectrum for transmis-
sion and the other half for ICIC. Most of the deployed single-tier eNBs (85%) apply
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6 Cell Site Planning of LTE Heterogeneous Networks

Single-tier HetNet

80% indoor DNs

Number of deployed eNBs 19 12

Rate served by eNBs [%] 100 50

Average transmission bandwidth at
eNBs according to BRC [kHz]

5155 5630

Average protected bandwidth at eNBs
(MC + FC) according to IAM [kHz]

3975 + 0 3070 + 1300

Runtime [h] 6.5 259

50% indoor DNs

Number of deployed eNBs 17 11

Rate served by eNBs [%] 100 52

Average transmission bandwidth at
eNBs according to BRC [kHz]

4930 5530

Average protected bandwidth at eNBs
(MC + FC) according to IAM [kHz]

4400 + 0 3170 + 1300

Runtime [h] 12 181

Table 6.5: Result statistics for two different indoor DN ratios and two different network
topologies.

the higher antenna downtilt, whereas most eNBs in the HetNet solution select a low
antenna downtilt. The dense single-tier cell deployment might be interpreted as an
alternative solution to the HetNet topology.

By solving the HetNet-ProMAX problem for 50% indoor DNs, we investigate its sen-
sitivity to the indoor DN ratio. The corresponding results are shown in the lower part
of Table 6.5. It turns out that the relative results for the single-tier solution and the
HetNet solution are roughly the same as for 80% indoor DNs. However, the total
number of required eNBs decreases slightly as the signal power from eNBs to outdoor
users is generally higher.

Since the spectrum of the deployed HetNet eNBs is highly occupied, inactive femtocells
can barely be compensated. As a consequence, the HeNB activity rate is a very
important parameter that should not be overestimated.

The runtime to solve the HetNet problem is more than one magnitude higher as the
runtime for computing an optimal single-tier solution. This holds for both evaluation
variants. Mainly two reasons cause this effect: First, the lower number of possible
transmitter-to-DN assignments reduces the size of the single-tier problem instance.
And second, the trade-off between revenue and cost is more difficult to assess for an
eNB deployment candidate in the HetNet than in the single-tier network. Particularly,
there can exist alternative solutions where DNs that are served by a single eNB can
also be served by a combination of another eNB and HeNB.
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6.4 Summary

Figure 6.2: Signal strength distribution for a deployed eNB (large circle) and multiple
HeNBs (small circular areas).

6.4 Summary

Most of the related work in the context of LTE HetNet deployment addresses per-
formance improvement and flexibility gain when a single-tier network is switched to
a multi-tier topology [81]. Some works consider the planning of femtocells and pico
nodes. However, in most cases the planning is carried out either subject to an existing
macrocell environment [56] or it ignores the macrocell tier at all [67].

Our approach deals with the problem of planning cell sites and their initial con-
figuration jointly over both network tiers. Particularly, it takes the corresponding
resource allocation into account. Macrocells are selected for deployment subject to
user-deployed femtocells that are not necessarily active all the time. The interference
approximation model from Chapter 5 is integrated into the optimization problem in
order to incorporate inter-cell and co-channel interference. Although not mentioned
explicitly, pico nodes can be modeled in our planning approach as low capability eNBs.
These nodes might support lower power ranges or have fixed antenna configurations.

Numerical evaluation results demonstrate the feasibility of our optimization approach
(HetNet-ProMAX) for the purpose of cell site planning of heterogeneous LTE networks.
The HetNet planning solution for 80% indoor DNs serves as reference network in the
following chapter, where we present an approach for the autonomous self-control of
cell parameters subject to coverage and capacity optimization.
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7 Self-Optimization of Coverage and

Capacity

In this chapter, we develop an approach for closed-loop, autonomous self-optimization
of coverage and capacity [85] in operating heterogeneous LTE networks. Autonomous
self-optimization means that there is no need for any human intervention once the
optimization parameters have been initially specified. According to [8], this feature is
one of the essential 3GPP requirements for self-organizing networks . It is a prerequisite
to benefit maximally from the opportunities that self-organization provides to minimize
OPEX and operational effort.

Self-organized Coverage and Capacity Optimization (CCO) considers the online con-
figuration of existing transmitters in an operating network. It is the consecutive step
to network dimensioning and cell site planning in the system lifecycle. All CCO re-
lated procedures have to be aligned with the existing network operation components.
The optimization task is carried out subject to the dynamically changing network situ-
ation. Overall, this leads to a network operation paradigm where network elements
autonomously configure themselves at certain time instances, and the configuration
takes the expected network situation of the next operation cycle into account. An ope-
ration cycle denotes the time interval before the next self-configuration is triggered.

The cell site planning results from Section 6.3 (80% indoor DNs) serve as reference
network in this chapter, see Figure 7.1. We introduce the corresponding HetNet model,
its operation components, and the automatic adaption of dynamic system parameters
in Section 7.1. At a first glance, Figure 7.1 (a) suggests a smooth macrocell topology.
Figure 7.1 (b), however, illustrates that we have to keep in mind that the interference-
related interdependencies between cells can be very strong and spatially diverse. The
system performance measures defined in Section 7.2 serve as assessment criteria for the
results of joint coverage and capacity maximization in Section 7.3. The corresponding
optimization model is embedded into a traffic-light based network operation scheme in
Section 7.4. The integrated CCO approach autonomously controls transmission power,
antenna tilt, and activity status (switch on/off) of the network elements. The evalu-
ation in Section 7.5 investigates achievable performance improvements and illustrates
the underlying principles of our CCO approach.

This chapter extends the work presented in [39].
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(a) 12 initial macrocells, light gray ar-
eas indicate potential handover zones
(best server difference ≤ 2 dB).

(b) Signal strength distribution of
eNB 12, FCs (red dots), UEs (green
dots), and hotspot (bunch of spots).

Figure 7.1: Considered urban reference HetNet, resulting from the HetNet cell site
planning presented in Section 6.3.

7.1 System Model

We basically consider the HetNet system model from Section 5.1. In the following, this
specification is extended by the components that are missing to model the operating
system and to implement self-organized CCO.

Self-organized CCO requires coordination and information exchange between transmit-
ters in certain situations. The following components enable the related communication
between network elements: HeNBs are connected to the backhaul – in most cases via
DSL – which generally allows for centralized optimization of femtocells. However, the
coordination between HeNBs and eNBs can only take place at coarse time scales, e.g.,
tens of frames, but not at the granularity of every frame [98]. This is not a crucial
drawback for our purposes because the time interval between any two consecutive
CCO executions is sufficiently long. Communication between eNBs is supported by
the X2 interface [12] (direct interconnection) and the S1 interface [11] via backbone
(indirect interconnection). HeNB to (H)eNB information exchange and coordination
can utilize the Type 1 interface via the HeNB Management System (HeMS) [9]. The
communication between (H)eNBs and UEs follows several signaling schemes that are
defined for dedicated control channels: The Physical Downlink Control CHannel (PD-
CCH) is used for UE-specific information and the Physical Uplink Control CHannel
(PUCCH) carries, for instance, the CQI information. Overall, we assume fully meshed
communication capabilities between all network elements.
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7.1 System Model

The developed optimization model utilizes the demand node (DN) model from Sec-
tion 3.3 to abstract from single users. Rate computation and bandwidth allocation
for downlink transmission from eNBs and HeNBs to DNs are carried out according
to Section 3.2. The optimization depends on the input parameters and optimization
variables from Section 1.3 and on the ones that are given in Table 7.1. The CCO
objective is the optimal configuration of all eNBs and HeNBs in the HetNet subject
to the joint maximization of network coverage and capacity.

The considered HetNet applies interference mitigation as ICIC technique. The inter-
ference approximation model from Chapter 5 is utilized to estimate the corresponding
amount of protected (blocked) bandwidth bitfa and the amount of overall consumed
bandwidth ba for each (H)eNB a.

Symbol & domain Description

SMC, FFC Index set of available MC transmitters and FC transmitters.

S, F Index set of different configurations at available MC transmit-
ters (eNBs) and FC transmitters (HeNBs).

a
Wildcard symbol for either a configured eNB s or a configured
HeNB f , i.e., a transmitter with a particular configuration.

pt ∈ R>0
DN priority level, related to either the DN service type or the
corresponding customer type.

pMAX
a ∈ R>0 Maximum feasible sum of covered priorities at the (H)eNB a.

δITF ∈ [0, 1]
Minimum threshold for coverage definition over pairwise spec-
tral efficiency ratios.

λCOV ∈ R≥0 Coverage weighting factor for objective scalarization.

λCAP ∈ R≥0
Sum rate (capacity-related) weighting factor for objective
scalarization.

eMIN, eMAX ∈ R>0
Minimum required spectral efficiency for transmission (LTE:
CQI 1) and maximally achievable spectral efficiency (CQI 15).

qaa′t ∈ [0, 1]
Interference impact factor from (H)eNB a to the transmission
link from (H)eNB a′ to t.

ys, yf ∈ {0, 1} Binary decision variables indicating the selection of a certain
configuration at eNBs and HeNBs.

z̃st, z̃ft ∈ {0, 1} Binary decision variables indicating the coverage of DN t by
a certain (configured) eNB or HeNB.

z̃t ∈ {0, 1} Auxiliary variable indicating that DN t is covered.

bitfa ∈ R≥0
Auxiliary variable describing the amount of protected band-
width at (H)eNB a.

ba ∈ R≥0
Auxiliary variable describing the amount of overall consumed
bandwidth (transmission plus protected) at (H)eNB a.

Table 7.1: Additional or reinterpreted input parameters (upper part) and variables
(lower part) for self-organized CCO in LTE HetNets.
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7 Self-Optimization of Coverage and Capacity

The meaning of some variables that were introduced in previous chapters changes
when network configuration is considered for the operational stage: The set S and the
set F are now associated with the indices of all configurations that can be chosen at
eNBs and HeNBs. The elements s and f are created in the configuration index sets S
and F for each configuration that is selectable for an MC transmitter (eNB) i ∈ SMC

and FC transmitter (HeNB) j ∈ FFC, respectively. The associated configurations are
selected if ys and yf are equal to one. We denote the set of configuration indices
that belong to the same eNB i ∈ SMC or HeNB j ∈ FFC as Yi and Yj, respectively.
Thus, it is S =

⋃

i∈SMC Yi and F =
⋃

j∈FFC Yj. The eNB configuration state space
considers transmission power and antenna downtilt as control parameters, whereas
HeNBs can only configure their transmission power. We ensure the selection of one
unique configuration for each HetNet transmitter by applying constraints

∑

s∈Yi

ys = 1 , i ∈ SMC (exactly one configuration per eNB) (7.1)

∑

f∈Yj

yf = 1 , j ∈ FFC (exactly one configuration per HeNB) . (7.2)

Since the association from a selected configuration to the related transmitter is unique,
we use the notation transmitter or (H)eNB s ∈ S, f ∈ F , even though s and f just
refer to certain configurations. Furthermore, we use the wildcard symbol a ∈ S ∪ F
for short notation whenever expressions are related to transmitters s ∈ S as well as to
transmitters f ∈ F .

Compared to the previous chapter, we redefine the meaning of system coverage. The
related variables are separated from those ones that refer to data transmission, i.e.,
to system capacity. The decision variables z̃st, z̃ft indicate which DN is covered by
what (H)eNB. Coverage is defined by a minimum Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR)
requirement subject to the threshold value δITF. The variables z̃st, z̃ft are distinguished
from the decision variables zst, zft that describe the (H)eNB-to-DN assignment for
data transmission. The same holds for the binary coverage indicator variables z̃t and
their counterparts zt that now strictly serve as capacity-related variables.

The maximum number of DN priorities that can be covered by a single transmitter is
bounded since the resources at eNBs and HeNBs are limited. This shall prevent from
degraded CCO solutions, where only a few transmitters are in charge of the whole pro-
vided network coverage. Such solutions can lead to infeasible situations if all UEs that
are modeled by DNs become active at the same time. A reasonable maximum feasible
sum of covered priorities for an (H)eNB a can be obtained as follows. We assume an
average priority p̄a that might be derived from (simulation) statistics. Furthermore, we
consider a coverage-related average rate rCOV and the bandwidth Ba that is available
at a on average. For an average spectral efficiency ea on the transmission links from a
to arbitrary users, we suggest

pMAX
a =

Ba ea
rCOV

p̄a (7.3)

as an estimation for the maximum feasible sum of covered priorities.
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7.1 System Model

The weighting factors λCOV and λCAP are introduced for the coverage term and the
capacity term in the CCO objective function. Several variants of the scalarization
approach from Section 2.3.1 are applied in order to achieve Pareto optimal solution or
to implement constrained single target maximization.

Although our optimization models utilize the DN model to abstract from single UEs,
it is facilitating in some of the subsequent sections to interpret DNs as UEs. UEs
can be located indoors or outdoors and have a time-varying rate demand and mobility.
Indoor UEs move according to a random walk model and do not leave the building area,
whereas outdoor UEs are either pedestrians or vehicles. Pedestrians move according to
a random walk model and vehicles move along the roads following a random waypoint
model. The mobility models are defined more precisely in Section 7.5.1.

7.1.1 Radio Resource Management and Scheduling

We apply the following model to disregard the scheduling of PRBs over time from
our investigations. Consequently, the RRM can consider the tasks of admission con-
trol, user assignment, PRB allocation, and interference mitigation independently over
consecutive time instances.

Typically, the RRM assigns available PRBs to UEs such that the UE rate demands
are fulfilled. However, UEs with a low rate demand may not require a full PRB for
the whole assignment period but need one PRB at some time instances. In practical
LTE systems, the multiple usage of identical PRBs over time is implemented by an
according scheduling algorithm. We model this scheduling in the time domain by an
equivalent scheduling in the frequency domain. More precisely, we allow a separate
allocation of SCs over the assignment period, and hence, consider a finer granularity in
the frequency domain as usually supported. This approach is motivated exemplarily
in Figure 7.2, where we assume that serving UE 1 requires the allocation of 45 kHz
transmission bandwidth. This is realized by an assignment of every fourth PRB,
where T describes the smallest time interval before a PRB reallocation is possible. We
transform this scheduling over time into an assignment in the frequency domain such
that UE 1 gets the first, fifth, and ninth subcarrier instead of the first, fifth, and ninth
PRB. This assignment is equivalently realizable in the time domain for choosing the
assignment period as T ′ = 12T . The period T ′ is assumed to be sufficiently small such
that the channel conditions do not change (significantly) over T ′.

The RRM tasks are decoupled for consecutive time instances as described above. At
each time instance, the following procedures are carried out successively:

1. (Initial cell assignment) First, all users in the system are initially assigned to the
supplier cell with the best pilot SINR. The SINR considers full interference in
the whole spectrum.

2. (User reassignment & drop users) In general, the user distribution is non-uniform,
and therefore, most of the HetNet cells typically experience a different cell load.
This fact can lead to overloaded cells, i.e., some users cannot be served sufficiently
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7 Self-Optimization of Coverage and Capacity

Figure 7.2: Modeling the scheduling of PRBs over time by subcarrier allocation.

by their associated supplier cell. In such a situation, we try to reassign the users
that cannot be served to neighboring cells which are not overloaded. Users that
require only a small amount of additional resources are preferred for the reassign-
ment step. The user reassignment is repeated until there are no overloaded cells
anymore or if there are no further candidates for a reassignment. If there are no
reassignment candidates left but there still exists an overloaded cell, some users
in that cell have to be dropped. The first iteration of this block does not consider
interference, whereas all subsequent calls take the current interference situation
into account.

3. (Resource protection) The considered system applies interference mitigation for
ICIC. Therefore, (some) neighboring cells can be asked to avoid the usage of
particular resources, i.e., to protect (block) certain SCs in the spectrum. The
potential benefit of a resource protection is assessed before sending the request
to the neighboring cells. This keeps the related communication overhead low.

4. (Resource allocation) The information from the preceding steps serves as input
for the resource allocation step. The conditionally optimal resource allocation
is performed for all cells in parallel. The parallel execution is possible since the
resource assignment – for allocation and protection – is fixed at this stage. If
it turns out that there does not exists any feasible allocation that supports the
rate requirements of all considered users, more users have to be reassigned or
dropped in the second iteration step. All subsequent steps are repeated.

Please note that some systems might (re-)assign users to a supplier cell with respect to
a load balancing strategy [96]. This strategy can be included into the second iteration
step.
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7.1.2 Dynamic Parameter Adaption

In contrast to the relatively dense UE distribution that is typically considered for
network dimensioning and cell site planning, the UEs in the operating system can
emerge locally bounded and very sparsely over the network area. Furthermore, the
UE distribution and the rate demand distribution can change significantly over time.
For instance, just a few UEs at night can turn into thousands of UEs during lunch
time. The spatial and temporal diversity of the UE distribution influences the input
parameters for our optimization approach. In particular, the DN information and
the frequency reuse factor, which predominantly determines the interference impact
factors for MCs in the IAM, see (5.3). Therefore, those input parameters have to be
adapted dynamically and subject to the present – or near future – network situation.

Demand Node Parameters

According to the approach for DN generation from Section 3.3, we create a DN grid
that partitions the whole network area into a set of (non-equal) patches. The DN grid
is computed for the scenario from Figure 7.1 prior to the optimization step. It remains
constant throughout the whole system simulation.

Resulting from an initial patch length of 100m (quadratic), we obtain a total number
of |T | ≈ 2400 DNs. These DNs subdivide into outdoor DNs and indoor DNs by
roughly one third and two-thirds, respectively. For each DN t ∈ T , we compute the
expected rate demand rt for the next operation cycle according to (3.9). Analogously,
the expected amount of accumulated UE priorities pt is computed. Please note that we
generate the DN information for the numerical evaluations in Section 7.5 with respect
to identically repeated UE simulations. Consequently, we can assume a perfect traffic
forecast with reliability indicator µ = 1 in (3.9).

Interference Approximation Parameters

We apply the following approach to calibrate the IAM parameters for all MCs in the
HetNet subject to the DN information that we have obtained according to the previous
section. Please recall that we do not assume frequency reuse potential for FCs ,and
hence, we do not have to calibrate any FC-related IAM parameters.

First, the implemented RRM algorithms compute the (average) bandwidth consump-
tion components btrmRRM and bitfRRM for each MC subject to the considered DNs. This are
the reference consumption values that the system RRM achieves for the present trans-
mitter configurations. Please note that these results depend on the particular RRM
of the considered system. Thus, the presented approach allows for a system-specific
calibration of the IAM parameters.

Second, the (average) bandwidth consumption components btrmBRC and bitfBRC are com-
puted according to the BRC equation (5.1). This step considers (3.7), (5.2), (5.3)
with βs = 1, and the cell assignment from the RRM step.
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The frequency reuse factor in (5.3) is estimated as

btrmBRC + β̂s b
itf
BRC

!
= btrmRRM + bitfRRM ⇐⇒ β̂s =

btrmRRM + bitfRRM − btrmBRC

bitfBRC

(7.4)

with respect to the values btrmRRM, b
itf
RRM, b

trm
BRC, b

itf
BRC (> 0) for MC s. This estimation

particularly takes into account that an underestimation of blocked (protected) band-
width can compensate an overestimated transmission bandwidth and vice versa. This
property of the BRC was discussed in Section 5.3.

The consumption values might be provided by corresponding monitoring entities that
have logged the values in the previous operation cycle(s). This mechanism avoids the
computation of consumption values from scratch. The logged information is sufficient if
we assume a comparable system behavior for the next operation cycle. Furthermore,
the estimated reuse factor for the present configuration s ∈ Yi of MC i ∈ SMC is
assumed to hold for all configurations from Yi. Nevertheless, different configurations
still yield different interference impact factors in the IAM since the ratio of spectral
efficiencies in (5.3) changes with the reconfiguration of transmitters.

The parameter calibration according to (7.4) is exemplarily carried out in a dynamic
network simulation for the HetNet from Figure 7.1 – the simulation setup is discussed
in detail in Section 7.5.1. We obtain estimation results that are consistent with the
results for the hexagonal network topology in Section 5.3: As illustrated by Figure 7.3,
the outer MCs in the network, i.e., the cells 1, 5, 9 and 12, yield the high frequency reuse
factors. According to the definition in (5.3), this corresponds to a low frequency reuse
potential. On the other hand, the inner cells 4 and 10 yield the lowest frequency reuse
factors for both considered configurations. Both effects are caused by the individual
number of reuse neighbors and the particular UE distribution during the simulation
period.

Overall, the average frequency reuse factors vary from 0.65 to 1.12. Please note that fre-
quency reuse factors larger than one indicate strong compensation effects between btrmBRC

and bitfBRC due to the gap to SINR related bandwidth allocation. This can happen if
MCs are (almost) isolated from interfering neighbors. This is the case for the outer
MC 12, where the eNB is shadowed towards the middle parts of the network area
by high buildings, compare Figure 7.1 (b). The estimated frequency reuse factor for
MC 12 decreases significantly when the eNB is powered up in the second configuration
and the interference situation gets stronger.

Generally, the bandwidth approximations according to the BRC and the IAM get more
accurate the stronger the interference situation between neighboring cells is. This is
not a serious drawback since we are mostly interested in high cell load situations that
typically suffer from strong interference. On the other hand, neither interference nor
reconfiguration is a crucial matter if cells are only slightly loaded. Throughout the
HetNet simulations in Section 7.5, we observe that the total bandwidth consumption
is approximated very accurately with deviations of less than 2% on average.
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Figure 7.3: Average frequency reuse factors for two different configurations (◦ and ∗)
of the MCs in a HetNet simulation over 60 minutes.

7.2 System Performance Measures

We introduce coverage and capacity related performance measures that assess the
status of these KPIs in the operating (simulated) HetNet. These measures allow to
track the effects that our CCO approach yields. It is important to note that we
distinguish KPI performance measures from KPI related optimization metrics . The
latter ones serve as maximization targets in the objective function of the CCO model
in Section 7.3. Naturally, the performance measure of a KPI and the corresponding
optimization metric are highly correlated.

Measure (Metric) Related KPI Reference period

System operation (simulation)

Cumulated priorities of covered UEs Coverage Observation period

Cumulated priorities of served UEs Capacity Observation period

Sum rate of served UEs Capacity Observation period

Coverage indicator Coverage & Capacity One time step

Capacity indicator Capacity One time step

System optimization

Cumulated priorities of covered DNs Coverage Operation cycle

Sum rate of served DNs Capacity Operation cycle

Table 7.2: Considered system performance measures and optimization metrics.
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The considered KPI performance measures and optimization metrics are summarized
in Table 7.2. The measures refer either to the assessment of the related KPI status at
one time step or they describe the KPI performance for the whole observation period.
An observation period typically comprises one operation cycle. While the operation
cycle that is considered for CCO takes place in the (near) future, an observed period
refers to the time instances of the last operation cycle. Consequently, the effects of a
CCO related (re-)configuration of the HetNet can be observed earliest at time instances
of the next operation cycle. The effects can be fully assessed at the end of the next
observation period. The optimization metrics refer to a whole operation cycle since it
is impractical to carry out the CCO procedure for every time instance.

All cells in the HetNet monitor the relevant network status information, e.g.,

• the number of served calls and the number of unattended calls,

• the data rate demand and the priority of each UE, and

• the allocated (utilized) and the blocked (protected) bandwidth.

7.2.1 Assessment of Network Coverage

The cumulated priorities of covered DNs

∑

t∈T

ptz̃t (7.5)

serve as optimization metric for network coverage. A DN is covered if the signal level
at its reference coordinate fulfills a minimum SINR requirement.

The cumulated priorities of covered UEs over the whole operation cycle serve as corres-
ponding performance measure. The measure assesses the coverage performance over
an observation period in the operating (simulated) system. Averaging the measure
over the length (duration) of the observation period allows for a direct comparison of
the obtained value with the optimization metric. Please recall that the DNs from the
optimization metric model average values for the considered operation cycle.

The following coverage indicator describes the coverage status at a certain time in-
stance. It can be used to investigate the time-variant coverage performance during
simulation. Since coverage is not directly measurable in the operating system, we
define

no. of served calls

no. of served calls + no. of unattended calls
(7.6)

as coverage indicator. In contrast to the coverage definition from before, an UE is
defined as covered if its call, i.e., its service related data rate demand, can be served
by any (H)eNB. Thus, the coverage indicator takes the actual user distribution into
account as well as the specific UE rate demands and the present resource allocation at
(H)eNBs. The unattended calls comprise all UEs that experience an insufficient SINR
(non-covered UEs) and the UEs that cannot be served due to a lack of available trans-
mission bandwidth (non-served UEs). Due to the latter property, the indicator (7.6) is
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also related to the system capacity, particularly in situations where the assessed cell is
overloaded. This ambiguity does not apply if (7.6) is evaluated over artificial coverage
measurement UEs, i.e., UEs that request a minimal data rate and that have static
locations in the network area.

7.2.2 Assessment of Network Capacity

The sum rate of served DNs
∑

t∈T

refft , (7.7)

serves as optimization metric for the system capacity. A DN is served if the link
quality and the available resources at the associated (H)eNB are sufficient to provide
at least a certain minimum data rate to the DN.

The sum rate of served UEs over the whole operation cycle serves as corresponding
performance measure. The measure assesses the capacity performance over an ob-
servation period in the operating (simulated) system. Analogously to the coverage
performance measure from above, the capacity measure can be compared directly to
the optimization metric after averaging it over the observation period. The cumulated
priorities of served UEs over the observation period might serve as an additional ca-
pacity performance measure. This measure decreases if covered UEs cannot be served
due to a lack of bandwidth for serving all users jointly. Particularly, the second mea-
sure can help to resolve the ambiguity problems in the coverage performance measure
from Section 7.2.1: If the capacity measure is smaller than the cumulated priorities of
covered UEs it clearly indicates capacity problems.

Since the HetNet applies interference mitigation as ICIC technique, we distinguish the
bandwidth that is allocatable (free) for serving users from bandwidth that is blocked
(protected) to mitigate interference to other cells. Thus, the free bandwidth is given
by the difference between the total available transmission bandwidth and the blocked
bandwidth. We define the ratio of the bandwidth that is utilized for serving users and
the free bandwidth as utilization ratio at an (H)eNB. The term

1− bandwidth utilized for serving users

free bandwidth
= 1− utilization ratio

might serve as capacity indicator for a certain time instance. The indicator can become
quite small even though only a few UEs in the cell are served. This effect arises if the
amount of bandwidth that is blocked to mitigate interference gets very large and the
utilization ratio consequently increases. Since the capacity indicator from above can
overemphasize the influence of surrounding cells in terms of blocked bandwidth, we
redefine it as

1− ω utilization ratio− (1− ω)
free bandwidth

total bandwidth
. (7.8)

The last term adds a partial amount of blocked bandwidth to the cell capacity subject
to the chosen parameter ω ∈ [0, 1]. This partial amount of blocked bandwidth can be
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interpreted as potential capacity . It bears analogy to the compensation effects in the
BRC in Section 5.3 and Section 7.1.2.

In contrast to the capacity measures, the capacity indicator describes the remaining
capacity in terms of bandwidth that is left for serving (additional) users. The system
RRM typically aims at serving all requested user rates. Hence, we assume that the
maximal utilization of available bandwidth is equivalent to the maximization of the
served sum rate when cells are highly loaded. Consequently, an optimization of the
capacity metric from above leads to effects that are directly measurable by the capacity
indicator, at least in capacity shortage situations. This can be seen as a duality relation
between the sum rate and the capacity indicator. The duality property is particularly
relevant for choosing the correct minimum thresholds in the evaluation framework in
Section 7.5, where the different performance measures and indicators are compared.

The spectral efficiency might be additionally taken into account to assess the system
capacity. However, we do not consider this measure since our RRM implementation
does not maximize the spectral efficiency. The simulation results would not show any
corresponding improvement that is (potentially) achieved by our CCO approach.

7.3 Joint Coverage and Capacity Optimization

The MIP in Table 7.3 formalizes the optimization problem of Joint Coverage and
Capacity MAXimization (JoCoCaMAX) with respect to the parameters and variables
from Table 7.1. The optimization parameters are adapted according to Section 7.1.2.
The sets

S ∗ T = {(s, t) ∈ S × T : est ≥ eMIN} ,

St = {s ∈ S : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T } , Ts = {t ∈ T : (s, t) ∈ S ∗ T } ,

F ∗ T = {(f, t) ∈ F × T : eft ≥ eMIN} ,

Ft = {f ∈ F : (f, t) ∈ F ∗ T } , Tf = {t ∈ T : (f, t) ∈ F ∗ T } ,

Fs = {f ∈ F : esf ≥ eMIN} ,

Ti =
⋃

s∈Ci

Ts

are defined to exclude decision variables and constraints that are irrelevant due to
insufficient link quality (CQI 0). The set Ti covers all DNs that can be assigned to
MC i ∈ SMC for at least one configuration of the related eNB.

We consider the optimization problem

max

{

λCOV

∑

t∈T

ptz̃t + λCAP

∑

t∈T

refft

}

(7.9)

with respect to the optimization variables ya, z̃at, zat, bat and the auxiliary variables
bitfa , ba, z̃t, zt, r

eff
t .
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max

{

λCOV
∑

t∈T
ptz̃t + λCAP

∑

t∈T
refft

}

subject to
∑

s∈Yi

ys = 1 , for all i ∈ SMC

∑

f∈Yj

yf = 1 , for all j ∈ FFC

z̃at ≤ ya , for all (a, t) ∈ (S ∪ F) ∗ T
z̃t =

∑

s∈St

z̃st +
∑

f∈Ft

z̃ft ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T

eat
e
a′t

≥ (z̃at + ya′ − 1) δITF , for all (a, t) ∈ (S ∪ F) ∗ T , a′ ∈ St ∪ Ft

∑

t∈Ta

ptz̃at ≤ pMAX
a , for all a ∈ S ∪ F

zat ≤ ya , for all (a, t) ∈ (S ∪ F) ∗ T
zt =

∑

s∈St

zst +
∑

f∈Ft

zft ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T

refft =
∑

s∈St

estbst +
∑

f∈Ft

eftbft ≥ rMIN
t zt , for all t ∈ T

ba =
∑

t∈Ta

bat + bitfa ≤ B + (1− ya) · ∞ , for all a ∈ S ∪ F

bitff =
∑

(f ′, t) ∈ F ∗ T ,

f ′ �= f

qff ′tbf ′t , for all f ∈ F

bitfs =
∑

(s′, t) ∈ S ∗ T ,

s′ �= s

qss′tbs′t + max

f ∈ Fs,

yf = 1

{
e
sf

eMAX
bf

}

, for all s ∈ S

∑

t∈Ti

ptz̃t ≥ pMIN
i ,

∑

t∈Ti

refft ≥ rMIN
i , for all i ∈ SMC

Table 7.3: MIP formulation of the joint coverage and capacity maximization problem
for LTE HetNets (JoCoCaMAX).

According to the discussion in Section 7.2, we assume the maximization of covered
priorities to maximize the system coverage and assume the maximization of the effec-
tive sum rate to maximize the system capacity. Although the terms in objective (7.9)
look similar to the ones that are considered for cell site planning in (6.1), the cov-
erage indicator z̃t and the effectively served data rate refft differ substantially from
before: Coverage of a DN is now defined by a minimum SINR requirement and each
DN is uniquely assigned to either one eNB or one HeNB for data transmission. In
the following, both properties are defined by corresponding constraints. The weigh-
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ting factors λCOV and λCAP determine the trade-off relation between the conflicting
objectives of this MOO problem.

Generally, a DN – and its related priority value – can be covered by a uniquely assigned
(H)eNB a. This is modeled by the constraints

z̃at ≤ ya , for all (a, t) ∈ (S ∪ F) ∗ T (7.10)

z̃t =
∑

s∈St

z̃st +
∑

f∈Ft

z̃ft ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T . (7.11)

The unique configuration of (H)eNB a is ensured by the constraints (7.1) and (7.2).
The DN coverage requirement is modeled as

eat
ea′t

≥ (z̃at + ya′ − 1) δITF , for all (a, t) ∈ (S ∪ F) ∗ T , a′ ∈ St ∪ Ft (7.12)

with respect to all potentially interfering transmitters a′. The constraint becomes a
tautology for all decision variables ya′ that equal zero. For δITF = 1, only best link
coverage is allowed. Please note that the coverage requirement (7.12) can also be
written analogously to (6.4), i.e., a conflict graph constraint prohibits the joint selec-
tion of certain DN-to-(H)eNB associations and (H)eNB configurations. However, we
prefer the formulation from above since it reflects the technical relationship. Further-
more, it avoids the precomputation of a (large) conflict graph. As noise is considered
for the computation of the spectral efficiency parameters, constraint (7.12) actually
models a minimum SINR condition. For sufficiently large signal powers, however, the
interpretation as a minimum SIR requirement is adequate.

We want to avoid degraded CCO solutions that can cause a coverage overkill at some
(H)eNBs, see Section 7.1. Therefore, the sum of maximally coverable priorities is
bounded by

∑

t∈Ta

ptz̃at ≤ pMAX
a , for all a ∈ S ∪ F (7.13)

where pMAX
a is predefined according to (7.3) and can differ for various transmitters.

Analogously to (7.10) and (7.11),

zat ≤ ya , for all (a, t) ∈ (S ∪ F) ∗ T (7.14)

zt =
∑

s∈St

zst +
∑

f∈Ft

zft ≤ 1 , for all t ∈ T (7.15)

are applied for the capacity (transmission) related decision variables zst, zft and zt.
Consequently, the DN rate demand can be served by either one configured eNB or
one configured HeNB. The data transmission to a DN is directly connected to the
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allocation of bandwidth bat, which is computed according to (3.7). The maximum
served rate is bounded by the actual requested rate rt, i.e.,

bat ≤
rt
eat

zat , for all (a, t) ∈ (S ∪ F) ∗ T . (7.16)

Even though this means that the total DN rate demand has not necessarily to be
fulfilled, the effectively served rate

refft =
∑

s∈St

estbst +
∑

f∈Ft

eftbft ≥ rMIN
t zt , for all t ∈ T (7.17)

has to exceed at least the minimum rate requirement rMIN
t . Otherwise, the DN cannot

be assigned to any supplying station. This problem can arise if the available (remain-
ing) bandwidth resources at all potential suppliers are not sufficient, i.e., the maximum
bandwidth constraints

ba =
∑

t∈Ta

bat + bitfa ≤ B + (1− ya) · ∞, for all a ∈ S ∪ F (7.18)

would be violated by serving another DN. We assume B = BMC = BFC. The in-
finity term on the right hand side of (7.18) avoids irrelevant feasibility problems for
non-selected configurations, compare (6.12). Analogously to Section 6.2, the con-
straints (7.17) and (7.18) can cause a multiple knapsack problem if rMIN

t > 0.

The IAM from Chapter 5 is applied as follows. The interference related bandwidth
consumption bitff at HeNBs is computed as

bitff =
∑

(f ′,t)∈F∗T ,

f ′ �=f

qff ′tbf ′t for all f ∈ F (7.19)

whereas the eNBs block (protect) bandwidth according to

bitfs =
∑

(s′,t)∈S∗T ,

s′ �=s

qss′tbs′t + max
f∈Fs,

yf=1

{
esf
eMAX

bf

}

for all s ∈ S . (7.20)

The cross-tier interference term follows suggestion (5.6), i.e., we assume that all UEs
served by a femtocell are located nearby the HeNB and that the same holds for all
inter-FC interfered femtocells.

Finally, the constraints

∑

t∈Ti

ptz̃t ≥ pMIN
i ,

∑

t∈Ti

refft ≥ rMIN
i , for all i ∈ SMC (7.21)
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enforce a minimum supported level of coverage and capacity for each MC in the net-
work. The requirements are independent of the selected configuration at the related
eNB. During the iterative optimization procedure in Section 7.4, these constraints
restrict the degradation of coverage and capacity if configurations are changed. The
preservation of the performance from previous optimization steps particularly allows
for a monotone improvement of solutions in an iteratively conducted CCO processing.

7.3.1 Variants for Trade-Off Optimization

According to the discussion in Section 2.3.1, every optimal JoCoCaMAX solution
of (7.9) is Pareto optimal for (λCOV, λCAP) > 0. However, the particular weighting
factors determine which Pareto optimal points are found. Generally, the weights can
be chosen arbitrarily by the network operator. In Section 7.4, we show how a reasonable
setting can be derived from the reference thresholds that the network operator typically
considers for performance tracking in its network monitoring center.

We consider the JoCoCaMAX problem from (7.9) for (λCOV, λCAP) > 0. Previously
achieved KPI values are preserved according to (7.21) whenever the present coverage
status and the present capacity status are both at a sufficient level. This leads to a
monotone performance improvement. The following approach deals with insufficient
KPIs whenever one or both KPIs are degraded intolerably: We choose weighting fac-
tors λCOV, λCAP ∈ {0, 1} in order to enable constrained single target maximization
of a primary (worst case) KPI, see Section 2.3.2. This allows the system to counter-
act insufficient performance in a hierarchical manner. The restriction of the potential
degradation of the secondary KPI is realized by defining according parameters rMIN

i

and pMIN
i for each MC i in (7.21). This leads to the following two optimization variants.

Restricted Coverage Maximization

The Restricted Coverage MAXimization (RCovMAX) problem for an MC i ∈ SMC

is defined as the JoCoCaMAX problem with (λCOV, λCAP) = (1, 0). According opti-
mization parameters pMIN

j , rMIN
j , j ∈ SMC, ensure a minimum achieved sum of covered

priorities and a minimum achieved sum rate in MC i. Furthermore, they preserve the
present KPI status in all MCs j �= i for the sake of a global improvement.

The objective of the RCovMAX problem is the improvement of a single MC, i.e., the
worst case MC i. Therefore, the considered DNs in (7.9) are restricted to Ti while the
optimization variables are still the same as for the JoCoCaMAX problem. This means
that RCovMAX is solved with respect to the whole configuration state space and all
optimization parameters. For the particular case of applying RCovMAX for MC i,
objective (7.9) can be rewritten as

max
∑

t∈Ti

ptz̃t .
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The subsequently presented integrated CCO approach allows a degradation of the
capacity performance in MC i by choosing rMIN

i smaller as the presently achieved sum
rate. This gains more degrees of freedom to improve the coverage in MC i.

Restricted Capacity Maximization

The Restricted Capacity MAXimization (RCapMAX) problem for an MC i ∈ SMC

is defined as the JoCoCaMAX problem with (λCOV, λCAP) = (0, 1). According opti-
mization parameters pMIN

j , rMIN
j , j ∈ SMC, ensure a minimum achieved sum of covered

priorities and a minimum achieved sum rate in MC i. Furthermore, they preserve the
present KPI status in all MCs j �= i for the sake of a global improvement.

Analogously to above, the DNs in (7.9) are restricted to Ti. The optimization variables
for capacity maximization at MC i are the same as for the JoCoCaMAX problem. This
means that the RCapMAX is solved with respect to the whole configuration state space
and all optimization parameters. For the particular case of applying RCapMAX for
MC i, objective (7.9) can be rewritten as

max
∑

t∈Ti

refft .

The subsequently presented integrated CCO approach allows a degradation of the
coverage performance in MC i by choosing pMIN

i smaller as the presently achieved sum
of covered priorities. This gains more degrees of freedom to improve the capacity in
MC i.

7.4 Traffic Light Based Self-Optimization

We propose the following integrated CCO approach for autonomous self-optimization
of the operating HetNet. It is based on the KPI performance measures that were
introduced in Section 7.2 and utilizes the CCO model from the previous section. The
system continuously tracks the performance of all cells. The observation of insuffi-
cient system performance might automatically trigger optimization procedures, i.e.,
an aperiodic optimization. Such a mechanism requires complex algorithms for degra-
dation detection and network status classification. Particularly, it has to be defined
how long a detection phase has to be in order to provide reliable detection results.
Hence, we apply time triggered optimization, i.e., periodic optimization, and consider
the implementation of an aperiodic optimization trigger for future research.

Our integrated CCO approach is applicable for a single MC, for a cluster of MCs, or
for the whole network. For sufficiently long trigger intervals it makes sense to apply
CCO at least in a semi-centralized way, i.e., cluster-wise established control instances
(master units) collect all necessary information and perform the CCO approach cen-
trally in their cooperation cluster. Clustering can provide a beneficial trade-off between
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computational complexity and optimization quality. The chance to find the global op-
timum, however, increases with the internal cardinality of the considered coordination
clusters. We define a cooperation cluster as a group of MCs such that the strongest
interferers to the contained eNBs are elements of the group. Since the interference
situation depends on the particular user distribution, the clustering step is performed
at the beginning of the CCO approach. In the following, we assume to have a suitable
clustering algorithm on hand.

The following consecutive subroutines are executed everytime the integrated CCO
approach is triggered:

1. DN parameters and IAM parameters are adapted according to Section 7.1.2
subject to the present – or the near future – network situation.

2. Cooperation clusters are identified with respect to the computed DN and IAM
parameters. The DN priority values and the DN demands are assigned to the
cooperation clusters proportionally to the probability that they are served by
an MC or FC from the cluster. The probability for being served by a certain
(H)eNB can be derived from the UE assignment statistics over the last operation
cycle(s). The total priority and the total rate demand of a DN do not depend on
any particular clustering, though a DN can be considered for CCO by multiple
cooperation clusters.

3. The master unit of each cluster applies the traffic light related CCO loop that is
depicted in Figure 7.4. The CCO loop is explained below.

4. If the CCO results can improve the HetNet performance, the corresponding
optimal configurations are applied.

The Traffic Light (TL) related CCO loop from Figure 7.4 works as follows: First, the
KPI traffic lights are computed for all CCO candidates by solving the JoCoCaMAX
problem from Section 7.3 for the presently applied (H)eNB configurations. Since all
transmitter configurations are fixed for this evaluation step, the solution space is sig-
nificantly reduced and the traffic lights are obtained very quickly. Please note that
these are the expected future KPI traffic lights if the DN information includes the
prediction component as introduced in (3.9). The sum of covered DN priorities and
the sum rate that a CCO candidate MC achieves in the JoCoCaMAX solution deter-
mine its coverage and capacity measure, respectively. Each KPI related traffic light
indicates a green, yellow, or red KPI status subject to the corresponding measure and
the traffic light thresholds. The traffic light threshold parameters from Table 7.4 are
customizable and have to be predefined by the network operator. The coverage and
capacity metrics that are obtained in the evaluation step provide feasible values for the
minimum required number of covered DN priorities pMIN

i and the minimum required
amount of served rate rMIN

i in (7.21). Thus, we know the (minimum) achievable KPI
performance of each candidate MC i for all further optimization steps.
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Mark all cluster eNBs as CCO candidates

Traffic light (TL) evaluation for CCO candidates

Candidates left?

End of cluster CCO

No

Yes

Sort candidates according to their TL (worst first)

Worst eNB in case 1?

Solve RCovMAX or RCapMAX

for worst eNB s.t. preservation

of achieved capacity and cov-

erage for all other cluster eNBs

Solve JoCoCaMAX for all CCO
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metrics for all cluster eNBs
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Improvement? Improvement?

Apply solution
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Figure 7.4: Closed-loop autonomous CCO in a cooperation cluster, the related traffic
light cases are depicted in Figure 7.5.

Depending on the particular constellation of its KPI traffic lights, each CCO candidate
MC belongs to one of the performance cases (categories) that are listed in Figure 7.5.
All CCO candidate MCs are sorted according to their performance cases. The worst
case MC is chosen for the optimization step. If there are multiple MCs in the worst case
category, we choose the one with the worst coverage performance. There are basically
three different CCO variants that can be applied for the worst case MC subject to the
optimization strategy that is defined for each performance case in Figure 7.5:
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Symbol & domain Description

THCOV
G , THCOV

Y ∈ [0, 1]
Threshold factors referring to sufficient (green), critical
(yellow), and insufficient (red) coverage performance.

THCAP
G , THCAP

Y ∈ [0, 1]
Threshold factors referring to sufficient (green), critical
(yellow), and insufficient (red) capacity performance.

θCOV, θCAP ∈ [0, 1]

Threshold factors referring to lower bounds for coverage
performance and capacity performance if constrained sin-
gle target optimization is applied.

Table 7.4: Traffic light related threshold parameters that determine the KPI status in
the CCO loop and define the minimum KPI performance requirements..

1. If the worst case MC belongs to performance category 1, all CCO candidate MCs
have a sufficient (expected) coverage performance and a sufficient (expected)
capacity performance. The JoCoCaMAX problem from Section 7.3 is solved
with respect to all CCO candidate MCs and subject to the preservation of all
green traffic lights. The performance of all MCs that are not a CCO candidate
is preserved as well.

2. If the worst case MC belongs to performance category 3, 4, 7, 8 or 9, the RCov-
MAX problem from Section 7.3.1 is solved for this MC. The corresponding mini-
mum required sum rate for the MC is guaranteed by every feasible solution. For
all other MCs in the cluster, the minimum constraints (7.21) are chosen such
that the related traffic lights can not get worse.

3. If the worst case MC belongs to performance category 2, 5 or 6, the RCapMAX
problem from Section 7.3.1 is solved for this MC. The corresponding minimum
required sum of covered DN priorities for the MC is guaranteed by every feasible
solution. For all other MCs in the cluster, the minimum constraints (7.21) are
chosen such that the related traffic lights can not get worse.

If the optimization step yields any improvement, the corresponding configurations are
applied for all eNBs and HeNBs in the cooperation cluster. In case that we do not
achieve an improvement, all configurations stay as before. If it is not possible to
improve a worst case MC that has at least one non-green traffic light, this MC is
removed from the CCO candidate list. The CCO loop is repeated until there is no MC
left in the candidate list. Please note that the MCs which are removed from the CCO
candidate list are still considered for the configuration state space of the optimization
models. They are just not considered anymore for the selection of the worst case MC.

The CCO loop is repeated as long as there are CCO candidate MCs left and at least
one candidate MC is not in the performance category 1. If these conditions do not
hold anymore, the JoCoCaMAX problem is finally solved one time for all cluster MCs
subject to the preservation or improvement of all achieved KPI traffic lights. The CCO
loop terminates after this step.
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KPI Status Applied Optimization Model

Case Coverage / Capacity Green Yellow Red and KPI Bounds

1 Coverage JoCoCaMAX

Capacity

2 Coverage RCapMAX

Capacity

3 Coverage RCovMAX

Capacity

4 Coverage RCovMAX

Capacity

5 Coverage RCapMAX

Capacity

6 Coverage RCapMAX

Capacity

7 Coverage RCovMAX

Capacity

8 Coverage RCovMAX

Capacity

9 Coverage RCovMAX

Capacity
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Figure 7.5: Traffic light related performance cases (best first) and the corresponding
optimization strategy for an MC i.

The ordering of the performance cases and the corresponding optimization strategies in
Figure 7.5 clearly indicate the preference to consider coverage as primary KPI whenever
the performance of this KPI is not indicated by a green traffic light. Particularly, for
status 7 – 9 (insufficient coverage) we allow the capacity in a solution to degrade to a
red traffic light in favor of the maximal degree of freedom to maximize coverage. The
CCO loop yields a monotone improvement of the cluster MCs, starting with the worst
performing MC first. A mathematical interpretation of this climbing up principle is
presented in the next section.

We consider the parameter settings of the optimization strategies in Figure 7.5 and
take the predefined threshold parameters from Table 7.4 into account. For MC i, we
define

pMIN
i (TFCOV) = TFCOV ·

∑

t∈Ti

pt

for threshold factor TFCOV ∈ {THCOV
G ,THCOV

Y , θCOV} and

rMIN
i (TFCAP) = TFCAP ·

∑

t∈Ti

rt

for threshold factor TFCAP ∈ {THCAP
G ,THCAP

Y , θCAP}.
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Furthermore, we suggest to choose the scalarization parameters λCOV and λCAP in the
JoCoCaMAX objective (7.9) proportionally to the relation between the coverage and
the capacity threshold factors THCOV

G and THCAP
G , e.g., as

λCOV =
1

∑

t∈T

pt
, (7.22)

λCAP =
THCAP

G /THCOV

G
∑

t∈T

rt
. (7.23)

The final setting of the threshold parameters is up to the network operator. The
network operator typically considers comparable parameters for system evaluation and
black list generation in its network monitoring center.

7.4.1 Climbing Up Principle for Monotone Performance

Improvement

Generally, the CCO loop from Figure 7.4 tries to maximally improve the worst per-
forming MC towards performance case 1 from Figure 7.5. It drops the MC from the
CCO candidate list if an improvement is not possible anymore. The way upwards can
take place stepwise if the improved MC is not directly shifted to performance case 1:
If another CCO candidate MC is in a lower performance category (higher performance
case number) after the improvement step, the worst case MC for the next CCO itera-
tion switches. Any change of the HetNet configuration in this next iteration step can
influence the CCO solution space of the priorly improved MC. Particularly, a change
of the solution space might support a further improvement of the prior MC when it is
considered the next time for CCO.

The minimum constraints (7.21) are the key components of this improvement strategy.
They are automatically parametrized with respect to the results from the traffic light
evaluation step, i.e., according to the solution of the JoCoCaMAX problem for fixed
(H)eNB configurations. Please note that the present configurations can result from a
previous CCO iteration. Figure 7.6 (a) illustrates the set of feasible points (gray area)
and the Pareto front (dashed line) of the MOO problem at the beginning of the CCO
loop, compare Section 2.3.1. The initial solution point (boxed asterisk) is obtained as
solution of the JoCoCaMAX problem for fixed configurations at all (H)eNBs. Since
the fixed configurations are usually not optimal for the present HetNet situation, the
initial solution point is most likely not located on the Pareto front of the unrestricted
JoCoCaMax problem. However, we use the obtained performance metrics to define
minimum bounds for the coverage performance and the capacity performance. The
corresponding minimum values have to be achieved by any feasible solution in the next
optimization step.

Our CCO approach implements a local search heuristic, which is inspired by [57]. It
works according to the following climbing up principle:
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the maximum degradation of single objectives
and the set of feasible points.

Figure 7.6: Constrained CCO approach for monotone performance improvement.

1. The JoCoCaMAX problem is solved for the present (H)eNB configurations. The
obtained solution gives the feasible point x, see the boxed asterisk in Figure 7.6.

2. We attempt to find a better feasible point x′ in the neighborhood of x by a
constrained optimization approach. In Figure 7.6 (b), the corresponding con-
straints determine the maximum allowed gap in the coverage and the capacity
domain subject to the considered threshold factors. Please recall that we allow
a degradation of KPIs for certain constellations. Thus, the gap can be larger
than zero. The constraints particularly reduce the set of feasible points, i.e.,
the solution space for the subsequent optimization step. In Figure 7.6 (b), the
convex hull of the constrained feasible set excludes the upper encircled point
from Figure 7.6 (a) – that was formerly feasible and Pareto optimal – because
it violates the minimum coverage constraint. On the other hand, the formerly
unsupported point that is marked with a triangle in Figure 7.6 (a), now becomes
a supported point on the Pareto front of the JoCoCaMax problem.

3. The predetermined optimization strategy defines the applied CCO variant, i.e.,
JoCoCaMax, RCovMax, or RCapMax. The corresponding solution gives the
feasible point x′. Note that we can always find a feasible point since the initial
point x is still an element of the feasible set. For the example in Figure 7.6 (b), we
solve the JoCoCaMAX problem for scalarization parameters (λCOV, λCAP) > 0.
These parameters define the depicted tangential line and lead to the encircled
Pareto optimal point, compare Section 2.3.1.

4. If the point x′ is better than x in terms of the applied optimization strategy, we
apply the corresponding configurations, replace x by x′, and continue with the
CCO loop.
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7.5 Numerical Evaluation

In the following, we investigate performance and behavior of our integrated CCO
approach for autonomous self-organized optimization of coverage and capacity. For this
purpose, we consider several representative case studies. Our integrated CCO approach
includes the dynamic adaption of DN parameters and IAM parameters according to
Section 7.1.2. The parameter adaption is carried out with perfect knowledge of the
considered optimization cycle, i.e., we assume best case parameter estimation with
reliability µ = 1, compare (3.9). The aim of this section is to provide a proof of
concept for our approach and to illustrate achievable performance gains. With respect
to this purpose, we consider a reduced set of possible transmitter configurations in
order to keep the computational effort low. Furthermore, the CCO loop is applied for
one cluster, i.e., for the whole HetNet. The investigation of further improvements due
to a larger configuration state space is open for future work. The same holds for the
analysis of potential performance loss due to clustering.

The HetNet system simulation is implemented in MATLAB, whereas we utilize
CPLEX [51] as MIP solver to compute (optimal) solutions for the CCO variants.

7.5.1 Simulation Setup

We consider the urban HetNet from Figure 7.1. The HetNet has 12 MCs (eNBs). The
applied system model includes the RRM implementation as introduced in Section 7.1.1.
Users are simulated with time-variant rate demand and mobility as follows: UEs enter
the network area with a randomly chosen lifetime such that the expectation of active
UEs stays constant during simulation. Similarly to the setup in Section 4.3, each active
UE requests a certain mobile service that is specified by its service type, a uniformly
distributed data rate demand, and its proportion on the overall traffic. Table 7.5
shows the available mobile services and their corresponding priority level. This service
specification is a modified version of Table 4.5. It is chosen such that the HetNet
operates at the limit of its capabilities most of the time and is temporarily overloaded.
Since we consider priority one for all services, the total sum of coverable priorities
equals the number of active UEs in the network.

Mobile service Priority Proportion Rate demand [kbps]

Data 1 10% 128− 2000

Web 1 50% 128− 512

VoIP 1 40% 64− 128

Table 7.5: Considered mobile services for UEs.

The associated UE mobility model determines how a UE moves across the simulation
area over time. Partially adopted from [95], we consider the following UE mobility
models: Indoor UEs move according to a random walk model and do not leave the
building area. Outdoor UEs are either pedestrians that move according to the random
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walk model or vehicles that follow a random waypoint model. The waypoints are
modeled by an appropriate set of road points that describe the irregular course of the
roads. At each crossing point, the vehicle UE chooses randomly the direction to go on.
The way back is excluded from that decision. All related mobility model parameters
are listed in Table 7.6.

Parameter Setting

Duration of one simulation step 1 s

Pause time Deterministic at 0 s

Random walk direction Uniform [0, 2π)

Velocity pedestrian/indoor Uniform [0, 1.5]m/s

Velocity vehicle Uniform [10, 20]m/s

Velocity traffic hotspot 3m/s

Table 7.6: User mobility parameters.

The following moving traffic hotspot model generates locally bounded overload situa-
tions: We define a certain number of hotspot UEs and a hotspot radius. The hotspot
UEs are located circularly around a hotspot center UE and stay within the given ra-
dius. The hotspot center UE is a vehicle UE that moves along the roads at a given
velocity. All hotspot UEs become active when a predefined hotspot activity period
starts and change their state to inactivity if the hotspot period is over. The consid-
ered traffic hotspot moves along the roads in the middle part of the network area. In
Figure 7.1 (b), it is depicted as bunch of small circles and surrounded by eNBs 1− 4.

Table 7.7 shows the considered HetNet system parameters. The setup is basically the
same as for the evaluation of the cell site planning approach in Section 6.3. However,
some of the settings slightly differ from before due to the fact that we now consider
the operating HetNet. The (H)eNB transmission power can be configured as follows:
Each of the 12 eNBs can adjust its transmission power according to the specified power
profile, i.e., it can apply a low, medium, or high transmission power. Moreover, it has
the option to switch off. Each eNB can apply 0◦ (low) or 5◦ (high) antenna downtilt
for an omnidirectional antenna pattern, compare Figure 6.1 (a). All 200 HeNBs pro-
vide just one antenna pattern (omnidirectional) and support the power profile that is
specified in the according part of Table 7.7. Thus, eNBs and HeNBs can select from a
set of seven and three different configurations, respectively.

The ray optical path loss model from Section 3.1.2 is utilized to compute the spatial
signal power distribution for each eNB configuration. The free space path loss model
according to Section 3.1 provides this information for HeNB configurations. We pre-
compute the spectral efficiency parameters for all transmitter configurations subject
to the discrete rate-power function (3.8) and the LTE SINR requirements that are
defined in Table 6.4.
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System parameter Setting

Simulation area Urban, 2.5 km × 3.5 km, 5m resolution

Number of buildings Approximately 2000

Wall penetration loss 10 dB

Shadowing standard deviation 8 dB

Carrier frequency 2GHz

Effective transmission bandwidth 9MHz (50 PRBs in LTE 10MHz mode)

Number of eNBs (macrocells) 12

eNB Tx power profile {−∞ (off), 40 (low), 43 (medium), 46 (high)} dBm
eNB antenna downtilt profile {0◦ (low), 5◦ (high)}
Propagation model eNB Ray optical, omnidirectional

eNB antenna gain and noise figure 14 dBi and 5 dB

Number of HeNBs (femtocells) 200, uniformly distributed over buildings

Minimum distance HeNB to eNB 35m

HeNB Tx power profile {−∞ (off), 3 (normal), 10 (high)} dBm
Propagation model HeNB Free space + wall penetration, omnidirectional

Noise figure HeNB 8dB

Average number of (active) UEs 215

Number of hotspot UEs 60

Outdoor UEs 80%

Vehicular-to-pedestrian ratio 20%

UE initial distribution Random, uniformly distributed

UE antenna gain and noise figure 0 dBi and 9 dB

Table 7.7: Considered simulation parameters for the operating HetNet.

Parameter Setting

DN prediction reliability μ 1

Minimum threshold for coverage δITF 0.6

Coverage bound for MCs pMAX
s and FCs pMAX

f 125 and 15

Utilization weighting factor ω 0.9

Coverage threshold factors THCOV
G , THCOV

Y , θCOV 0.98, 0.95, 0.90

Capacity threshold factors THCAP
G , THCAP

Y , θCAP 0.90, 0.80, 0.70

Table 7.8: Considered CCO parameters.

The integrated CCO approach from Section 7.4 is applied with respect to the opti-
mization parameters that are shown in Table 7.8. According to (7.22) and (7.23), the
traffic light factors in Table 7.8 determine the objective weights for joint CCO as

λCOV =
1

∑

t∈T

pt
, λCAP =

0.92
∑

t∈T

rt
.

Please note that the optimization parameters are defined only once in advance to the
start of the HetNet simulation (operation). Any further modification of parameters
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is possible before each operation cycle. However, this requires human intervention,
which should only take place in emergency situations.

Our integrated CCO approach determines the optimum HetNet configuration for each
operation cycle. When the optimal configurations have been applied at all (H)eNBs,
we go back to the beginning of the considered operation cycle and repeat the UE
simulation. This evaluation scheme allows for a fair comparison between non-optimized
and optimized configuration results.

7.5.2 Case Study Results

The following case studies present the results of a comparison between the HetNet
performance without CCO and the performance when our CCO approach is applied.
For comparison of coverage and capacity performance, we mainly consider the coverage
indicator (7.6) and the capacity indicator (7.8) for ω = 0.9. The indicators assess the
system performance at each time instance of the simulation. The corresponding traffic
light status of both KPIs is computed subject to the traffic light threshold values that
follow from the threshold factors given in Table 7.8 and the maximum achievable KPI.

The threshold values for capacity have to consider the duality relation between the
capacity indicator (7.8) and the capacity metric (sum rate), see Section 7.2.2. Hence,
the traffic light thresholds for capacity follow from Table 7.8 as 0.2 and 0.1 for the
yellow and the red traffic light status. Any capacity indicator above 0.2 corresponds
to a green traffic light. The traffic light status can be depicted or we can accumulate
the number of different traffic lights over a certain period.

Furthermore, we consider the coverage measure and the capacity measures from Ta-
ble 7.2. Consequently, we assess the number of covered UEs, the number of served
UEs, and the sum rate for each operation cycle (observation period). Please recall that
in our simulation setup the number of UEs equals the number of coverable priorities.

For any MC (eNB) specific discussion, we refer to the enumeration in Figure 7.1.

Obliteration of Events

We start with a medium- to long-term CCO trigger: We consider an operation cycle
of one hour and a traffic hotspot activity of five minutes, taking place from 10 to
15 minutes. As explained above, the whole operation cycle is monitored before the
CCO loop is triggered for dynamically adapted input parameters. Afterwards, the UE
simulation is repeated identically but with optimized configurations at the (H)eNBs.
Figure 7.7 shows the coverage indicator and the capacity indicator for each second
of the operation cycle and averaged over all MCs in the non-optimized HetNet. The
HetNet operates predominantly at performance status one, i.e., with green coverage
and capacity traffic lights. This holds for all MCs if we consider the average over the
whole operation cycle. The comparison with the performance of the optimized system
shows almost no improvement in the CCO results. Contrariwise, the KPI deficiencies
at the eNBs 3 and 4 – that are located nearby the traffic hotspot – slightly increase.
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Figure 7.7: Performance indicators for each second of the one hour operation cycle,
averaged over all MCs.

This effect is reasonable in the following sense: The generated DN information is
averaged over one hour. This leads to an obliteration of the five minutes of hotspot
activity, and hence, the system is mainly optimized for the period when the hotspot
UEs are inactive. In consequence, there is a performance degradation at the eNBs 3
and 4 during the hotspot activity period. More precisely, the number of time instances
where these eNBs operate with a red coverage traffic light and a red capacity traffic
light increases from one to seven seconds and from zero to one seconds, respectively.

We conclude that averaging the DN information over periods with a significant vari-
ation in the UE characteristics is crucial. Hence, we suggest to consider such periods
separately for optimization. This can be achieved by applying a trigger rate that
attains a large ratio between the duration of the exceptional event (traffic hotspot)
and the length of the operation cycle that is considered for CCO. We define this ratio
as event-to-trigger ratio. The event-to-trigger ratio in the considered example is 1/12.
Apparently, this is too small to achieve a performance improvement.

Temporary Traffic Hotspot

The following setup considers a much higher event-to-trigger ratio: The overall obser-
vation period is reduced to one minute and the hotspot UEs are active from 20 to 40
seconds. The CCO loop is triggered every five seconds, i.e., all periods of significantly
different UE behavior are fully separated. Moreover, we attain an event-to-trigger
ratio of four. This can be interpreted as an oversampling of the hotspot period. In
this sense, the considered case study investigates the potential of our CCO approach
under ideal assumptions. Although realistic trigger periods and the hotspot duration
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(a) HetNet applies default configurations.
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(b) HetNet applies configurations according to the CCO results.

Figure 7.8: Second-wise performance indicators at eNB 4, which suffers most from the
traffic hotspot.

are typically much longer than in the considered setup, we expect the results to be
scale-invariant under the same event-to-trigger ratio.

Figure 7.8 depicts the coverage and capacity indicators at eNB 4, which is most affected
by the traffic hotspot. The HetNet applies the default configuration according to the
HetNet planning results in Figure 7.8 (a) and the optimum CCO configuration in Fi-
gure 7.8 (b). During the hotspot period, the coverage and capacity indicators decrease
significantly when the HetNet operates in its default configuration. For the optimum
CCO configuration, the coverage indicator is improved to an uncritical performance
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status whereas the capacity indicator, though improving, remains in the critical zone
when the hotspot is active. Table 7.9 shows the exact number of time instances where
the KPIs at eNB 4 are in a critical (non-green) status: The coverage problems are fully
resolved by applying the optimized configurations, whereas the capacity deficiencies
are improved from a red traffic light to a yellow light for ten time instances.

Traffic light status Default configuration CCO configuration

Red coverage indicator 8 0

Yellow coverage indicator 8 0

Red capacity indicator 16 6

Yellow capacity indicator 5 15

Table 7.9: Number of time instances where the KPIs at eNB 4 are not in a green traffic
light status.

The significant improvement during the hotspot period is mainly achieved by reducing
the interference at the eNB that serves the hotspot UEs. When the hotspot UEs
become active, the eNBs 1, 2, 3 and 7 increase their downtilt (tilt down) and decrease
their transmission power. Consequently, they reduce their interference to the service
area of eNB 4. On the other hand, eNB 4 increases its downtilt and applies the
maximum available transmission power in order to focus on the hotspot area. When
the hotspot activity is over, the eNBs 1, 2, 3 and 7 decrease their antenna downtilt
to 0◦ (tilt up) and power up to enlarge the coverage footprint.

Figure 7.8 illustrates highly volatile values for the capacity indicator, which performs
sometimes clearly worse than in the non-optimized case. Both effects are caused by
our RRM implementation: First, the volatility is explained by the fact that the RRM
algorithms are executed at each time instance independently of the assignments and
allocations that were computed in previous simulation steps. And second, our RRM
does not necessarily maximize the capacity indicator. It terminates when a feasible
assignment and allocation have been reached. Thus, our RRM does not take full
advantage of the CCO benefits as long as it has not to cope with coverage and capacity
problems. In other words, the KPI values of the non-optimized system can outperform
the optimized values but only when the non-optimized system does not suffer from
any KPI deficiencies.

Coverage and Capacity Trade-Off

So far, the unattended calls in the coverage indicator were mostly caused by a lack
of available resources (bandwidth), i.e., the coverage indicator mainly accounted for
capacity problems. Therefore, the following case study investigates our CCO approach
for coverage problems in terms of missing signal power: eNB 2 and the eNBs 7 to 10 are
permanently switched off in order to cause artificial coverage problems, particularly in
the coverage area of the eNBs 4, 11 and 12, see Figure 7.9 (a). Otherwise, we keep the
simulation setup from the previous case study, including the hotspot period from 20
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to 40 seconds. First, the HetNet performance is evaluated for the initial (default) cell
configurations from the planning stage. Second, the CCO loop is triggered one time
with respect to the UE traffic that is averaged over the whole observation period of
one minute. And third, the 60 seconds are separated into three isochronous operation
and optimization cycles such that the period of hotspot activity is exactly covered by
the middle cycle. This corresponds to an event-to-trigger ratio of one. Since coverage
problems and capacity shortage appear simultaneously during the hotspot period,
trade-off handling becomes a serious challenge in the CCO loop.

Performance indicators / Number of users which are Average served

Configuration not covered covered served rate [Mbps]

1st cycle (coverage compensation)

Initial configuration 3 4152 3815 53.382

Optimized once 0 4155 3957 56.255

Optimized per cycle 0 4155 3944 55.932

2nd cycle (hotspot activity)

Initial configuration 5 5255 4106 53.288

Optimized once 0 5260 4265 55.502

Optimized per cycle 3 5257 4763 67.568

3rd cycle (regular operation)

Initial configuration 2 3958 3631 52.392

Optimized once 2 3958 3828 56.569

Optimized per cycle 2 3958 3840 57.252

Table 7.10: Covered users, served users, and served rate in the HetNet over the whole
observation period of one minute.

Table 7.10 shows that the coverage performance and the capacity performance signifi-
cantly improve when the initial HetNet configuration is switched to the optimum CCO
configuration. One-time CCO and cyclic CCO reveal similar behavior for the first and
third cycles. In the second cycle, however, we observe a significant difference: The
cyclic CCO reduces the coverage performance only marginally while it considerably
improves the capacity performance, i.e., the number of served users and the served
rate. The one-time optimization has to take into account the coverage problems from
the first and third cycles. This reduces the degrees of freedom for improving the ca-
pacity performance in the second cycle. Please note that the simulation results can
slightly differ from the computed CCO solutions, and hence, minor discrepancies are
possible.

Table 7.11 and the (re-)configuration related MC footprints that are depicted in Fi-
gure 7.9 illustrate how the autonomous CCO approach basically works: The initial
cell configurations lead to coverage holes in the HetNet area with a received signal
power below −121 dBm. In Figure 7.9 (a), coverage holes particularly occur at the cell
border of the MCs 4, 11 and 12. Thus, the CCO loop for the first cycle considers these
coverage holes as well as severe capacity problems in the other cells. The corresponding
CCO solution keeps the initial antenna tilts but powers up all eNBs and many of the
HeNBs. This solution improves the coverage situation significantly, compare the white
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eNB 1 3 4 5 6 11 12

Initial config.
high/med. high/med. low/med. low/med. low/med. low/med. high/med.

(tilt/power)

1st cycle (coverage compensation)

Main CCO Most eNBs suffer from capacity problems and eNBs 11 and 12 have additional

problems coverage problems.

Resulting config.
high/high high/high low/high low/high low/high low/high high/high

(tilt/power)

Main effects
eNBs keep initial tilt but power up, 40% FCs operate at high power.

eNBs 1, 4 and 11 reduce coverage holes.

2nd cycle (hotspot activity)

Main CCO All eNBs have capacity problems but the coverage performance is tolerable.

problems eNB 4 is most affected by the traffic hotspot.

Resulting config.
high/low high/low high/high high/high high/high low/med. high/high

(tilt/power)

Main effects
eNBs 4, 5, and 6 tilt down to increase the near distance link quality while eNBs 1, 3,

and 11 reduce their interference.

3rd cycle (regular operation)

Main CCO Coverage problems dominate at eNBs 1, 4, and 11 but also the degraded network capacity

problems is still a problem.

Resulting config.
high/med. high/low high/high high/high high/high low/high high/high

(tilt/power)

Main effects
eNBs 1 and 11 power up to compensate coverage holes.

The number of high power FCs slightly increases.

Table 7.11: Actions taken by the autonomously running CCO to cope with joint cove-
rage and capacity problems, see Figure 7.9 for a visualization.

spaces in the middle part of Figure 7.9 (b) to subfigure (a). Furthermore, it reduces
the capacity problems. In the second cycle, the active hotspot causes strong capacity
problems, particularly at eNB 4. The coverage performance is still tolerable. As
expectable, eNB 4 applies the high antenna downtilt and operates at full power in order
to serve most of the hotspot users. Moreover, all stations – except for eNB 11 – use
a high downtilt to reduce their interference to the neighboring cells and, particularly,
to the coverage area of eNB 4. Overall, the CCO results for the second cycle lead to a
cell footprint which shows more coverage problems as in the first cycle, but in favor of
an improved HetNet capacity. In the last cycle, the coverage problems become more
important again whereas capacity is still an issue. The coverage problems cannot be
fully resolved without reducing the capacity performance significantly. In consequence,
the CCO leads – similarly to the first cycle – to power changes at the eNBs and to a
slightly increased capacity performance.

This case study points out the coverage and capacity trade-off strategy that our CCO
approach applies: Coverage performance is the preferred optimization target but only
up to the point when the capacity performance gets intolerable. In this case, the cover-
age is allowed to decrease slightly in favor of more degrees of freedom for improving the
capacity. The particular preferences, however, can be adapted – or even be inverted –
by choosing according optimization parameters. This requires a modification of the
ordering and the optimization strategies in Figure 7.5. The CCO related reconfigu-
ration provides the operating network the opportunity to focus locally on the traffic
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Figure 7.9: MC footprints for the consecutive handling of coverage problems (switched
off eNBs), capacity problems (traffic hotspot), and joint KPI degradation.

hotspot when it is necessary. This is clearly indicated by the resource consumption at
eNB 4, which can raise the bandwidth for serving users from round about 66% in the
operation cycles one and three to more than 90% in cycle two. Moreover, the one-
time CCO results demonstrate that there is significant potential for improvements by
applying our approach even though the degradation period is not perfectly separated.
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7.5.3 The Solution Space for Trade-Off Optimization

The following investigation validates the assumptions that we made on the structure
of the CCO solution space for the climbing up principle in Section 7.4.1. Furthermore,
it justifies our suggestion for an appropriate selection of the JoCoCaMAX parame-
ters λCOV and λCAP.

We make use of the property that each optimal solution of the JoCoCaMAX prob-
lem (7.9) is a Pareto optimal point on the Pareto front for (λCOV, λCAP) > 0, see
Section 2.3.1. This property helps us to compute a Pareto front approximation for the
following setup: We consider the JoCoCaMAX problem for MC 4 in the second cycle
of the previous case study, i.e., during the traffic hotspot period. Corresponding so-
lutions are computed for an increasing sequence of the scalarization parameters λCOV

and λCAP on the interval [0.2, 1] with step size 0.2. The scalarization parameters λCOV

and λCAP are normalized by

1
∑

t∈T4

pt
and

1
∑

t∈T4

rt
,

respectively. The parameters pMIN
i and rMIN

i are equal to zero for all considered cells.
Figure 7.10 depicts the coverage and capacity results that are attained by the JoCo-
CaMAX solutions for eNB 4. The results are normalized to the maximum number of
DN priorities and the maximum sum rate that can be achieved. Please note that the
plot shows only the JoCoCaMAX results for eNB 4, though, the configuration state
space of the related JoCoCaMAX problem includes the configurations of all relevant
neighbor MCs and FCs. Redundant points are dropped. In order to have the labeling
neatly arranged, we additionally dropped some points that are very close to the de-
picted ones. Some of the points are not directly located on the approximated Pareto
front (dashed line) even though they have to be supported points by definition, see
Section 2.3.1. This effect is caused by a timeout bound for the MIP solver. The gap
to the optimum capacity value can reach up to 0.5% when the solver terminates. In
consequence, the depicted Pareto front represents an artificial best fit curve and not
the actual convex hull of the solution set.

The points are labeled with their corresponding (normalized) vector (λCOV, λCAP).
The results confirm the assumption from Section 2.3.1 that the dedicated balance or
imbalance of the weighting factors influences the balance or imbalance of the achieved
coverage and capacity performance in the related solution: The higher valued KPI
of a solution point with an imbalanced weight vector corresponds to the higher KPI
weight. The two points on the lower right of Figure 7.10, however, illustrate that this
is only a relative property and not an absolute one. This finding is in accordance with
the statement from Section 2.3.1 that the particular selection of weights influences just
the tendency of the ratio between the effectively achieved KPIs.

Compared to Figure 7.6, the obtained structure of the solution space is close to our
expectations. Moreover, the (encircled) solution point – that corresponds to our weight
suggestions (7.22) and (7.23) – meets our intention to find a JoCoCaMAX solution
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Figure 7.10: Pareto front approximation and selected optimal point (encircled).

that is almost balanced but has a slight preference for a higher coverage performance.
The according solution point can be located somewhere else for a different problem
instance. However, we expect it to be located in this region of the solution space as
long as there are any Pareto optimal points in this region at all.

7.6 Summary

Some works in recent literature provide algorithms for self-organized CCO that have
the same intention as our approach. However, most of them follow a contrary imple-
mentation principle. For instance, [75] and [86] apply reinforcement learning methods
to create an expert system (knowledge database) that defines rule-based decisions for
the self-organized configuration of cell parameters. Such a model-free approach does
not require much a-priori information since it does not consider an explicit system
model. Instead, it is solely based on the system feedback to its decisions and actions.
In contrast to a model-based approach, the model-free approach can make it very hard
to interpret the decisions that are taken. It can even be impossible to influence the
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processing of a model-free approach intentionally. Further related aspects are studied
in [96], where cell outage management and self-organized eNB downtilt optimization
are considered. However, this work do not deal with joint multi-tier configuration but
keeps the femtocell environment static.

Most works in the SON domain consider the hexagonal grid network topology accor-
ding to [3]. We observed effects that were specifically caused by that artificial topology,
e.g., uniform frequency reuse potential in MCs due to cell symmetry. Therefore, we
have switched to a more realistic simulation framework that considers the propagation
characteristics of an urban environment. This allows for the evaluation of our CCO
approach under realistic assumptions.

Our model-based CCO approach describes the underlying system dependencies in an
explicit system model. It adapts its optimization parameters dynamically subject to
the system feedback. Particularly, our approach considers both tiers, i.e., macrocells
and femtocells, jointly for the optimization of user-centric performance metrics. The
user-centric definition of system coverage that we consider might look unusual com-
pared to the common spatial definition. The main advantage of our definition is the
additional degree of freedom that we gain for improving the capacity if necessary.
We expect this perspective to become more and more important in future when the
cells are getting smaller, the cell deployment gets more dense, the average cell load
increases, and the systems can react very quickly to dynamic changes in the network.

In Section 7.4, we have introduced a traffic light based scheme for self-organized CCO.
The corresponding approach finds Pareto optimal solutions for the joint optimization
of coverage and capacity. It confines to a hierarchical constrained single target maxi-
mization in the case that a single performance metric predominates. The CCO loop
as well as the overall integrated CCO approach meet the definition of a closed-loop
optimization framework that is given in [85]. Our CCO model integrates the inter-
ference approximation approach that we have introduced in Chapter 5. Thus, cell
configurations are optimized subject to inter-cell and cross-tier interference. The cell
configuration can particularly influence the transmitter activity status (switch on/off).
This provides the opportunity to correct problems that are caused by peppered FCs.
The transmission power of disruptive FCs can be tuned down to a minimum if neces-
sary. For application in a real system, the periodic CCO trigger can be combined with
an aperiodic trigger mechanism that is able to detect system degradations automati-
cally.

The evaluation results demonstrate that our integrated CCO approach can cope with
coverage hole situations as well as with a (temporal) traffic hotspot. Both scenarios
are defined by 3GPP as reference scenarios for the assessment of CCO solutions in self-
organized networks [8]. Moreover, our approach fulfills the following three requirements
for self-organized CCO that 3GPP defines in [8]:

1. The need for human intervention is minimized. Our CCO approach does not
require any human intervention once the optimization parameters have been ini-
tially specified. In fact, the optimization parameters are calibrated automatically
subject to the dynamic changes in the network.
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7.6 Summary

2. The static optimization components are fully customizable by the network ope-
rator. The static components of our integrated CCO approach are the perfor-
mance measurement functions, the corresponding traffic light thresholds, and the
available configuration state space.

3. The CCO approach is configurable individually for different areas of the network
as the optimization parameters are customizable for each cell.

Overall, the presented CCO approach improves the network performance when the
HetNet has to cope with traffic hotspots, coverage shortage, and objective trade-off
situations. We expect further improvements if the configuration state space is in-
creased, e.g., by more power diversity or sectorized antennas. Related investigations
are open for future work.
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This chapter presents some conceptual extensions to the optimization models that we
have introduced in the chapters before. On the one hand, the extensions incorporate
further aspects into the optimization models. The approach in Section 8.1 considers
energy efficiency as additional decision criterion for optimal network configuration.
Section 8.2 provides a concept to embed user acceptance into the network planning
task, whereas Section 8.3 considers the robustness of the related optimization problem.
On the other hand, the extensions deal with methods to reduce the computational
complexity of the optimization algorithms. Related methods for graph-based problem
partitioning and adaptive clustering are presented in Section 8.4.

We briefly discuss the aim of each conceptual extension and explain how it can be ap-
plied to the related optimization models. Please note that we skip any comprehensive
formalism even though it might be required to apply the extension. Instead, we sketch
the extension principles and refer to the related publications.

8.1 Energy Efficiency

Nowadays, energy efficiency plays an important role for any kind of technical deve-
lopment. Concerning the optimization models that we have presented in the previous
chapters, the CCO problem from Chapter 7 is the only one that allows for an op-
timization of power parameters. The corresponding objective (7.9) can be extended
to

max

{

λCOV

∑

t∈T

ptz̃t + λCAP

∑

t∈T

refft − λPOW

(
∑

s∈S

Psys +
∑

f∈F

Pfyf

)}

, (8.1)

where Ps and Pf denote the transmission power that is associated with the according
eNB configuration s and the HeNB configuration f , respectively. The weighting fac-
tor λPOW depends on the importance of energy efficiency compared to the importance
of maximal coverage and capacity. Furthermore, the factor might differ for the power
consumption of MC transmitters and FC transmitters. In this case, the power term is
separated into differently weighted terms for eNB sum power and HeNB sum power.
We suggest to incorporate energy efficiency as a minor criterion, i.e., to choose the
weighting factor λPOW relatively to the factors λCOV and λCAP such that each (aver-
age) DN that can be covered or served gets a higher priority in the overall optimization
objective than any power reduction.
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The integration of energy efficiency into the optimization objective may increase the
computational effort to solve the corresponding MIP. Therefore, it can be a beneficial
alternative to apply the power minimization step consecutively to the CCO loop:
After the CCO loop has terminated, we bound the minimum constraints (7.21) by
the accumulated priorities and the sum rate that have been achieved for the optimum
CCO solution. Afterwards, the JoCoCaMAX problem is solved one more time, but in
this optimization step the objective (7.9) is replaced with

min

{
∑

s∈S

Psys +
∑

f∈F

Pfyf

}

. (8.2)

The importance of the sum power for MCs can optionally be distinguished from the
importance of the FC power consumption by introducing according weighting factors.
Please note that any obtained solution to this problem yields the same coverage and
capacity performance as before but, perhaps, with a network configuration that con-
sumes less power as the former solution. This consecutive optimization step is very
fast since the tight minimum constraints reduce the feasible solution space maximally.
Thus, this reduction can also mean that there do not exist alternative feasible solutions.

Operational effort can be considered as a further aspect of energy efficiency or as an
additional optimization metric. It is directly related to the configuration changes in
CCO solutions. The number and the type of (electrical) antenna downtilt modifications
can cause a higher or lower effort. Optimal solutions that take the minimization of
configuration changes into account could be favored over solutions that maximize the
coverage and capacity performance solely.

For each (H)eNB with configuration a, the parameter ca′ ∈ R≥0 denotes the cost for
a change from the presently applied configuration to configuration a′. The cost may
be interpreted as a penalty term. For instance, it can consider the number of antenna
tilt modifications or the difference in total transmission power. The cost parameters
are chosen relatively to the presently applied configuration a. The parameters are
recomputed each time the (physical) configurations in the HetNet have changed. Natu-
rally, it holds ca = 0. The minimization of operational effort can be incorporated
into the JoCoCaMAX problem – or into any of its variants – analogously to (8.1).
The corresponding weighting factor λOPE has to be chosen suitably. Alternatively,
the operational effort can be minimized in a secondary optimization step according
to (8.2). We recommend the second variant to incorporate it into the CCO procedure,
i.e., to solve the optimization problem

min

{
∑

s∈S

csys +
∑

f∈F

cfyf

}

for tight minimum constraints after the CCO loop has finished. Due to the identical
problem formulations it is possible to define cost parameters that include the related
power consumption. The corresponding optimization problem minimizes power con-
sumption and operational effort jointly.
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8.2 Embedding User Acceptance as Decision Criterion

The acceptance of people becomes more and more important – and sometimes even
crucial – for the planning and the optimization of wireless networks. Even though wire-
less networks are deployed, expanded, and (re-)configured subject to electromagnetic
compatibility, there are controversial discussions on the impact of wireless communica-
tion technology to health and environment. Nowadays, web 2.0 applications (facebook,
twitter, etc.) provide detractors a powerful platform to broadcast their negative pro-
paganda. As a consequence, the acceptance of mobile communication technology can
decrease. Furthermore, worried people will most likely not become customers for the
related devices and services.

In [36], we propose an approach for the integration of user acceptance as immanent
component of the optimization models for the deployment and configuration of wireless
networks. In the following, we describe the integration concept mainly for the deploy-
ment stage, i.e., with respect to Chapter 6. However, the network operator can also
benefit from our approach in the network configuration phase if people appreciate this
feature. This is questionable since people cannot see the effects of a reconfiguration,
whereas it is very simple for them to distinguish if a transmit antenna is deployed or
not.

Symbol & domain Description

A = {1, . . . ,NA} Index set of acceptance preferences (APs).

(ij1, . . . , ijNS
) ∈ {0, 1}NS Indication vector of relevant transmitters for AP j.

nj ∈ N0 Maximum number of tolerated transmitters in AP j.

wj ∈ R≥0 Penalty (weight) if AP j is violated.

uj ∈ {0, 1} Binary decision variable indicating that AP j is violated.

Table 8.1: Additional input parameters (upper part) and variables (lower part) to in-
corporate user acceptance.

We consider the (additional) input parameters and optimization variables from Ta-
ble 8.1 and model the acceptance of certain network deployments as follows: First,
a socio-economic analysis of the considered planning area provides the input for an
appropriate acceptance model, see [36]. The acceptance model identifies (computes)
the Acceptance Preferences (APs) of user groups that are potentially affected by the
network deployment. Each AP of a user group describes the subset of cell site deploy-
ment candidates that is relevant for the acceptance in the group. We define NS = |S|.
All relevant candidates s ∈ S have an entry ijs = 1 in the indication vector of the
corresponding AP j. The indicator entries of irrelevant candidates are equal to zero. If
an unpreferred cell site can have different configurations, all the corresponding entries
from the set of configured transmitters S are equal to one.

Typically, transmit antennas that are deployed in the neighborhood are more relevant
to a user group than the ones that are deployed far away. Nevertheless, there can be
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user groups that are not related to any local part of the network, e.g., the citizens of
a small city that do not want the network to exceed a certain maximum size. The
size of a user group, the acceptance weights that are derived from the acceptance
model, and the rank of the group members determine the importance of an AP j. The
importance is reflected by the penalty wj that is caused if the AP is violated. It is
not necessary to consider a constant penalty for each unpreferred cell site. Instead,
the overall penalty wj for violating AP j is triggered if a minimum number nj of
unpreferred candidates is selected for deployment. Thus, the specific setting of nj

defines the particular intention of AP j:

1. The deployment of certain transmitters is not appreciated: The AP penalty is
triggered whenever one or more unpreferred cell sites s ∈ S are selected for
deployment. The corresponding entries ijs are equal to one and nj = 0. Separate
APs are created if the penalty shall increase with the number of violations.

2. The deployment of at most n certain transmitters is tolerated: The indication
vector for the tolerated transmitters is created as before and nj = n.

3. The total size of the network shall not exceed n cell sites: All entries of the
indication vector are equal to one and nj = n.

Acceptance can be integrated into the HetNet-ProMAX problem from Section 6.2 by
replacing objective (6.1) with

max

{

λBASIC

∑

t∈T

ptzt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

coverage

+λRATE

∑

t∈T

refft

︸ ︷︷ ︸

capacity

−
∑

s∈S

csys

︸ ︷︷ ︸

cost

−λACP

∑

j∈A

wjuj

︸ ︷︷ ︸

acceptance

}

. (8.3)

The binary variable uj indicates the violation of AP j. The indicators serve as addi-
tional optimization variables. The constraints (6.2) to (6.12) are extended by

∑

s∈S

ijsys − nj ≤ NSuj , for all s ∈ S , (8.4)

which ensures uj = 1 for each violated AP j. The extended problem has NA extra
optimization variables and NA additional constraints compared to the original HetNet-
ProMAX problem.

The embedding of acceptance into the network deployment decision depends on the
weighting factor λACP ≥ 0 for the acceptance (penalty) term in (8.3). The influence
of the acceptance term can reach from a harmless integration (low weighting factor)
to an equal or dominant criterion (high weighting factor). We refer to [36] for further
investigations and discussions. Please note that it can be an alternative to consider
the acceptance penalty term analogously to (8.2) or to bound the penalty term by a
corresponding maximum constraint.
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8.3 Mobility Robustness

The solution quality of all the optimization models that have been presented in this
thesis particularly depends on the accuracy of the DN input parameters. The achieved
system performance will be poor if the predicted rate demand does not match the
effective demand of users in the post-optimization phase. In the operating system,
discrepancies in the DN parameter estimation according to (3.9) can be corrected
dynamically before the next CCO loop starts. The network dimensioning approach in
Chapter 4 and the cell site planning from Chapter 6, however, do not have any chance
to correct inaccurate input parameters dynamically.

In [23], the authors show how an approach from the field of robust optimization can
help to cope with uncertainty in the DN parameters. Basically, this work considers
a planning (dimensioning) problem that is similar to the FR-ProMAX problem from
Section 4.2. The problem does not consider relay stations. Instead of a fixed rate
demand rt for DN t, the demand is modeled as a bounded random variable over the
interval [r̄t − r̂t, r̄t + r̂t]. The parameter r̄t denotes the nominal rate demand and r̂t its
maximum deviation. The mobility robustness parameter Γ ∈ [0, . . . , |T |] describes the
number of DNs that deviate from their nominal rate demand. The capacity constraint
of the corresponding multiple knapsack problem from Table (4.3) is rewritten as

∑

t∈Ts

r̄t
est

zst + max
T ′⊆Ts ,
|T ′|≤Γ

∑

t∈T ′

r̂t
est

zst ≤ Bs , for all s ∈ S .

This constraint includes the worst case constellation into the optimization problem:

i) The subset T ′ contains the (maximally) Γ DNs that degrade the capacity con-
straint most if they simultaneously request a rate at the upper bound of their
rate interval.

ii) All DNs of subset T ′ simultaneously request a rate at the upper bound of their
rate interval.

We refer to [23] for the details how this non-linear constraint can be transformed into
an equivalent ILP formulation. The robust optimization problem can be solved with
the same methods as the original problem. Compared to the original problem, the
robust optimization problem has |S| + |S ∗ T | extra variables and |S ∗ T | additional
constraints.

Generally, it is preferable to consider too much rate demand (demand buffer) instead
of a parameter setup that leads to a permanently overloaded network. On the other
hand, a large demand buffer can cause the deployment of dispensable stations. More
precisely, a cell site planning problem – or a network dimensioning problem – that
considers too much demand buffer will have a solution with many cells that are under-
loaded in the operating system. Nevertheless, these cells are deployed and operated
at full CAPEX and OPEX. Besides the increased problem complexity, this can be
interpreted as the price of robustness.
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8.4 Graph-Based Problem Partitioning and Adaptive

Clustering

The integrated CCO approach presented in Section 7.4 is intended to run autonomously
in a semi-decentralized manner, i.e., preferably in small- to middle-sized cooperation
clusters. We define a cluster as a reasonably sized group of network elements such that
the strongest interferers to the contained elements are covered by the group. Thus,
(inter-cell) interference is the major decision criterion for network clustering. The
network entities are clustered in order to reduce the size of the problem instances,
and hence, to reduce the computational effort for solving the particular optimization
problems. Moreover, clustering can help to reduce the communication overhead that
is caused by self-organization in the system. All the relevant information has to be
shared only within the cluster and not along the whole network.

Clustering is also useful to reduce the computational effort that is required to solve
the network dimensioning problem from Chapter 4 and the cell site planning problem
according to Chapter 6. In the pre-deployment stage, however, the cell site locations
are not fixed yet. Thus, the computation of potential clusters – defined by a strong
intra-cluster interference criterion – becomes a combinatorial problem. The corres-
ponding clustering algorithms cannot be used to partition the planning problem into
smaller sub-problems prior to the optimization step. Therefore, the methods for clus-
tering in the operating network differ from the methods that can be applied to find
suitable clusters for the planning problem. The clusters of a planning problem can be
considered as independent problem instances.

In [38], we present a graph-based approach to partition a network planning problem
automatically into an appropriate number of n sub-problems. The n corresponding
problem clusters have a strong intra-cluster relationship (interference) and a weak
inter-cluster relationship. The basic idea is to model the planning instance as bipar-
tite graph G = (S, T, E) as depicted in Figure 8.1: The set S contains all cell site
deployment candidates (BSs or eNBs) from S. The set T covers the considered re-
ceiver points (DNs or UEs) from T . The weights of the undirected edges E are equal
to the spectral efficiency est on the corresponding links. If S contains different configu-
rations for identical cell site locations, each location is considered only once in S. The
corresponding weight of each undirected edge to an element of T equals the maximum
spectral efficiency over all possible configurations of the cell site.

We connect an artificial source node to all nodes from S and consider each node from T
successively as sink node. The partitioning of the bipartite graph is obtained by the
overall minimum cut that we find for this setup. The cost of a cut is defined by mea-
sures that suitably reflect the intra-cluster interference and inter-cluster interference of
the corresponding (two) partitions. All subsequent partitions are clustered in a hierar-
chical manner until a stop criterion is fulfilled. Basically, the clustering in a partition
branch stops when the cut cost of a subsequent partitioning exceeds the relative cost
of its parent cluster. We refer to [38] for all technical details.
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Figure 8.1: Graph-based representation of a wireless network.

Related works from the literature propose alternative approaches for problem partition-
ing, e.g., variants of the k-means clustering algorithm or partitioning around medoids.
In contrast to these approaches, our method does not require any a priori knowledge
about the intended number of clusters and does not depend on randomly chosen initial
cluster centers. In fact, our approach arranges clusters automatically around their na-
tive centers. This is illustrated in Figure 8.2, where the receiver points are distributed
over the urban planning area from Figure 6.1 (b) according to a 2-dimensional Gaus-
sian sampling [32] on a set of quasi-uniformly distributed points. The distribution
means of the five randomly sampled Gaussian distributions are depicted by crosses.
Numerical evaluations show that our graph-based partitioning approach achieves sig-
nificant savings (80% to 90%) in the computation time that is required to solve the
cell site planning problems. The savings including the time for problem partitioning.
The corresponding solution quality is very close to the optimum one (95% to 99%).
However, we can not find any reasonable partitioning with more than one cluster for
planning problems with many densely distributed DNs and deployment candidates.

We can use a much simpler approach for the purpose of dynamic clustering in the
operating network: We estimate the interference impact of each transmitter to all
transmission links that are assigned subject to a best server criterion. The estimation
utilizes the interference approximation model from Chapter 5 and the related IAM
equation (5.2). Consequently, each transmitter knows the bandwidth that it has to
block (protect) in order to mitigate interference to each particular cell in the network.
We define a suitable threshold parameter bCC ≥ 0. Each cell with an amount of blocked
bandwidth above bCC is joined to the cluster of the interfered transmitter. This step is
carried out once for every cell in the network. Existing clusters are merged successively
if the threshold condition holds for any two transmitters of both clusters. The threshold
value is chosen such that we obtain reasonable cluster sizes. A reasonably sized cluster
provides a beneficial trade-off between optimization runtime and solution quality.
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(a) Clustered DN distribution. (b) Computed clustering.

Figure 8.2: Min-cut based partitioning for five Gaussian distributed DN clusters (with
cluster centers ×) in the planning area from Figure 6.1 (b).
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9 Conclusions

9.1 Summary and Contributions

This thesis contributes to multiple stages along the typical lifecycle of broadband
wireless networks by introducing novel concepts, models, and algorithms for

• the estimation of transmission quality and bandwidth requirements subject to
path loss predictions,

• the dimensioning of wireless networks,

• interference modeling in multi-tier networks,

• HetNet cell site planning,

• the self-organized optimization of operating HetNets, and

• the conceptual extension of several components from above.

First, the key components for wireless network modeling have been introduced. Path
loss information serves as basic input for these components. We have shown how the
required bandwidth for data transmission can be computed via the discrete rate-power
function that is given by the system link budget. Since the spectrum in OFDMA multi-
cell networks is shared and limited, all presented optimization models are subject to a
variant of the multiple knapsack problem. This becomes an issue when users expect a
minimum quality-of-service and the corresponding rate demand exceeds the load limit
of single cells.

We have considered multihop WiMAX networks and determined their infrastructure
dimensioning with respect to the expected user distribution and rate demand. The
related optimization problem has been formalized as a mixed-integer linear program
that covers all relevant technical system aspects. Particularly, we have shown how
an economical perspective can help to find a closed-form representation for conflicting
objectives like the trade-off alignment between network coverage, network capacity,
and deployment cost. Even though the dimensioning model has been developed for
multihop WiMAX networks, the approach is transferable to further OFDMA based
wireless networks.
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Compared to the dimensioning approach, accurate cell site planning and network con-
figuration require a higher precision, particularly in terms of the applied inter-cell inter-
ference model. For this purpose, a low-complexity interference approximation has been
developed that estimates the overall required bandwidth at eNBs and HeNBs subject
to inter-cell and cross-tier interference. This approximate model serves as immanent
component of the optimization models that we have introduced for the planning and
the self-organized operation of LTE HetNets. The interference approximation can be
calibrated with respect to the dynamic changes in the network.

For the optimal cell site planning of LTE HetNets, we have considered macrocells and
user-operated femtocells that are not necessarily active all the time. The objective of
the corresponding optimization problem is to provide a minimum number of macrocells
such that mobile services are area-wide guaranteed. On the other hand, it avoids
dispensable cell sites for the sake of cost efficiency and low interference.

We have developed an integrated approach for the self-optimization of coverage and
capacity in time-variant LTE HetNets. The corresponding algorithms were designed
according to a traffic light principle and they autonomously control site activity, trans-
mission power, and antenna downtilt parameters. The presented approach finds Pareto
optimal solutions for the joint optimization of coverage and capacity. It confines to
a hierarchical constrained single target maximization in the case that a single per-
formance metric predominates. Simulative evaluations have demonstrated that our
approach improves the overall performance when the HetNet has to cope with traffic
hotspots, coverage shortage, and objective trade-off situations.

Finally, we have presented several conceptual extensions to the previous optimization
problems. The extensions incorporate further decision criteria into the optimization
problems, e.g., power minimization and integration of user acceptance. Furthermore,
they provide heuristics to cope with the computational complexity of the presented
planning problems (problem partitioning) and the online optimization of operating
HetNets (adaptive clustering).

The work presented in this dissertation has a strong focus on modeling aspects. There-
fore, the development of dedicated optimization models and low-complexity approxi-
mations had a higher priority than the implementation of efficient algorithms to solve
the optimization problems. In fact, we have utilized state-of-the-art tools such as
CPLEX or Gurobi to solve the integer and mixed-integer linear programs without any
further modifications. The development of concepts and algorithms for acceleration of
the presented optimization procedures is open for future work. Promising approaches
are, for instance, relaxation and rounding methods and heuristics like simulated annea-
ling or evolutionary algorithms.

Although not mentioned explicitly, pico nodes can be incorporated into our planning
and operation approaches as low capability eNBs. Here, low capability can mean lower
power profiles or fixed antenna configurations. In that sense, this thesis covers mul-
tiple aspects that are relevant for future wireless networks towards and beyond IMT
advanced [82]. These networks are typically characterized by dense picocell deploy-
ments and advanced interference coordination.
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9.2 Future Research

This dissertation provides several aspects for future research beyond the development
of methods for an optimization speed up. The first aspect addresses the quantitative
evaluation of the uplink-downlink duality [20, 47] that we implicitly assume. Even
though we can expect channel reciprocity in the LTE TDD mode [29, 94], we have
not investigated the de facto correlation between the solution quality for the downlink
scenario and the uplink scenario yet. A suitable investigation requires particularly the
integration of time-variant and frequency selective channel models into the simulation
framework.

A further open aspect is the analysis of the impact of an extended configuration state
space to the joint coverage and capacity optimization. This analysis might be combined
with the assessment of potential performance loss due to (adaptive) clustering in the
network.

Finally, the automatic detection of performance degradation effects in the operating
network is a missing component. Such a mechanism can improve the applied trigger
mechanism for the autonomous self-optimization. It would particularly allow to com-
bine the periodic optimization trigger with a suitable aperiodic trigger. Models and
techniques from the field of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) are promising candi-
dates for automatic degradation detection. Their typical purpose is the detection of
structure and emergence in complex and self-organizing systems [28, 19].
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Acronyms

2m-QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, quantized with respect to
2m different symbols

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project

4G Fourth Generation

AP Acceptance Preference

ARPU Average Revenue Per Unit

BER Bit Error Rate

BLER BLock Error Rate

BPSK Binary Phase-Shift Keying

BRC Bandwidth Reservation Concept

BS Base Station

CAP Channel Assignment Problem

CAPEX CAPital EXpenditures

CAS Complex Adaptive System

CCO Coverage and Capacity Optimization

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CORLA Cube Oriented Ray Launching Algorithm

CQI Channel Quality Indicator

CSI Channel State Information

DiLaP Direction-specific Land use based Path loss model

DN Demand Node

DSL Digital Subscriber Line

E-UTRAN Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network

eNB eNodeB

FC FemtoCell

FDMA Frequency-Division Multiple Access

FR-ProMAX Full Rate Profit MAXimization

FTP File Transfer Protocol

GSM Global System for Mobile communications

HeMS HeNB Management System

HeNB Home eNodeB
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Acronyms

HetNet Heterogeneous Network

HSPA High-Speed Packet Access

IAM Interference Approximation Model

ICIC Inter-Cell Interference Coordination

ILP Integer Linear Program

JoCoCaMAX Joint Coverage and Capacity MAXimization

KPI Key Performance Index

LMSE Least-Mean-Squared Error

LoS Line-of-Sight

LP Linear Program

LTE/SAE Long-Term Evolution/System Architecture Evolution

MC MacroCell

MCKP Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem

MCLP Maximal Covering Location Problem

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

MIP Mixed-Integer linear Program

MKP Multiple Knapsack Problem

MOO Multi-Objective Optimization

MSE Mean-Squared Error

NGMN Next Generation Mobile Networks alliance

NLoS Non-Line-of-Sight

NMS Network Management System

NP Non-deterministic Polynomial

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access

OPEX OPerational EXpenditures

PDCCH Physical Downlink Control CHannel

PRB Physical Resource Block

ProMAX Profit MAXimization

PTAS Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme

PUCCH Physical Uplink Control CHannel

QoS Quality-of-Service

QPSK Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying

RCapMAX Restricted Capacity MAXimization

RCovMAX Restricted Coverage MAXimization

RRM Radio Resource Management

RS Relay Station

SC SubCarrier

SCM Spatial Channel Model

SINR Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio
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Acronyms

SIR Signal-to-Interference Ratio

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SON Self-Organizing Network

TDMA Time-Division Multiple Access

TL Traffic Light

UE User Equipment

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol

WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access

WINNER Wireless world INitiative NEw Radio
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List of Symbols

⊆,⊂ Subset and proper subset, respectively.

∅ Empty set.

N,N>0 Set of natural numbers (including zero) and positive natural
numbers, respectively.

R,R≥0,R>0 Set of real numbers, non-negative real numbers, and positive
real numbers, respectively.

|·| Cardinality of a set.

x,X Bold face lower case letters and upper case letters denote column
vectors and matrices, respectively.

xT ,XT Transpose of a vector x and a matrix X, respectively.

0 Zero vector.

x < y Vector x is component-wise smaller than y.

dim {·} Dimension of a space.

O
(
·
)

Landau symbol, defining an upper bound for the computational
complexity.

a Wildcard symbol for either a (configured) eNB s or a (confi-
gured) HeNB f , p. 48.

b∗t Amount of bandwidth allocated at transmitter ∗ ∈ {s, k, f} for
transmission to demand node t, p. 8.

bitfa Amount of protected bandwidth at (H)eNB a to cope with in-
terference to other cells, p. 48.

btrma Amount of allocated bandwidth at (H)eNB a for data transmis-
sion, p. 48.

ba Amount of overall consumed bandwidth at (H)eNB a, p. 48.

B∗ Total available bandwidth at transmitter entity ∗ ∈ {s, k, f},
p. 8.

c∗ Cost for the selection of a transmitter entity ∗ ∈ {s, k, f} and
the corresponding configuration, p. 36.

c(·) Corresponding land use class of a land use segment, p. 22.

dss′ Distance between the transmitter entities s and s′, p. 40.

d(·) Distance to a reference point or length of a path loss segment,
p. 16.
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List of Symbols

e∗t Supported spectral efficiency on the link from transmitter en-
tity ∗ ∈ {s, k, f} to user or demand node t, p. 25.

f Representative femtocell from the index set F , p. 8.

fc Carrier (center) frequency, p. 16.

g∗tn Channel gain from transmitter entity ∗ ∈ {s, k, f} to t on sub-
carrier n, p. 33.

GA(φ, ψ) Antenna gain in direction (φ, ψ), p. 16.

Gfast Fast fading component of a path loss model, p. 16.

Gslow Slow fading (shadowing) component of a path loss model, p. 16.

k Representative relay station from the index set K, p. 8.

L(t) Path loss on the signal path from a transmitter to receiver
point t, p. 16.

LdB(t) Path loss on the signal path from a transmitter to receiver
point t on a logarithmic scale, p. 16.

L0(t) Distance-dependent basic path loss component of L(t), p. 16.

P Transmit power, p. 16.

Pn Transmit power on subcarrier n, p. 32.

pt Priority level of demand node t, related to either the service
type or the corresponding customer type, p. 58.

pMAX
a Maximum feasible sum of covered priorities at (H)eNB a in CCO

solutions, p. 72.

pMIN
i Minimum required sum of covered DNs (priorities) in the cove-

rage area of MC i, p. 84.

qaa′t Interference impact factor from (H)eNB a to the transmission
link from (H)eNB a′ to t, p. 51.

R (·) Rate-power function, p. 33.

rt Requested data rate at demand node t, p. 8.

rMIN
t Minimum required data rate if demand node t is served, p. 8.

refft Effectively served data rate at demand node t, depending on the
particular signal quality and bandwidth allocation, p. 8.

rMIN
i Minimum required sum rate that is achieved in the coverage

area of MC i, p. 84.

s Representative cell site from the index set S, p. 8.
t Representative demand node from the index set T , might

context-specifically also represent a single user (receiver), p. 8.

THKPI
{G,Y} KPI related threshold factor, referring to sufficient (G), criti-

cal (Y), and insufficient performance, p. 88.

uj Binary decision variable indicating the violation of acceptance
preference j, p. 110.

wj Penalty that is associated with the violation of acceptance pref-
erence j, p. 110.
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List of Symbols

xtn Binary decision variable indicating the assignment of subcar-
rier n to user t, p. 32.

y∗ Binary decision variable indicating the selection of a transmitter
entity ∗ ∈ {s, k, f}, p. 8.

z∗t Binary decision variable indicating the assignment of demand
node t to a transmitter entity ∗ ∈ {s, k, f}, p. 8.

z̃at Binary decision variable indicating the coverage of demand
node t by (H)eNB a, p. 72.

zt Auxiliary variable indicating that demand node t is assigned to
a transmitter entity, p. 8.

z̃t Binary decision variable indicating the coverage of demand
node t, p. 72.

A Index set of acceptance preferences, p. 109.

C Set of land use classes that are distinguished for path loss com-
putation, p. 21.

D Domain of an optimization problem, p. 9.

F Index set of (configured) femtocell HeNBs, p. 8.

FFC Index set of available femtocell transmitters in a HetNet, p. 72.

G Conflict graph, p. 37.

K Index set of (configured) relay stations, p. 8.

N Set of subcarriers, p. 32.

S Index set of (configured) macrocell sites, p. 8.

SMC Index set of available macrocell transmitters in a HetNet, p. 72.

T Index set of demand nodes, p. 8.

Ya Index set of all different configurations for an (H)eNB a, p. 72.

βs Frequency reuse factor in the related macrocell of site s, p. 49.

∆0 Offset constant in path loss models, p. 17.

δITF Minimum threshold for coverage definition, p. 72.

γ Path loss exponent, p. 16.

Γ Mobility robustness parameter, p. 111.

λBASIC Basic coverage weighting factor for objective scalarization, p. 59.

λRATE Sum rate weighting factor for objective scalarization, p. 37.

λCOV Coverage weighting factor in the CCO approach, p. 73.

λCAP Capacity weighting factor in the CCO approach, p. 73.

λPOW Sum power weighting factor if power consumption is considered
in the CCO objective, p. 107.

λACP Weighting factor for the acceptance penalty term if acceptance
is considered as objective component, p. 110.
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List of Symbols

µ Reliability indicator for demand predictions, p. 29.

ω Weighting factor for the utilization ratio in the capacity indica-
tor, p. 79.

ρf Average activity rate of HeNB (femtocell) f , p. 59.

σ2 Thermal noise power, p. 33.

θKPI KPI related threshold factor, referring to the lower performance
bound if constrained single target optimization is applied, p. 88.
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